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Too Many U. S. Soldiers Tied F Down by Guard Duty
More Troops
To Garry Fight
To Reds Asked

Mostly Fair
And Mild Tonight
And Saturday

Red Gunners Get
3 ILS. Jet Fighters

(Editor 's Note: Important decisions on the fut ure
course in South Viet Nan
are expected when Defen se
Secretary McNam ara ' repbrts to President Johnson
this wee k on his latest trip
to that country. Just what is
the military pictur e that
must form the basis of these
decisions? An Associated
Press correspondent pre sents a full account of the
aituoh'oi* as seen in Saigon
and in the f ield.)

By PETER ARNETT
SAIGON, South Viet Nam
(AP) —Despite the huge American buildup, Allied forces in
Viet Nam remain insufficient to
carry the fight to the Communist Viet Cong effectively. An
important reason: Most U.S.
and Vietnamese troops are
pinned down by security jobs —
including keeping what they
hold — so that surprisingly few
battalions are available for
searching out the Viet Cong.
An influx of troops from Red
North Viet Nam has in effect
returned the situation to where
SAIGON, South Viet Nam
it was earlier this year, beforea
(AP) — Communist gunners
surge of new U.S . forces Upped
downed three U.S. jet fighters,
the balance temporarily in the
including one from the newly
Allies' favor.
arrived
atomic-powered aircraft
The Commnnist In recent
weeks have shown themfelves
carrier Enterprise, during raids
willing to sacrifice hundreds of
on North and South Viet Nam in
troops. Man for man, they are
the past 24 hours, U.S. spokesas well equipped as the U.S.
men reported today.
infantryman and have as much,
Another fighter from the Enif not more, firepower. Seldom
terprise
crashed into the sea
mentioned any more in Saigon
while trying to land on the 85,is the theory that a U.S. platoon,
O00-ton carrier, the world's largbecause of its firepower, could
est. The accident occurred on
easily wipe out a Viet Cong
the Enterprise's first day of
company.
combat operations in the South
The war now probably will
China Sea.
produce bigger and bloodier
battles. It seems likely that
The four airmen from the Enonly if U.S. troops can wipe out
terprise were rescued. The pilarge Communist units will the
'BIG E" JOINS THE WAR . . . The nu- readied for the steam catapult launching. Two
lots of the two other planes were
enemy return to the harassing
missing and presumed killed.
F4B aircraft were lost the first day. The carclear-powered USS Enterprise, world's largbit- and-run guerrilla-type war.
The losses pushed the number est warship, has joined the Viet Nam war.
rier Is capable of launching four aircraft
Allied forces in Viet Nam toof American planes downed in An A4C jet is shown taking off for a bombing
simultaneously from its four and one-half acre
tal a little over 689,000. Of these
operations in Viet Nam beyond mission to suspected Viet Cong targets in
flight deck. (AP Photofax by radio from Sai170,000 are American, 500,000
FOREIGN INSTALLATIONS IN VIET
locate areas of combat between troops of 150.
gon)
center,
as
a
F4B
jet,
is
South
Viet
Nafa,
Vietnamese, 18,000 South KoOne of the planes hit was an
these countries and the Viet Cong. (AP Photo*
rean, 1,300 Australian and 300 NAM .; . Map shows locations of American,
Air Force F105 during an attack
New Zealand. In addition, ¦ the South Korean, Australian and New Zealand fax Map)
on a bridge 50 miles north of
U.S. Navy has major forces troops.in South Viet Nam.. Shaded zones
Hanoi Wednesday night Pilots
deployed off the coast. At least
reported they saw four surfacefour, aircraft carriers and numto-air missiles in flight in - the
erous destroyers are In action in
area but said none scored bits.
the South , China Sea all the
time. One carrier provides airU.S. spokesmen said Air
Force planes attacked two miscraft only for South Viet Nam:
sile sites 35 and 40 miles north- JOHNSON CITY, Tex. (AP) - them from here as they support cern. It will come because there
Destroyers are used with great*
east of Hanoi Wednesday after- President Johnson told top busi- each other there. We must equal is no other answer.
«r fretpiency to bombard Viet
noon. Heavy dust and smoke ness leaders today he expects their sacrifice and uphold their "Peace is our commitment.
Cong facilities and provide fire
support for villages and out- SAIGON. South Viet Nam IB- important airbase. Several air stripe there.
Peace is our goal. Peace will ba
(Continued on Page 10 Col. 4) record prosperity without infla- cause..."
posts under attack.
tion in 1966. He called for wage- At the same time, he restated the only victory we seek. And
RED GUNNERS
Here is how Allied forces are Marine Seabee battalions work Marine officers say they
price restraint to help achieve his offer of unconditional talks peace will come."
U.S. strategy is to punch deep deployed in South Viet Nam:
in tbe Da Nang area.
would like a more aggressive
aimed at ending the Viet Nam Many of the biggest names in
into enemy territory and hold as
that.
UNITED STATES
role,
but
rhe
Marine
high
comOne Marine regiment guards
In an address prepared for conflict — an increasingly costly American industry, trade and
much of it as required to oper- Marines, totaling 40,000 have the increasingly important Chu mand says if its forces can hold
delivery by telephone to the war that has sparked public dis- finance are represented on the
ate base installations. One "U.S. been assigned to the northern Lai air base, 65 miles south: of the coast and increase control in
blue - ribbon Business Council, cussion of potential inflationary 125-member council. It acts as
aim is to keep its major base coastal part of the country. In Da Nang, where helicopter and the lowlands, the, Viet Cong can
meeting in closed session in pressures in the months ahead. an unofficial government advisinstallations outside the range South Viet Nam since February, Marine jets are based. Patrols have the mountains and highory group.
Washington, Johnson called for Said Johnson:
of Communist weaponry.
they have established them- from Chu Lai penetrate about 12 lands.
cooperative decisions by indus- "I have said it beofre. I say it Johnson's decision to address
But putting bases d^ep in selves in three main areas: the miles into countryside where "We want the places where
try, labor and government to again now. This -nation is ready the business leaders coincided
Communist territory, the U.S. Da Nang air base, Chu Lai and the Viet Cong operate.
the people are," said a Marine
keep wages and prices in line to talk, unconditionally, any- with increased public discussion
command has found, requires the Hue-Phu Bai sector.
officer. "The Viet Cong can
with federal guideposts designed where, with peace as our agen- of inflation pressures that might
plenty of men to defend them, Most of the U.S. Marine Corps The Marine enclave In the have the rest."
grow out of multibiUion-dollar
da.
to guard against inflation.
and this defense job has eaten 3rd Division is at Da Nang, Hue-Phu Bai area devotes itself Two Vietnamese army divifederal outlays for the war in
up battalions.
preoccupied with protecting the almost wholly, to guarding the sions fight alongside the U.S.
In so doing, he cited the sacri- "Peace will come because It Viet Nam.
Jungled areas like Chu Lai,
Marines in the 1st Corps area of CHICAGO (01 — The grand fices of American troops in Viet must. It will come from courage, It also came at a time when
An Khe and Ben Cat, where up
Viet Nam.
champion steer of the Interna- Nam, saying: "We must support from constancy, and from con- Johnson's normally harmonious
I
DRAMATIC
MOVE
to six months ago the Commu- NO
tional Live Stock Exposition,
A
whole
division
of
V.S.
relations with the business
nists moved freely, have betroops—the 1st Cavalry, (Airmo- an Aberdeen Angus summer
world had become something of
come American base locations.
bile ) Division — is based in the yearling, was sold today for $10
a question mark because of adNow that the bases are set up,
An Khe Valley in the middle of a pound, well under the recministration efforts to hold
the question is: "Where do we
Viet Nam. This misty mountain ord price for this show.
down prices and interest rates.
go from here?"
area was envisioned as a jump- Based on its weight of 1,050
The White House said Johnson
The Allied buildup thus far
ing-off point for airmobile op- pounds when it was designatwas invited to make the speech
seems at the most to have had
erations using the division's nu- ed top steer Monday, the Anby W. B, Murphy, president of
the effect oi containing the
merous helicopters. The division gus named Someday stood to
both the council and the CampCommunists. Open invasion
engaged in fierce fighting bring its owner, John Reel, 17BISMARCK , N. D., (AP) - One radio station survey of bell Soup Co.
across the border by North VietVietnamese year-old Congerville, III., high North Dakota's capital city — 106 residents showed 46 opposed In Washington, John W. Burke
namese troops has drastically WASHINGTON (AP) - Al- see an eventual doubling of the against North
school senior a total of $10,500. which lacks a single permanent to the project, 37 favoring it Jr., the council's executive
though another large increase present 165,000 U.S. fighting men troops at Ia Drang.
changed the picture.
director, was asked whether
New U.S. forces had been seems probable, U.S. officials in South Viet Nam, is the pro- One brigade from this divi- Reel bought the calf for $260 Negro family—is having racial and 23 undecided.
Johnson had sought the invitabrought in early this year to discounted today the likelihood gress made in developing the sion secures the An Khe bsse in August.
troubles.
The Bismarck City Commis- tion.
forestall a dangerous Viet Cong of any dramatic immediate port, depot and other facilities area. Another is free to operate The steer was bought by the
an
by
The community is split
sion and Park Board have ad- "Let's skip that one," he said.
Stock Yards Packing Co. for
buildup. Communist ranks were reinforcement of U.S. troops in to receive the additional troops
Increasingly bitter fight oyer a vised federal officials that most Obviously, the President welBank
of
the
Central
National
and
to
support
them
once
they
S)
South
Viet
Nam
to
counter
the
(Continued
on
Page
18
Col.
swollen by southerners who had
proposal to establish a federal people do not want the center. comed the opportunity to adChicago.
DEPLOYMENT
gone north ia 1954 when the mounting infiltration of North are in the country.
Job
Corps training center just They contend many citizens dress the blue-ribbon panel at a
country was partitioned, and Vietnamese soldiers.
Work on the pivotal Cam
outside
town at Ft. Lincoln, fear a sharp increase in crime, time when the business and fiwho returned as indoctrinated The key to the pace of the Ranh base on the Vietnamese
would be educat- lower real estate values and nancial community was buzzing
where
youths
buildup, which some say may coast is moving ahead on a two"liberators."
ed
and
work
in
state parks.
overcrowded recreation facili- with talk of administration inNow, countering the U.S.
shift-a-day footing, but even at
sev- ties — all familiar themes in tervention.
Both
sides
are
advancing
that
tempo
engineer
officials
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 3)
eral arguments, but the most the nation's larger cities, but That intervention took on new
say it will be quite a while beVIET NAM
explosive issue is the fact that starkly new in this rural part dimensions last month when
fore this and other new ports
administration threats to sell
an estimated 75 of the 20O train- of the country.
are in high gear.
WEATHER
300,000 tons of aluminum from
ees would be Negroes.
Twice the Bismarck Minister- the federal stock pile forced
Priority construction also is
FEBERAL FORECAST
being pushed on new airfields to
So Bismarck, a normally ial Association has refused to producers to cancel a price inWinona and Vicinity — Mosthandle heavier Air Force operaplacid
community of about 32,- take a stand on the issue, al- crease.
ly fair and mild tonight. Varitions in prospect.
finds
itself torn by some though it says members will co- The. White House announced
000,
able cloudiness with chance of
responsible official at this
No
of
the
same
problems its citi- operate if the government final- Wednesday Johnson would ba
a few showers Friday. Continbehind any spepoint
will
stand
zens
had
known
previoulsy only ly docs establish the center.
meeting with key economic adued mild Friday. Low tonight
This hands - off attitude riled visers within the week to survey
cific figure as the manpower
through
news
stories.
18-25, high Friday 40-45. Mostly
goal for Viet Nam.
Supporters of tbe Job Corps some clergymen, who scolded the economic scene. Although
f air and colder Saturday.
ST. PAUL (AP) - Gov. Karl Secretary of Defense Robert
center
argue that Bismarck is their fellow ministers for not tho session was characterized
LOCAL WEATHER
Rolvaag has written to seven S. McNamara, who returned
obligated to give "cul- "allowing us to prove our's Is officially as routine, it was unmorally
Official observations for the legislative leaders, spelling out
a
short
visit
to
from
deprived"
high school not a Mickey Mouse religion," derstood Johnson wanted to disTuesday
turally
24 hours ending at 12 m. today: his conditions for calling a specuss ways of combatting poten't
yet
dishasn
South
Viet
Nam;
dropouts
a
chance
to im- as one put it.
Maximum, 48; minimum, 25; cial legislative session to deal
tial inflation.
findings
in
cussed
his
latest
An
organization
called
the
prove
themselves.
none.
noon, 36; precipitation,
with reapportionment.
depth with President JohnsonOpponents contend they are Farmers Liberty League has
In writing to Sens. John and Johnson has the final say.
not r a c i a l l y prejudiced, but started mailing copies of a
Goodfellows
Zwach, Donald Sinclair , Paul The ultimate extent of the
merely practical, They say Ne- segregationist newspaper, the
Contributions
Timet and Karl Grittner, and to reinforcement will depend on
gro trainees would find them- White American, to local of-fl (DM SHOPPING
ExpeReps.
Lloyd
Duxbury,
Aubrey
enemy.
ficials
nnd
clergymen.
the
actions
of
the
selves
isolated
from
social
conPreviously
listed ... .$689
U W DAYS LEFT
Dlrlam and Fred Cina, the gov- rience — especially the experitact with Negro families, conMrs. M. J. Owen
5
ernor said:
Mr. and Mrs. O. J.
ence of this past year — has
demned to an unhappy time in George Conltz of nearby New
Liberty
"I should like to re-emphasize shown that manpower sights
Powers
25
a cold and unfamiliar country. Salem , head of tho
League, said he thinks tho job Local 633 U.A.W.
my willingness to convene a spe- have had to be lifted again and
Actually, the U.S. Office of corps and its Negro members
(Warner & Swnsey
cial session of the Minnesota again.
Economic Opportunity has not may well be part of a CommuUnion Employes)
100
Legislature when discussions Some speculation Is that U.S.
formally proposed setting up nist plot. His group in the past Allyn 8. Morgan
S
have made it clearly evident forces In South Viet Nam may
the center at the fort , which has opposed income taxes, Winona Boiler & Steel
that an equitable apportionment increase from the present 165,now houses an Army reserve farm programs, water fluoridaCHRISTMAS SEALSfijIilTBlri
2(1
Co
plan...can be enacted into law in 000 to 250,000 or 300,000 men.
headquarters and a few state tion nnd mental health projects.
A.
R.
Taggart
10
Conceivably, the eventual total
an expeditious fashion.
ether RESPIR/TORT DISEASES
.
.
.
Enrique
Carneado,
A REUNION IN FREEDOMLAND
agencies and is scheduled to be Two Bismarck businessmen, Mr. and Mm. Hugo
"I respectfully suggest that cpuld zoom even higher.
tearful
N.J.
enjoys
a
his
home
in
Passaic,
who
now
makes
28,
abandoned by the government Ken Bergo and Paul Breene,
Beck
2
the majority and minority lead- Not counted in with the
reunion with his wife, Duke, 27, and daughter Margarita, 3, as surplus property.
are circulating petitions oppos- Christ Klee
2
ers of the House and Senate ac- present 165,000 are some 5-0,000
after they arrived in Miami Wednesday on the first Cuban
But the government has been ing the job corps center and Anton Klee
2
^
JPiiy
o
cept
the
responsibility
of
advisaboard
7th
r
\^>
Navy
men
to
6-0,000
y
|jr>Y
ifM
'
ing me when such a condition Fleet vessels in Southeast Asian airlift from Castro's communist island, Seventy-five Cuban taking soundings of community hope to obtain at least 3,000
,'tS60
refugees arrived on the first of many planes. (AP Photofax)
sentiment.
Total To Date
I signatures.
•xdsts.''
Waters.

/ Planes From
Enterprise Lost
On First Day
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i
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LBJ Expects Prosperity
Without Inflation in '66

How All IM Forces
Deployed in South Viet Nam

Champion
Steer Brings
$10 Per Pound

U.S. Buildup
To Be Gradual

Rolvaag Gives
Basis for
Extra Session

¦Bjaea***************************************-*!¦¦¦us
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Bismarck Aroused
Over Jobs Center

Gale,Grounded
Freighter Close
Seaway Sections

Fighter
Freedom
F5
Gemini Launch
Appears OK On Trial in Viet Nam

By JOHN T. WHEELER
SAIGON , South Viet Nam
(AP )—A relatively light plane
with a lot of zip, Northrop's F5
CAPE KENNEDY , Fla. (AP ) Freedom fighter , is a probation—The opening launch in Ameri- er among U.S. Air Force strike
ca's Gemini doubleheader held aircraft in Viet Nam.
firm to its Saturday blastoff Some pilots affectionately
schedule today aa astronauts call it the Sidewalk Tricycle,
and officials met to review all Maj. Alfred Hopktas, Killecn,
aspects of tht space shot.
Tex., reports another nickname
Gemini 7 astronaut Frank is the Skoshi Tiger. Skoshi ii
Borman, whom experts describe Japanese for little.
as "a sound sleeper who Hopkins is operations officer
dreams ," and his witty copilot, for a provisional squadron
James A I^ivHl Jr. , confer with carrying out an exhaustive 120the Gemini fi crew, project offi- day test of a , dozen of the
needlcnosed F5s weighing ascials, contractors and weather sets against some obvious draw,
expert*.
backs.
Dr. CharlM A. Berry, Gemini The Fff has a wing span of 28
flight Surgeon, said both crews feet , 7 inches and a maximum
"are very relaxed" and in good take-off weight of 19,000 pounds.
It can carry only about onephysical condition.
third of the bomb load of McThe weatherman held to his Donnell's F4 Phantom, a atandprediction (hat condition! will ard weapon of both the U.S. Air
be satisfactory at Cape Kennedy Force and Navy that has a maximum take-off weight of more
for the 2:30 p.m. EST blastoff. than 40,000 pounds.
Air Force Lt. Col, Borman and Top speed of the F5 la Mach
Navy Cmdr. Lovell plan to spin 1.4, or about 1,000 miles an
around the aarth JOS times in 14 hour. However, ita normal
operating range is short.
dayi.
The F5 has been sold to some
Nine days later, on Dec. is, allies of the United States, but
¦
Gemini utronauts Navy Capt. still lacks an Air Force con61m te propel Into orbit, render- tract.
Jaittv If. Scfeirr* Jr, and Air
Farce Maj. Thomas P. Stafford In Its present form, the F$ apvouiwithin a few feet of Gemini pears to be a far cry from the
7 and fly in formation with its perfect answer to problems of
tha air war against the Commusister eraft 181 mile* above the nist
guerrillas.
earth for six hours.
The ideal would be a subTha Gemini T night eeald be sonic jet with a high, bombone of tha moat restful aver un- carrying capability and fairly
dertaken, deapite its planned long range. The plana which
probably most nearly approxiSJivhourduration.
this is the A6 Navy atBarry aiid 30 houri of every matesplane,
which is not carryday will ba sat aside to permit tack
ing
out
air
assaults in South
tha astronautj to sleep. This, he Viet Nam at present.
said, should assure them at Three of the F5s, dressed in
least eight hours' sleep.
their dull brown and green
camouflage paint and each
LA OtOfllE MEKTINO
carrying two 750-pound bombs,
Tha La Crease subsection ot streaked off the runway at Bian
the American Society of Me- Hoa air base last Saturday for
chanical Engineers will meet an attack against a Viet Cong
Dee. I at 6:80 p.m. in tha Party stronghold.
Honaa. Manned space explora- In flight, the planes ware dition will ba discussed,
verted to help a Vietnamese

For Saturday

regiment which was being destroyed by a Viet Cong assault
force only 45 miles northwest of
Saigon.
The planet were delayed once
when Guam-based B52s began
unloading bombs near the fight*
ing tone. Then they were told:
"Get out of the way. We have
artillery going in here, "
Nervously watching his fuel
gaugea , the flight leader finally
radioed: "We have to strike
now er never. Give us a target."
The pilots ware cleared to
mika their runt ahaad of other
aircraft and dropped all their
bombs on tha first pass instead
of laying them In normally, ona
at a time.
They didn't have time to
make strafing runs with their
20mm cannons, but their bombs
were right on target.
Completing a SO-mile flight
back to Bien Hoa, the F5 pilots
asked for and got priority over
other aircraft waiting to land.
Range limitations-pilots call

such planes short-legged—probably can be overcome by adding larger auxiliary fuel tanka.
But tha payload maximum ef
four bombs probably cannot be
increased.
¦

Man Gets 8-Year
Term in Shooting
MINNEAPOLIS fAP) - Robert D. Hodgdon, M, of Inter*
national Falls, waa sentenced
Wednesday to eight yean In prison for shooting Robert Allie, a
U.S. deputy marshal, on April
WU. S. District Judge Gunnar
H, Nordbye sentenced Hodgdon
to two additional yeara for
threatening the life of U.S.
Commissioner Barnard Zimpfer
Allie, who recovered after being hospitalized f o r several
weeks , was shot in Minneapolis
when he went to arrest Hodgdon
at a hotel «i the threat charge.
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We Overbought!

I TRUCKL0AD CLEARANCE

ST. CATHARINES, Oat- U*-A
gale and a grounded freighter
closed two sections of the St.
Lawrence seaway Wednesday
two days before the seaway is
scheduled to shut down for the
winter.
The winds that reached 55
miles an hour along the St.
Lawrence River forced the closing of three locks there and
gave rise to fears that some of
the 96 ocean vessels still in the
seaway may be trapped.
The Welland Ship Canal was
closed during the dav with the
added complication of a grounded ocean freighter. There were !
still 30 ocean ships to clear the
canal into Lake Ontario.
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Saint Teresa For a Jolly Christmas ,
Gets Grants Take Care With Tree Woman Hurt
In Collision
Of $34,500
Near Lewiston

For the second summer the
College of Saint Teresa has
been awarded a grant by the
National Science Foundation.
The grant, said the president
of the college, Sister M. Camitte,
is in support of the summer
institute in the chemical bond
approach for secondary school
teachers.
The grant of $34,500 will be
directed by Sister M. Clarus,
Ph.D., chairman of the chemistry department at the college.
The institute will be held at the
college from June 13 to July 22.
The chemical bond approach
involves an organized set of
basic and continuing central
themes. The new material emphasizes the structural features
of chemical systems.

With jolly Father Turkey gone
for another year, preparations
are now in order for jollier Father Christmas.
And to insure the season's
gaiety and joy, here are a few
precautions to take with the
Christmas tree and trimmings—
both potential fire hazards.
Select a fresh tree. Check the
needles. If they are tight, the
tree will be fresh. Store the tree
in shade, in a cool place, away
from sun and wind.
When setting up the tree,
make a new diagonal cut about
two inches above the original
and place it in a tree stand with
a water holder. Keep the tree in
water until you want to dispose
of it. This will keep it fresh longer,
Stand the tree away from radiators, registers, stairs and doorways.

Dont use inflammable ornaments. Check light strings, discard frayed lights and don't allow bulbs to come in contact
with needles. Plug lights in an
outlet away from the bee and
easily within reach in an emergency.
Here are more suggestions:
Never leave lights burning
when no one is in the house. If
the tree is unsteady or might be
pulled over by small children,
wire the top to a curtain rod,
window shade holder ] or some
such solid place.
Check water level in holder
several times a day especially
the first week. Remove the tree
immediately when holidays are
over or if it appears extremely
dry. Burn the tree in an outdoor
incinerator, not in fireplace or
furnace.
And don't let gift wrappings
or paper pile up around the tree.

WMC Awarded
Wisconsin
Law
Tires Blow Out
Rochester Job
On Two Vehicles; Bans Garbage
They Collide
As Hog Feed
A rapid-fire burst of tire blowouts and fender-banging left two
drivers slightly shaken but otherwise uninjured today on Highway 43 near Wilson.
Highway Patrol Officer Nate
Miller, who investigated, called
it one of the most unusual incidents he had seen. According
to Miller's report:
John J. Daley, Lewiston, was
driving a pickup loaded with
feed north on Highway 43,
about a mile west of Wilson, at
7:50. He was followed by a truck
which in turn was trailed by a
car driven by Rosalie K. Yarwood, Rushford.
As the Yarwood car pulled to
the left to pass, the middle truck
also began the same maneuver.
At this point, the left rear tire
of Daley's pickup blew out and
he turned for the right shoulder. Miss Yarwood applied her
brakes firmly and her left rear
tire blew out, causing her car
to weave and strike the Daley
pickup from behind.
Damage to the Yarwood car
was about $700 while Daley's
pickup had an estimated $200
damage.
The intervening truck disappeared unidentified, said Officer Miller.

Athletic Club
Names Stever

MADISON, Wis. — When Gov .
Warren Knowles affixed his
signature to two bills in midNovember, the fight to eliminate hog cholera in Wisconsin
took a big stride forward.
The bills ban garbage feeding to hogs and provide indemnity payments for producers
who suffer losses as the result
of a cholera outbreak.
The new law bans all such
feeding on July 1, 1968.

PRIOR TO its consideration
by the legislature, the proposal
was approved by three advisory
committees to the- State Department of Agriculture as well as
by farm organizations and the
Sate Board of Agriculture. Wisconsin will be the first major
hog producing state to ban all
garbage feeding of bogs.
The passage and signing of
the legislation was hailed recently by animal health authorities of the Wisconsin Department of Agriculture.
Both D. N. McDowell, director of the Wisconsin Department of Agriculture, and Dr.
A. A. Erdmann, state-federal
veterinarian, hailed the passage
of the laws as a "most significant breakthrough" in the fight
agaiasthog cholera.
"Both of these tools are necessary if we are to be as successful in our fight against hog
cholera as we were in our battle against brucellosis in cattle." they agreed.

THE FIRST bill regulating
the feeding of garbage to hogs
was passed on July 1, 1953. It
was designed to halt the spread
Harvey Stever was re-elected of vesicular exanthema, then a
president of the Winona Athletic threat in swine herds. The disease had first appeared in CaliClub Wednesday evening.
Dan Bambenek w'as re-elected fornia in 1932 and another sersecretary and Kenneth A. Po- ious outbreak in that , state ocblocki, treasurer. Merlin Stors- curred in 1952. In two months it
veen is the new vice president. had spread to 20 other states.
Since 1953, the law has been
Andrew Lipinsfci Jr. and Hol- modified several
times to
land Boland are new directors
strengthen
and
clarify
its proyears
and
Chester
for three
visions.
In
an
effort
to
cover
Pozanc for two years, the latincreasing costs of superter filling a vacancy ; Edward the
vision, the license fee for garTrzebiatowskl was re-elected. bage feeding
was upped in 1963
The December social calen- from $25 to $100 and the numdar was arranged: Dec. 11, win*; ber of operators began to deter festival ; Dec. 17, Santa's cline. In 1965 there are only 15
helpers working bee; Dec. 18, licenses in operation, plus sevSanta Claus party ; Dec. 19, chil- en institutions and county units
dren's party, 2 p.m.; Dec. 19, feeding garbage to hogs on counschafskopf tournament, 8 p.m., ty farms.
and Dec. 31, New Year's Eve
The hog cholera indemnity
party.
bill will now enable Wisconsin
A moose feed was donated by to move into Phase Four of the
George Graham, Lloyd Ozmun national drive to eradicate hog
and Richard Ozmum.
cholera. The state is now in
At the annual meeting of the Phase Two. The legislation was
Winona Athletic Club Benefit necessary to fulfill regulations
Association the following offi- set down in the national eracers and governors were elect- dication program.
ed: Graham, president; Clar- No additional appropriation of
ence Chuchna, vice president; money was necessary for the
Rudy Edel, secretary; William new law, since it is proposed
Bell , treasurer, and George to make payments from existVondrashek . E. D. Libera and ing indemnity funds of the State
Department of Agriculture. The
James Voelker , governors.
low incidence of the disease the
past two years indicates that
payments will be low.

Alma Man Falls,
Breaks Both Legs

Compound fractures of both
logs were suffered by Wilmer
O. Peterson, Alma, Wis., when
he fell from an overturning steel
scaffold at the Warner & Swasey Co. plant here Wednesday
afternoon.
Peterson was taken to ComHospital
Memorial
munity
shortly after the accident which
happened at 2:30 p.m. He was
to be transferred today to a Rochester hospital for further
treatment.
Peterson, an ironworker cmployed by Fowler & Hammer,
Winona contractors, was on top
of the 20-foot portable scaffold.
Fellow workers were moving
the roller-mounted scaffold to
a different location in the Warner & Swasoy building when it
hit an obstruction on the floor,
causing it to tip. Peterson fell
to the concrete floor, breaking
both legs.
Fowler & Hammer are constructing a steam cleaning room
at the plant , according to Stanley Hammer, a partner in the
contracting firm.

IN 1961, 61 outbreaks were
reported to the animal health
division of the department. Only 11 were reported in 1962 and
12 in 1963. The incidence had
dropped to four In 1964. There
has been no outbreak since September 1964.
Elimination ot garbage feeding to swine will be helpful in
eliminating many diseases transmissible to livestock and humans, Dr. Erdmann said today,
and it could open up foreign
markets, many of which now
ban U.S. grown pork becaiise
of hog cholera.
American farmers have lost
nearly $50 million annually plus
the cost of vaccination of hogs
estimated at $35 million, all attributed to hog cholera.
KELLOGG PATIENTS
KELLOGG, Minn. (SpeclaDRobert Appel unedrwent major
surgery at St. Elizabeth's Hospital, Wabasha, this week and
Mrs . George A. Hoffman was
taken there Tuesday morning
by ambulance following a heart
attack at her home. All home
again from St. Elizabeth's are
Mrs. Alden Norton, Mrs, Carl
Relnke. Mrs. Gustav Tltam and
Mrs. Mauritz Lindmark.

A St. Charles woman suffered a broken leg and a Chicago resident was charged with
crossing the center line following a two-car collision 1V4 miles
east of Lewiston Wednesday at
5:50 p.m.
Mrs. Vernes Gudmundson, St.
Charles Rt. 2, received a fractured left lower leg. She was a
passenger in the car driven by
Vernon N. Ehlenfeldt, St.
Charles Rt. 2.
DRIVING the other car was
James Olsen, Chicago, working
in Rochester and living there
temporarily. All three persons
were taken to Community Memorial Hospital, Winona. Ehlenfeldt was treated and released and Olsen was released
this morning. Mrs. Gudmundson is in satisfactory condition,
according to hospital officials.
According to the Highway Patrol officer investigating the
crash, Ehlenfeldt was traveling
west on Highway 14, up the
Lewiston hill, about a half-mile
below the crest. Olsen, eastbound, was in Ehlenfeldt's lane,
according to statements of wit-

WMC, Inc- , has been awarded
the contract for an addition to
the nurses home at St. Marys
Hospital, Rochester .
The general contract is about
$865,000; the total project will
cost about $1% million.
The building is a reinforced
concrete skeleton with brick exterior, seven stories high with
a two-story penthouse above.
nesses.
Seeing the oncoming car, Ehlenfeldt applied brakes, turned
to his right, was struck by the
other car and stopped on the
right shoulder. Olsen's car spun
in the road and stopped in the
eastbound lane. Winona County
Sheriff George Fort, first at the
scene, was busy directing heavy
evening traffic past the wrecked
cars while Officer Nate Miller
gave first aid to Mrs. Gudmundson and checked accident deLONDON (AP) — British tails.
troops and planes were poised
Ehlenfeldt's car is considered
today to move into Zambia, on a total loss and Olsen's car was
the northern border of rebel- damaged an estimated $900 to
lious Rhodesia.
$1,000.
British government sources
Olsen was charged with crosssaid Zambian President Ken- ing the center line and ordered
neth Kaunda had given the go- to appear Saturday at 9 a.m.
ahead but had not agreed to the in Winona municipal court.
terms under which the troops
would be stationed in his country.

British Troops
Prepared for
Trip to Zambia

Prime Minister Harold Wilson's government reinforced its
military
preparations
with
stringent new economic sanctions against Prime Minister
Ian Smith's rebel regime in
Rhodesia.
A squadron of Javelin jet
fighters and large air transports
waited in Nairobi, Kenya, for
orders to fly to Zambia. The 54,O0O-ton aircraft carrier Eagle
cruised off the East African
Coast.
Ground troops were reported
alerted at staging depots in Africa, Britain and the Middle
East British protectorate of
Aden.
Wilson offered Kaunda a battalion of ground troops, a fighter squadron and a radar station,
but the two reportedly disagreed
over command of the British
force. Wilson wants the British
to give the orders while Kaunda
reportedly wants at least a
share in the command structure.
Kaunda asked for the British
forces to guard his country's
electrical supply from the Kariba Dam, which the Rhodesians
operate on the border between
the two countries. He wants the
British troops to invade Rhodesia and overthrow Smith's
white minority government.
Wilson told the House of Commons the troops will fight if necessary to protect Zambia's power supply, but he ruled out any
unprovoked attack against Rhodesia.

Wisconsin Flier
Leads First Wave
Off Enterprise

ABOARD USS ENTERPRISE
OFF VIET NAM WV-Cmdr.
Taylor Brown, 40, of Ashland,
Wis., led the first wave of fighters off the nuclear-powered
carrier Enterprise on her first
combat mission off Viet Nam.
His target was a suspected
Viet Cong base in South Viet
Nam.
Brown started his air career
too late to get overseas in
World War II and left for Korea just as the truce halted the
fighting.
Brown\s wife and two daughters live in Lemoore, Calif.
¦
SAFARI PICTURES SHOWN
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Rupp,
Caledonia, gave an illustrated
report of their African big
game safari to the Rotary Club
at Hotel Winona Wednesday.
The party also visited Egypt
and the Holy Land. William
Schuh of .Cotter High School
and Gary Addington of Winona
Senior High School were introduced as student guests of the
month,
If you like to grease the sides
(as well as the bottom) of cake
or muffin pans, do so sparingly. The bottom of tho pans can,
of course, be well greased.

Zumbro Valley
Menta l Health
Board Appointed

ALL SET TO START . . . Marshall Applequist of Schwanke
Masonry, Inc., Rochester, stands where the west edge of the
new St. Charles junior-senior high school will be. Schwanke
was awarded the general construction contract Monday night
and had men on the job Tuesday. The east end of the school
will be far to the rear of Applequist. Note that trailers have

2 Houston Co.
Men Sentenced

CALEDONIA, Minn. - Two
Houston County men sentenced
this morning in District Court
on gross misdemeanor charges
were transferred by Sheriff Byron Whitehouse to the federally
approved Winona County jail.
Both men previously had
pleaded guilty without counsel.
Robert E. Lee, assistant county attorney, prosecuted.
Raymond Hagen, Caledonia,
was sentenced to six months in
jail on a charge of transporting deer illegally. Four months
were suspended by Judge Arnold Hatfield. After serving two
months he is to be on probation one year with the state Department of Corrections.
Hagen had been out on $200
cash bail since pleading guilty
Oct. 27.
Dale Launtzen, Houston, was
sentenced to six months in jail,
with four months suspended, on
a charge of procuring liquor for
minors. He has been out on $500
cash bond since pleading guilty
Oct. 25.
Court was adjourned to later
in the month.

2 Blair Buses
In Accidents

PRESTON, Mipn. — The executive board of the newly
formed Zumbro Valley Mental
Health Center, Inc., comprising
Fillmore and Olmsted counties,
was announced Wednesday.
Named to three-year terms
were Mrs. Orville Reese, Chat- BLAIR, Wis. (Special) - It
field, and Mrs. Howard Rome was a bad day Monday for busand Dr. Edward Lifen, Roches- es in the Blair school district.
ter; two-year terms, Mrs. Vir- Two were involved in accidents,
ginia Tollefson, Mabel, and Mrs. in Larkin Valley and in the east
Haddow Keith and Joseph Fanel- end of Reynolds coulee.
li, Rochester, and one-year, Rolf No apparent serious injuries
Huggenvik, Preston , L. E. Hille- resulted, however.
sland, Stewartville, and Law- Mrs. Sophus Berg of Larkin
rence Downing, Oronoco.
Valley was on her way to InThe first board meeting will dependence, where she teaches.
be Monday at 7:30 p.m. at the In approaching an intersection
center in Rochester. Officers she failed to see the bus driven
will be elected and annual sched- by Jerome Anderson, which was
ules for monthly and annual traveling north toward the Harmeetings will be arranged.
vey Molitor farm.
The new organization was for- the right front of Mrs. Berg's
merly known as the Rochester- car struck the door to the bus.
Olmsted County Mental Health Anderson said he saw the car
Center.
approach the corner and tried
mi
to stop the vehicle before the
impact.
Two Cars Collide
The bus was filled with chilNear Wabasha Jail; dren. Three received facial
All passengers were
Damage Near $700 bruises.
checked by the school nurse
WABASHA, Minn. ( SpeciaD- after their arrival on another
No charges were filed against bus, which was dispatched to
two Wabasha men who collid- pick them up. Trempealeau
ed at the intersection of 2nd County Traffic Officer Maurice
and Market streets near the Scow investigated.
county jail at 7:50 a.m. today. The Berg car was damaged
Thomas Binner, 21, was pro- extensively . Mrs. Berg, apparceeding on 2nd Street and Eu- ently not injured, reported to
gene Leonard, 32, on Market. her school later in the morning.
Leonard told Deputy Everett Damage to the bus, owned by
Lorenz that he was blinded by Blair Bus Co., was confined
the sun. The officer estimated mostly to the door and its
damage to Binner's car at $250 frame. It was used the same
and to Leonard's station wagon, afternoon to return the students
to their homes.
$450.
The Hegg bus, traveling into
Reynolds Coulee, was turning
into the road to the Ronald
¦6lson farm when two dual
wheels came off. Burton RIsberg, driver, said he had
The U.S. Navy Recruiting checked the lugs last WednesBranch Station in Winona has day and they were secure. He
been moved to 69Mi W. 3rd St., and Ray Nereng owner of the
from its former location in the bus company, check duals frequently because of a similar
Exchange Building,
In charge of the local station mishap earlier in the fall. Neithwill be Chief Ivell Humphries, er could offer an explanation
who assumes his duties Friday for the wheels coming off. No
succeeding Chief Eugene Mey- one was injured in either acciers who has been assigned to dent.
Rochester.

Navy Recruiter
In New Location

Mondovi Christmas
MONDOVI, Wis. (Special) Mondovi merchants started
their extended shopping hours
and free gift distribution Wednesday night. Stores will bo
open until 9 p.m, Wednesdays
and Fridays. Mondovi and area
church choirs again will sing
Christmas carols downtown during special shopping hours. Already scheduled for caroling
are groups from Central Lutheran, which will have three choirs
out, Methodist, Sacred Heart
and Evangelical Lutheran. Santa will be in town every day
during the special store openings and will have a special
treat for the children Dec. 18.

Lincoln School Cubs

About 40 Cub Scouts and their
parents attended the pack meeting at Lincoln School Tuesday
night. Awards presented: Randy Burnett, bobcat; Wayne
Kanz , bear and Greg Gappa,
wolf. Displays of woodworking
and health charts , explanations
of school good will , and a description of a tour through the
Winona County Historical Society Museum were presented
by one den, Another showed
Indian crafts they had made
and a third described a recent
hike they had taken. A film,
"The Stowaway ," was shown.
Robert Winters Jr. is den chief
and Robert Masyga Is Cubmaster.

Bloodmobile Sets
Visit to Durand
Church on Monday
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been moved aside, at the left. In center is a truck and trailer
bringing an attachment for a bulldozer already on the grounds.
This is the old ball field at the east end of St. Charles, presented to the district by the city for building. Highway 14 is to
the left of the evergreen trees and trailers. A $1,285,000 bond
issue was sold for the new school. (Daily News photo)

Holmen to Pay Youth Asks Trial
3.55% on On Two Charges
School Bonds

Pleading not guilty to counts
of careless driving and intoxication today in municipal court,
Arthur D. Huebner, 18, 479 W.
Mark St., was ordered to stand
trial Dec. 8 at 9:30 a.m.
At his appearance today
Huebner pleaded guilty to a
third charge, that of having
beet in his possession as a minor. Judge John D. McGill ordered him to pay a fine of $35
or serve 12 days in jail.
The defendant was being
held today prior to arranging to
pay the fine and to post $45 bail
for the court appearance next
week.
His arrest today about 1:11
a.m. came after he had driven
erratically along West 5th
Street, according to police reports. The car, traveling west,
veered to the left , went across
the curb, along the sidewalk
crossed High Street, narrowlj
missing a fire hydrant and ar
Pleading guilty to a charge
intersection traffic signal, ther
of not supporting four minor
turned back onto 5th Street.
children, Vernon Vickerman,
The car then jumped the righ
Utica, Minn., was sentenced to
side
curb, hit a boulevard trei
60 days in county jail today by
Harold Ankerson
44 feet east of Harvester Street
Municipal Court Judge John D.
HOLMEN, Wis. — Holmen came back into the street am
McGill.
Judge McGill questioned Vick- school hoard sold a $490,000 stopped in front of 910 W. Stl
erman after the plea was enter- bond issue at a net interest of St., according to investigate
ed, learning the defendant had 3.55945 to a combination of First officers who apprehended Hueb
not been employed since Sep- Wisconsin National Bank of ner there.
tember. The judge ordered con- Milwaukee, Robert Baird & Co.
finement because of Vicker- Minneapolis, and Bank of Holman's admission that, though men Wednesday afternoon acSupt. Harold Anker
unemployed, he had not regis- cording to
son.
tered at the state employment
This combination submitted
service.
the
lowest of eight bids. Total A fine of $35 was paid today
The judge ordered Vickerman
20-year issue will by Arthur A. Sievers, 301 E.
confined under provisions of the interest on the
only $1,226.65 King St., who pleaded guilty in
—
be
$192,566.25
Huber Act so that he would be less than the next lowest
bidder, municipal court to failure to
able to work days but would Channer & Newman Security
spend nights at the county jail Co., Chicago, and associated yield right of way to a pedesfor the duration of the sentence. bidders, who quoted at net of trian.
Sievers was charged in con3.5636 percent.
nection with an accident WedThe board will advertise bids nesday about 7:50 a.m. at
for an addition to the high Broadway and Lafayette Street.
school in late January or Feb- Robert S. Horton, 676 Walnut
ruary. The plans, drawn by St., suffered multiple injuries
Carl Schubert & Associates, La
Crosse, are for an addition to when struck by a panel truck
the south of the present high driven by Sievers. Horton was
Directors elected at separate school, which will house a new crossing Broadway from south
meetings of Fillmore and Wi- library, science and language to north on a crosswalk. Sievers,
nona C o u n t y Consolidated laboratories, home economics traveling east, told officers ha
Breeders Cooperative units are and business education depart- was blinded by the morning sun
Alfred Steuernagel, Lewiston, ments, art and band rooms, and and was watching a vehicle
and David Hein, St. Charles, physical facilities, plus four making a turn just before Horin Winona County, and Jerry classrooms. Present special de- ton was struck.
Scheevel, Preston, and Dale partments are crowded.
Horton's condition was called
Turner, Harmony, in the Fill- Other bidders were : Lowei & satisfactory today by physimore County unit. They were Co., La Crosse, 3.6 percent net; cians.
elected at meetings held Mon- Halsey, Stuart & Co,, Inc., Chiday.
cago, 3.61 percent; Merrill INDEPENDENCE LEGION
Dr. Greg Raps, DVM, general Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, INDEPENDENCE, Wis. (Spemanager of CBC, reported at Minneapolis, 3.564; Marine Na- cial) — Plans for the annual
both meetings. He said co-op tional Exchange Bank of Mil- children's Christmas party will
assets now amount to $698,280, waukee, 3.5959 percent; First be discussed by Sura-Wiersgalla
and member equities total $571,- National Bank of St. Paul, 3.567, American Legion Post 186 at
104.
and the Milwaukee Co., 3.6326. the clubrooms Tuesday at 8 p.m.

DURAND, Wis. (Special) Residents of Durand and area
will be asked to donate a pint of
blood when the Red Cross bloodmobile is at St. Mary's Church
hall Monday from 1 to 7 p.m.
Mrs. J. F. Bryant is chair- '
man, assisted by Mrs. R. S.
Stenzel. Mrs. Bryant said it is
possible for eligible persons to
give a pint of blood five times
a year. Persons between 18 and
60 who are in good health are
being solicited for a pint each.
This is the second visit of the
bloodmobile to Durand this year.

Father Jailed
On Support Count

Accident Driver
Pays $35 Fine

Winona, Fillmore
Breeders Units
Name Directors
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Friday, Decambor 3—7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
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Saturday, December A—1 p.m. to 6 p.m.
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Sunday, Dacembar 5—1 p.m. to 6 p.m.

WM
V^

Monday, Doc. 6—2 p.m, to 5 p.m. & 7 p.m. tai 9 p.m.
Wednesday, Dacembar 8—2 p.m. to 5 p.m. & 7 p.m. to 9 p.rn.
Friday, December 10—2 p.m. to 5 p.m. & 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Saturday, December 11—10 a.m. to 12 a.m, at 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Sunday, December 12—1 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Monday, December 13—2 p.m. lo 5 p.m. & 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Wednesday, December 15—2 p.m, to 5 p.m. A 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Friday, December 17—2 p.m. to 5 p.m. A 7 p.m. to 9 p.iw.
Saturday, December 18—10 a.m. to 12 a.m.
Sunday, December 19— 1 p.m. to _ p.m.
Monday, December 20—10 to 12, 1 to 5 and 7 to 9.
Tuesday, December 21—10 to 12, 1 to 5 and 7 to 9.
Wednesday, December 22—10 to 12, 1 to 3 and 7 to 9.
Thursday, December 23—10 to 12, 1 to 5 and 7 to 9.
Friday, December 24—10 to 12 and 1 to 5.
CUP AND SAVE THESE HOURS WHEN SANTA WILL SEE THC
CHILDREN AT THE MIRACLE MAIL, GILMORE AVE.
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to secure them. There is a debate going on between U.S. military headquarters in Saigon,
wanting bigger artillery in more
places, and the U.S. Army 1st
Division, preferring fewer artillery bases and more freedom
for troops to move.
The role of U.S. Marines differs greatly from what it was in
other
wars.
Historically,
Marines were beachhead forces.
The Army would come in later
and the Marines'would move on.
Now they stay put around three
coastal enclaves while the Army
strikes out.
Burdened with this semigarrison duty, the Marines make the
most of it by attempting pacification of Vietnamese villages.
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. . . AND THE BAR IS PRETTY POPULAR, TOOI
Supper Club Opening Soon — Watch for Annaunoamant

/^ LIVE MUSIC ^
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"MELLO TONES"
SATURDAY—Music by tho
"CITY SLICKERS"
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lePrTheLLOYD-LAMPis an all-piirposc, high-intensity lamp,
^It will give you the light you want, where you want it The base),
t^
Nagg contains a built-in stabilizer which also fits / into MM|.
IB the bracket packed with each lamp foijBNall hanging!
For general illumination, merely turn the reflector upwanUInUhis*
same position, the LLOYD-LAMP makes an SBSBSB
ideal flashlight, too. And, as a nightlight, the LLOYD-LAMP"
M
I really sHnes. Simply turn the switch to"Lo with the reflector
in a closed position.
III

LLOYD-LAMP!
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED PRICE—- $12.95

(Pormerty Tha Kawpee )
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Send change of etMres*. noflcM, wndellytrad copies, subscription ordtri and orhir
mall Itemi to Winona Dally flaws. P.O.
Ben 70. Winona, Minn., SS9V.
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GIRL Friday night and Sunday.
Bring your favorite bottle, wa
sell sit-ups end your favorite |
UC-Cr.
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Watwiha. Buffalo, Jackson. P»p4n and
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personrwl In the continental Unlftd St*t*s,
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Delivered by Carrier—Par WMk SO cent*
14 weeks 11J 75
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Chicken i

Tbe Marines figure they have
pacified everything within 12
From
miles of the Da Nang air base,
but concede that Viet Cong ter6 I.M. 1* 2
rorists still can penetrate defenses, mine roads or launch
assaults against the air base.
Pacification ia a sideline —- a
byproduct — so far as U.S.
—
forces are concerned. Base ar^
eas have been chosen for military reasons. There is one pacification experiment in the Vo
Dat area northeast of Saigon,
^^
where U.S. infantrymen guard H
M
fanners harvesting rice. Once m
the rice is in, the area — like
other "pacified" areas — will
be turned over to the Vietnamese. U.S. officials insist It's an
experiment.
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Junction Highways 14
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RESTAURANT
and
PANCAKE HOUSE

By EARL WILSON
NEW YORK — Dick Clark appears to have started a whole
near music war when he told me that tbe Rolling Stones, the
Daw Clark I and other such groups are slipping . . . and
that •TrotesT and 'Toft-Rock" songs are dead.
Mouthpiecesfor the Stones say their "Get Off My Cloud"
record is No. 1 around tbe world and "Satisfaction" is selling
enormously,and that both songs fit into the "Protest" and
"Folk Rock" categories. The
Dave Clark 5*a apokesmenaay spired he walked out in the drip*
they are currentlya huge tri- ng fog and cut the wet rosea,
umph in die U.S. — and both Ee then waded back onto our
rab-ttaljats point out that Dick freshly-paintedfront porch and
CUrt b promotingthemoo trips slipped acrossour newly-carpetUuraghuut the U.S. and that ed living room while tbe wet
ha must like them and have roses drippedon the carpet and
conflfhnre tn them. They aay his wet shoes made tracks on
If a not the Rolling Stonea and the wet spots left by the roses.
Dave Clark 5 that's slipping . . . My husband was so kind to me
but Dick Clark.
. . . he left me one big mess
"My "Be-K I n d-To-Your-Wife- to clean up the next morning."
Week" is going to have a tremendouseffect on world peace. NATIONAL CHAIRMAN How(Continued from Page 1)
For example, Mrs. L. K. War- ard Teichmann is drafting a new
by-laws about this sort of mal- buildup, North Viet Nam has
den of Houston writes:
function
of BKTYWW.
sent in its 32Sth Division , mainly
"After reading your column
about 'Be - Kind • To-Your-Wlfe- Today's Bringdown: a poet- troops born and bred in North
Week,' my husband was ao to- card from the Graham Filmers Viet Nam, and set the situation
— sent from Rockford, 0., my back, from the Allied viewpoint.
home town, which is the garden In view of this, there seems
spot of the Garden Spot, says little doubt that U.S. Defense
"We stoppedhere for breakfast Secretary Robert S. McNamara
after seeing a sign that said will recommend a large inthis was your home town. When crease in American troops in his
we mentioned to our waitress report to President Johnson folthat this waa your home town, lowing his visit to Viet Nam
she said, 'Who's he? Never early this week. Officials speak
LAST TIMES
beardof him.'"
privately ol having as many as
T0NITE AT 7i46f
TODAY'S BEST LAUGH: Pic 300,000 U.S. troops.
Larmour quotes a toastmaster Both sides In this war are
ADMISSION: Slot
Introducingan a f t e r - dinner proving ready and willing to
STUDBNTS: S1.M
speaker: "I feel like the man fight. The conflict has become
PASSBS, OOLDBN AGS
at tbe bullfight who opens the something like a boxing match.
gate so tha bull can come out." Each side leaves its corner for a
NOT HONORED
—
x.
'
WISH I'D SAID THAT: The tussle in the center of the ring,
.
"
"
typical Broadwayite is a guy then retires to safe territory
mncor
who'll furnish the after-dinner until the bell rings for another
mints — if you'll furnish tbe round.
RUDOLPH
dinner.
The U.S. Army's 1st Cavalry,
RE&TEMBERED Q U O T E : Airmobile,
Division rang it at la
kissed
my
first
woman
and
"I
r toe«TH« remTH*.waat-nMC
by
hell-lifting
men deep
Drang
enTxwo-no-niicTuaeacwgtNi
smoked my first cigaret on the into Red territory. The Commusame day. I have never had nists
hammered them, and
time for tobacco since." — Ar- themselves took heavy losses.
turo Toscanini.
cavalrymen pulled out last
EARL'S PEARL.: Pat Henry The
weekend.
told of visiting a sleepy Southera town: "It was so dull that The Communist side rings the
tbe all-night restaurant closed bell by attacking government
outposts and base installations.
at 4:80 p.m."
Sports addict Lou Nelson re- The 81mm mortar, the
ports he shot a 70 yesterday: "I popular Viet Cong weapon, has
was bowling — and that's not a range of four to five miles.
bad for two games." That's earl, U.S. commanders say that if
they have security up to three
brother.
a
miles from their main base inNote to new brides: Keep a stallations, they are reasonably
BBBBB ^^By AafenaMWara
cake tester in your kitchen If safe from accurate enemy moryou plan to do soma baking. tar fire. But this will change if
This little gadget is nothing
Communists start using
¦
Op^OPjPJPJpjiSpw—a*a—.u*»i»» mora than a -lender place of the
75mm pack howittheir
*
~'
~
"* firm wire with a looped han- zers bigger
more frequently. These
it^BlAlR
dle; lt is inexpensiveand wide- have an eight-milerange.
ly available in dime stores alnd
_
JOtl
VfVIIN
establish
at tbe gadget countersin house- As the Americans
LBIOH _J PIRRER
for
heavy
artilmore
base
areas
hold wares departments of
men
they
will
need
mora
lery,
stores.
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SBRVINO FROM 5:30 to l:M P.M. *
The whole family will love our wonderful variety
of seafood and fish dishes . . . why not take
them this Friday night I
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Automatically controlled humidity for
greater
health
1,fo and comfort . . . adda
yeara
,0 y°ur furniture and
of
c»n>«t8, too. Full 10-callon capacity,
J -apeed ultralqulet fan, motor driven
polyurethane moisture belt, high vapor
output, built-in air purification system.
Portable, 4 swivel wheels — all controla
up front- Contemporary wood grain
styling.
Nationally aalvertisa- at
CC7 Qfi
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Delinquent City
Payments in
Tax Settlement

The largest part — $221,596
—of a $678,402.77 property tax
settlement received by the city
this week has gone to the general fund , according to the city
recorder's office.
The settlement also included
$4,240.22 in delinquent assessments and penalties for late
payment of taxes. Where improvements are assessed, owners of benefited properties must
arrange to pay full amounts
within 30 days or spread payment over 10 years by special
contract. Due date for such annual contract payments is Sept.
30 each year and~any payments
in default then are added to the
tax rolls for collection.
o Delinquent water assessments
FARM BUREAU TALENT WINNER . . . Jeanette Zabel,
received totaled $1,508.64; side- a Plainview High School junior, has won first place in the
walk, curb and gutter, $674.39; Minnesota Farm Bureau talent contest. Representing Wabasewer, $1,209.33; white way (dec- sha County, she gave an excerpt from Shakespeare's "Roorative street lighting) $11.66.
Penalties apportioned to the city meo and Juliet," animated with puppets. Her portable stage
is a replica of the Globe Theater. In addition to the trophy
treasury totaled $836.20.
In addition to the general she is holding, Jeanette won a $25 prize and a certificate.
fund , the following city funds (Darlene Timm photo)
received payments.Bond fund, $38,224; park
26 at Atlanta and 30 at Albany.
fund, $83,310; library fund, $33,The
25 at Birmingham, Ala.,
100; fire fund, $125,923; police
compared
to Wednesday 's low
fund, $106,927; welfare fund,
$25,965; bath house fund , $2,488;
of 18. Readings were in the 20s
airport fund , $8,438; waterworks
and 30s throughout the region,
improvement fund , $8,477; fire
with
the 50s and 60s in central
relief fund , $11,307; police relief
and
southern
Florida. Wanner
fund, $2,889; band fund $2,826.
weather appeared on the way.
Penalties and $2,356 in mortVegetable growers in Florida
gage registry tax receipts were
said they had no reports of
assigned to miscellaneous expense accounts.
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS damage by the cold weather.
¦
Unseasonable cold again dippe The nation 's coldest spots
Summer Language
deep into the South today but were in sections of the Dakotas
temperatures appeared near or and in the southern AppalachiCamp Site Picked
ans, with readings in the teens
above normal in most other and lower.
BEMIDJI, Minn. (AP) -Con- parts of the nation.
cordia College of Moorhead has The freezing line again this Clear weather covered the
country. .
selected an 800-acre site near morning extended into northern major part of the
¦
here for development of a per- Florida but temperatures in
manent summer language camp most of the Southeast were a Body found in River
complex.
little higher than Wednesday
Dr. Charles H. Mayo "II, when record low marks for the MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - The
chairman of Concordia Develop- date were set in several cities. body of Arvid Peterson, 67, Minment Advisers, announced the
neapolis, was found in the Misselection at a banquet Wednes- In Georgia, tbe mercury fell sissippi River here Wednesday.
to 25 at Savannah, 26 at Macon, An autopsy was ordered.
day night.

Freezing Line
Extends Into
North Florida

DoctorCharged 10th District
With 'Hooking' Judge Named
Widow on Dope
LOS ANGELES un - A Hollywood physican is under indictment on charges that he
"hooked" a wealthy woman
screenwriter on narcotics.
Sally Benson, author of many
film plays and the novel "Junior Miss," was a witness in the
State Bureau of Narcotics enforcement case against Dr. Paul
Sigmund Ezra.
Dr. Ezra , 32, was Indicted
Tuesday by the county grand
jury on 38 counts of narcotics
violations.
Miss Benson, 68, reportedly
told investigators she paid him
$30,000 in 18 months for a "magic medicine," which allegedly
was codeine and demerol.
Dr . Ezra reportedly visited
her home an average of two to
three times a day — and as
often as five times a day — at
a charge of $40 a visit. The
physician, who was committed
to Camarillo State Hospital two
weeks ago as an alleged mental patient, reportedly told
investigators he made up to
$3,700 a month from Mrs.
Benson.
Narcotics investigators said
Miss Benson since has been
cured of her need for narcotics.

New York Youth
Convicted of
Slaying 2 Girls

NEW YORK (AP) - A jury
has found Richard Robles guilty
of first-degree murder in the
slayings of career girls Janice
Wylie and Emily Hoffert after
entering their apartment to burglarize it in 1963.
He is scheduled to be sentenced Jan. 11 to mandatory life
imprisonment. State Supreme
Court Justice Irwin D. Davidson
could give Robles two consecutive life sentences, which would
make him ineligible for parole
for 54 years.
Robles, 22, a former narcotics
addict, showed no emotion
Wednesday night when the verdict was reached after an eightweek trial.
¦ y

Drinking on
Copters to
Be Restricted
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Federal Aviation Agency has
extended its drinking restrictions to helicopter airlines, in effect saying it wants no whirling
passengers on tbe whirlybirds.
Effective Dec. 31, helicopter
airlines will not be allowed to
serve drinks to persons who appear to be intoxicated nor permit on board any who seem
to be intoxicated. Passengers also can't bring on board their
own refreshments. Alcoholic beverages not served by the airline
are prohibited
The same rules already apply
to trunk and regional fixed-wing
airlines.
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Mankato Girl
On Way to
School Killed

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Traffic accidents in Minnesota
today and Wednesday took five
lives, including those of a Mankato girl on her way to school,
and a Glencoe barber and his
wife who were driving to the
funeral of a relative.
Other victims were two elderly men killed in separate accidents, and a youth whose car
slid into a railroad crossing.
The deaths raised Minnesota
highway fatalities for the year
to 758 compared with 772
through this date a year ago.
Linda Frahm, 17, Route 3,
Mankato, was killed about 8
a.m. today when struck by a
gravel truck near Mankato
Senior High School where she
was a student. She was tbe
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Marcus J. Frahm.
William Lindberg, 78, died in
a Minneapolis hospital Wednesday of injuries suffered earlier
in the day when struck by a car.
as he crossed a street near his
home.
Andy Peterson, about 80, of
Fulda, Minn., was killed in a
collision on Highway 59 near
Fulda Wednesday. John Peterson, 58, of Fulda, and his wife,
were hospitalized in Slayton
with serious injuries . The Petersons, not related, had visited at
a farm near Avoca where a
farm youth was killed Monday
in an implement accident.
Philip A. Jacoby , 59. St. Paul
died in a St. Paul hospital
Wednesday of injuries suffered
Nov. 12 when struck by a car.
Steven Winter, 53, Glencoe,
and his 54-year-old wife died
Wednesday when their car collided with a loaded gravel truck
at a rural intersection five miles
north of Arlington.

Gas Tank Explodes
At Rochester Airport
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Need cash f or Christmas ? I

See the iMan with
the Aw Plan

receive $20, $15, $10 and $5. All
city residents are eligible to enter. Judging will be done during the last week before Christmas.

FOUNTAIN CITY GIVES
FOUNTAIN CITY, Wis. ( Special) — Kenneth Kafer , chairman of the Boy Scout fund drive
here, reported contributions of
$290.05, topping the $225 goal.
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FROM SANTA WITH LOVE...
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American Tourister Luggage offers astonishing lightness without sacrificing strength . . . wall-to-wall unwrinkling roominess
. . . swing action locks that can't pop open . . . foam rubber
padded handles to pamper your palm . . . scuff resistant
Permanite coverings . . . stainless steel closures that seal
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LUGGAGE
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MAKE CHOATE'S YOUR LUGGAGE HEADQUARTERS. SEE OUR LARGE
SELECTION OF STYLES AND COLORS . . . FOR MEN AND WOMEN.
LUGGAGE — SECOND FLOOR
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We will be open Monday thru Friday Nights
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... now until Christmas
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|Holiday Dresses
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1. . . completely elegant
|fashions in fabulous

Salute the seasonwith

If new fabrics

Windsor Canadi«an
The smoothest whisky
ever to come out of Canada!

This season , give the only whisky born of pure glacial
water and hearty Western Canadian grain, distilled in
... j
small batches and aged in the Canadian i
yy
9
Rockies. Imported Windsor Supreme.
Most remarkable whisky you can give ^*p4 QI
/5
I
or get. Most remarkably priced, too. 1
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'CANADIAN WHISKY- A BUNO • SO PROOF

MONDOVI, Wis. (Special) Mondovi businessmen again will
sponsor a home decorating contest. A total of $50 will be
awarded four winners, who will

ROCHESTER, Minn. (AP) —
The explosion of a gas tank
used for heating tar sent large
chunks of steel through windows
and a metal door at a service
building near the Rochester Airport control tower Wednesday
night. No one was hurt and air
service was not interrupted.
¦
The voices of most turtles are
at most a slight squeak or sigh.
Use only the colored part of However, the wood turtle of the
the skin when you grate orange eastern United States makes a :k'
or lemon rind ; the white part whistling call audible 30 to 40
under the color is bitter.
feet away.
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ST. PAUL (AP) — Delano
attorney Robert Bakke was ap
pointed a district judge by Gov.
Karl Rolvaag today for the eight
county 10th Judicial District.
Bakke, 43, succeeds Judge
Rollin G. Johnson, 73, of Forest
Lake, who announced his retirement several months ago.
Bakke is the first judge in
many years to come from the
western end of the district,
which takes in Anoka, Isanti,
Wright, Sherburne, Kanabec,
Pine, Chisago and Washington
counties.

Mondovi Decorations
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« IMPORTED DV NATIONAL OlSTlLLERS PRODUCTS COMPANV, NEW YORK, NEW YORK

Come in and borrow the money you need — convenient terms to suit your budget. And rcin'ster for
chance to win our "Money Tree," a Christmas tree
decorated with real soine on its branchca !

fPljHH KEITH FOYE

FOR SOME ENCHANTED EVENING , CHOOSE
%
|
A LUXURIOUS DYNASTY* PURE SILK, MADE
IN HONG KONG, IN THE BRITISH CROWN
|COLONY . . , A STUNNING ALL-OVER BEADED
KNIT . . . A SMART WHITE , OR SOFT PASTEL,
I
ALL WOOL GABARDINE.
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ALL THESE FROM OUR HOLIDAY ARRAY . . .
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PLUS FESTIVE MYLARS AND BROCADES, AND
VERSATILE CREPES.
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JUNIOR AND MISSES SIZKS
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INDUSTRIAL CREDIT COMPANY
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We will be open Monday thru Friday Nites
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TODAY IN WORLD AFFAIRS

Shoplifter Called
'Despicable Sneak Thief
THE CHRISTfAAS niton, with its religious significance and spiritual uplift , is
often marred by human greed and weakness and J. Edgar Hoover, director of the
FBI, say*, ono of the more . serious problems is caused "by the despicable sneak
thief — the shoplifters. " Most merchants
in Winona and elsewhere will agree.
Mr Hoover continues:
"Kach year during the holidays , the
"holsters and boosters ' step up their forays
of theft and pilferage which result in tremendous losses to the public. Their methods are as old as the profession itself. They
operate with fake boxes and packages,
loose coats and oversize clothing, shopping
bags, large purses, and numerous other devices to cover their activities.
"No merchant, from the corner grocer to
the exclusive furrier, is exempt from the
shoplifter This thief comes from any station in life. He may be rich or poor , male
or female, young or old, and an amateur
or professional. Encouraged and unwittingly abetted by bustling crowds and jammed
stores, the shoplifter and two of his lawless
allies, Hie purse snatcher and pickpocket ,
are bold and aggressive.
"IN 1964 THERE war* »mi 184,473
shoplifting cases recorded Involving stolen
goods valued at almost 5 million dollars.
Much of this loot, of course, was taken during the height and rush' of Christmas shopping. From 1959 through 1964, shoplifting
increased 93 percent, and it Is the fastest
growing larceny violation. It should also be
noted that purse snatching lias increased
82 percent since 1959 and pocket picking 28
percent.
"Reco rd-breaking retail sales are predicted for the pre-Christmas shopping
days. Law enforcement agencies will be
overtaxed and enforcement ranks will be
thinly spread. The thieves and thugs can
be expected to take full advantage of these
fBvorable conditions.
"The scourge of shoplifting and similar violations is a community problem.
Concerted and realistic action by business
and civic groups, news media, police, and
the general public is needed to halt this
costly public burden.
"LET US confront tha shoplifter with
good security and detection measures,
quick arrest, and prompt and forceful
prosecution. To do" less Is to condone him."

More Than 2 Million
Cancer Patients Alive
THi LARGIST NUMBBR of people
in
"cured" of .qanc^r any one .year has just
been reported by, the, Ajherican Cancer Society, five-year .survivals, which are considered cures, number 1.4 million, but actually there are more than two million
alive who have been cured.
Lung cancer continues to be the leading
eause of death in men, and the ACS estimates that three-fourths of these deaths —
about 50,000 predicted for 1966 — could
have been prevented if the men had not
smoked cigarettes. Breast cancer continues
to be the leading cause of death in women, with . an estimated 63,000 new cases in
1966 and a .probable 27 ,000 deaths.
A bright side to the problem of womb
cancer is that the death rate shows a
steady decline ¦-— it has dropped 80 percent in 25 years. This was once the leading cause of death from cancer in women.
TVagically, 14,000, women will die unnecessarily because they do not have an annual
checkup with a PAP smear.
Cancer of the stomach has show n a
marked decrease In death rates both in
men and women, although the reason is unknown. Cancer of the colon will strike
about 74,000 Americans in 1986, more than
any other type of cancer except cancer of
the skin, which is 92 percent curable if the
malignancy has not spread beneath the
skin. Cancer of the Colon and rectum will
take the lives of an estimated 43,000 persons in the U.S. in 1966. Wider use of the
proctoscopic examination would save
many of these lives.

Try and Stop Me
I

By BENNETT CERF

Wishful Thinking
Over Viet Nam

CONCURRENTLY. A demonstration of 20,000 persons in Washington protesting the war
in Viet Nam is treated as of little importance.
The President defends the right to demonstrate.
Altough Mr. Johnson has the same right of
free speech, he doesn't tell the misguided demonstrators that they are giving "and and comfort" to the enemy and are helping to prolong
instead of shorten the war.
The true significance of last week's "March
on Washington" lies in the impression made
on the North Vietnamese. They evaluate the
event aa a symbol of American weakness and
irresoluteness. They don't realize that an intensification of the war by the United States now
may be necessary If only to disprove wrong
interpretations. This would mean many more
American and Vietnamese soldiers will be sacrificed to prove a point — that America is in
earnest.
The United States isn't, of course, using
maximum power , It is applying diplomacy's
tactics of backing and filling. This is utterly at
variance with the military rule that in a war
the goal is victory. Over the weekend, Lt. Gen.
Joseph H. Moore, commander of the U.S. Second Air Division in Viet Nam, was quoted as
saying:
"OUR TARGETS come straight out of the
joint chiefs of Staff. What they tell us to hit,
we hit. We've been striking strictly military
targets and if we expand the air war in North
Viet Nam, we would hit military targets we
have not hit yet. I do not mean industrial targets. I would imagine they would continue to
be strictly military targets. This is not an allout military action here. It's designed to convince North Viet Nam that it's not in its best
interests to continue supporting the Viet Cong
in South Viet Nam.
"t assume any military commander considers himself tied down too much if he does not
have complete freedom of military action. However, this is not an all-out application of military power and all our operationsare being directed from Washington. They are based upon
political decisions being made there. I understand fully the requirements for us to exercise restraint and be discriminate in our military actions because we are agents of an important part of our nation's foreign policy."
THE FOREGOING is the frank expression
of a conscientious general in the field. But is
the policy at home right? Is it the purpose of
war to win, or to wobble like a diplomatic
dialogue does? Will not more Americans be
killed because of intermittent attacks over a
long period of time than would be the case if
the war against the enemy were concentrated
and fought with maximum power in the air,
on the ground and at sea?
What is logical today is a legal declaration
of ,% a state of war ," an embargo on trade
wilh all countries assisting the North Vietnamese, and the passage of laws imposing wageand-price controls at home. The latter would
supersede the political favoritism being shown
by tbe administration in its one-sided handling
of labor-management relations.

IN YEARS GONE BY

Ten Years Ago . . . 1955

Ervin J. Baudhuin, Winona insurance man,
has been named Winona County chairman for
the 1956 Heart Fund drive.
Two University of Minnesota forestry students, Remington C. Kohrt, Hibbing and Timothy B. Knopp, Winona, received scholarship
awards of $350 each.
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At a gala weekend party in the Poconos,
one hoity-toity socialite told the hostess .
"I* m amazed to discover how many bugs
there are in your house down here." The
irritated hostess snapped , "They came in
on the guests. "
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Laird Lucas, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ward Lucas, was one of the six members of the crack
squad at Shattuck School, Faribault , who conducted a training period of three months which
resulted in tho election of ten new members.
He is a lieutenant in tho cadet battalion.
A cold wave which saw temperatures range
from an official 19 degrees below zero to 27 below held Winona and area lightly within its
grasp.

Fifty Years Ago . . . 1915

(.' . A . Pfeiffer will be one of the delegates
from Winona to the annual meeting of the
Minnesot a State Horticultural Society Minneapolis.
Henry Hess went to Preston, Minn., where
he is acting as judge of the poultry show in
progress.

Seventy-Five Years Ago . . . 1890
The salary of the superintendent has been
raised from $40 to $50 per month and that of
captains at the Central Fire Station from $50
to $40.
At the annual meeting of St. Martin 's Lutheran Church tbe following were elected: Trustee, Frank Buchholtz; church directors, John
Hairless, John Ball and August Gatz ; school directors, John Von Rohr, Fred Maas and G.
Month , and sccst'tary, M. Walt.

WORLD TODAY

Johnson Wa lks
A Lonely Road

By DAVID LAWRENCE
WASHINGTON - Wishful thinking - a policy of drifting on the brink of disaster and yet
hoping that somehow fateful decisions can be
avoided — is what's blocking sound economic
development at home and the road to victory
in Vict Nam.
Without a compass to steer by, a ship of
state cannot find the harbor of safety. The
United States today is prolonging the war in
Viet Nam by supercaution and indecisiveness
—a hesitancy to bomb military targets wherever they may b«, and a reluctance to adopt
the severe measures that alone can win a war.
Meanwhile , at home the administration keeps
on spending for programs that are worthy but
not imperative. The federal budget, it is re
veale-d now, is to go above $100 billion a year,
and the deficits are to Increase substantially.
The nation understands better than the administration does that both "butter and guns" at
the same time are not necessary. Yet no
brakes are being applied to non-essential spending. Everything seems to be considered "essential" to get votes. When recession comes
and the dollar loses more of its purchasing
power, it is too late to try to recover lost
ground as the American people pay a heavy
penalty.

Twenty-Five Yea rs Ago . . . 1940

EARLY DIAGNOSIS and Irealm.nt Is
emphasised by the American Cancer Society.

'We Make Everything From Air Conditioners to Water Purifiers'

By JAMES MARLOW
Associated Press News Analyst
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Johnson still walks a
lonely road while the winds of cooperation sometimes blowing
from opposite directions, beat around his ears.
In the past few days there has been a burst of talk
about various forms of international get-together. Meanwhile,
Johnson must make the decisions on stepping up tbe war in
—
——
Viet Nam. The picture isn't
pretty there.
Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara, just returned from Viet Nam, said,
"It will be a long road
Takes Opposite View
ahead." He didn't say this
Of School Uniforms
country ia winning. He just
To the Editor :
said, "We've stopped losing
In the Sunday paper (Nov.
28) a feature article conthe war. "
cerning uniforms was preThis country has about
sented. In the article it was
165,000 troops in Viet Nam.
stated that there are two disReports say the number will
tinct advantages for the ingo to 300,000. Will it? McNatroduction of school unimara wouldn't say. That's
forms. The first advantage
Johnson's decision.
was that tbe introduction of
school uniforms will elimiOne of the reasons for
nate the "status factor" that
this country's bombing of
almost inevitably is intro^
North Viet Nam since Februduced in the classroom,
ary was to reduce the flow of
when some children have
North Vietnamese soldiers
more elaborate, more expeninto South Viet Nam. But
sive dress than other chilMcNamara says now they
dren.
are tripling the rate of inI feel that school uniforms
filtration.
are dangerous to the mature
The bombing will be intendevelopment of a child's
sified. Johnson must decide
personality. School uniforms
how much and were. Critics
provide a "false status facwant Hanoi, the Red capitor" for the child since the
tal , bombed. But this might
child is being hidden from
bring Red China into the
his rank in society. The child
war. Johnson has to think of
had better get used to the
that, too.
idea of being richer or poorThis week the United Naer than the students, instead
of being hidden from the
tions G e n e r a l Assembly,
truth.
without one dissent voted for
Marty Wernz
a world disarmament conJunior
ference no later than 1967,
Cotter High School
with Red China invited. The
326 W. Wabasha St.
United States and the Soviet
Union voted together on this.

Letters to The
Editor

THE WASHINGTON MERRY-GO-ROUND

De Gaulle Realist Who
Remembers U.S. Slurs

By DREW PEARSON
WASHINGTON - In Paris
this fall I had occasion to
talk to many Frenchmen
about Charles De Gaulle,
now running for re-election;
also about relations between
two ancient allies — France
and the United States.
De Gaulle, I was assured,
is not anti-American. He is
simply pro-French. , He has
given France its most unparailed period of prosperity, a
period In which French
factory workers, who used
to eye with envy the cars
owned bv American factory
workers now have their
own. The cars are a little
smaller than American autos, but they have them.
Furthermore, L'Humanite,
the Communist newspaper,
carries a more detailed description than any Paris
newspaper of new cars,
their virtues and defects.
Aware that French Communists own their own cars,
L'Humanite strives for circulation.
De Gauule's friends say
that he has achieved prosperity partly by ending
civil war in Algeria, partly
by operating a socialistic
state.
In 1945 De Gaulle nationalized the bigger French insurance companies, something which would have
brought cries of "communism" in the United States.
He also nationalized the
major bank In both respects
he has gone further than the
British Labor Party.
DE GAULLE also follows
the same American system
of subsidizing f a r m e r s ,
which some people call socialism. Tlie annual subsidy
to French farmers is $700,000,000, as against around
$4 billion of farm subsidies
in the United States.
And this is one reason for
friction between the United
States and De Gaulle. He
objects vigorously to the importation of American farm
products by common market
nations. H _ wants other common market nations to reserve the European market
for higher-priced, subsidised
French and German wheat.
After all 18 per cent of tha
French population ia on the
farm, as compared with only 8 per cent in the United
States. And French farmers
vote. American f a r m e r s
don't vote — in France.
Le Grand Charley (Big
Charley) , as the Parislen
taxi-drivers call him, has a
THE WIZARD OF ID

memory like an elephant's.
He remembers a lot of
things that happened during
the war when he was in exile in London, head of the
Free French.
He remembers especially
that slurring speech of Secretary of State Cordell Hull
regarding the "so-called"
Free French, and the fact
that the man who wrote the
speech was Sam Reber, intimate friend of Charles
Bohlen, now U.S. ambassador in Paris. This has not
helped relations with the
United States.
DE GAULLE also re.
members how Gen. Eisenhower in 1944 didn't take
the trouble to notify him
that the United States: was
going to cross the channel
and land troops in Normandy until the night before the
landing. De Gaulle was in
London. The invasion of his
country was the biggest
military event of the war.
Yet only the night before
did Eisenhower remark to
Gen. Omar Bradley that
he'd better drop around and
tell De Gaulle they were going to retake France.
Le Grand Charley also remembers Roosevelt's attempt u> install Nazi-collaborator Pierre Laval as

provisional p r e s i d e n t of
France. De Gaulle didn't
know about this until after
the war when he read Anthony Eden's memoirs and
found that Eden had finally
persuaded FRD that Laval
was too hated in France.
Later Laval was shot as a
traitor.
There is a French saying
that the king of France
should forget the insults of
the Duke D'Orleans. But the
old man who runs Franca
today doesn't forget.
No one in the French government has any doubt as
to who is running France.
It is the old man. De Gaulle
personally passes on the
question of American investments in France. If the investment would put control
of more than 20 per cent of
a segment of French industry in foreign hands, he
says no. But he OK'ed 60
per cent of the American
Investments last year.
AT THE AGE of 77 he Is
brilliant, anything but senile. He writes many letters
of instructions to ambassadors himself, and even
though Foreign Minister
Couve De Murville may sign
the letters, the ambassadors can recognize De Gaulle's instructions by their
clarity.
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To Your Good Health

Bat — while this country
said it would be willing to sit
down with the Chinese on
preliminary negotiations, it
refrained from saying it
would take part in the conference itself.
And one day later the Soviet Union charged this
country is flooding and endangering Western Europe
with nuclear weapons.
Tuesday night F r e n c h
President Charles de Gaulle,
appealing to his people to reelect him by telling them
they couldn't do without him,
took a crack at the United
States by calling the Vietnamese war "stupid." • ; " ¦
And, while assuring this
country and his European
partners that France was a
staunch ally, he warned
France would cooperate with
them only as she pleased.

Answers
To Your
Questions
Dear Dr. Molner:
Would minute amounts
of calomine lotion, ingested more or less
daily, be injurious?
Would they account for
a prolonged bout of
diarrhea?—V.F.P.
I cannot imagine why you
would take this lotion internally. That isn't what it is
for. And how small are
the "minute" amounts?
Calomine lotion is excellent for the external treatment of various itchy skin
conditions.
Not all calomine mixtures
are the same. The base,
however, is zinc oxide,
known to have been used
in the past as an astringent
for the digestive tract. (I
don't know of any reason
for using it for that purpose
now. ) The lotion also contains lime water as well as
other materials to help keep
the zinc oxide in suspension.
Some mixtures contain
milk of magnesia , which
has a laxative effect if
taken internally. Others
may contain phenol (carbolic add). So my answer is
yes, continued taking of the
lotion may be dangerous,
and it could cause diarrhea.
Keep it on the outside of
the body, where it belongs.

A two-week Inter-American Conference at Rio de
Janeiro ended Tuesday on a
high note of far-reaching
proposals which, if they ever
became a reality, w o u l d
transform Latin America into a new, modern and prosperous world.
For instance: A great society for the hemisphere, a
halt to inflation, better living conditions, land reform,
and a reduction in trade restrictions. The United States
took part in all this.
But this country, criticized
for butting into the Dominican Republic's revolt to prevent a Communist take-over,
wanted the conference to
agree in the future all Latin America would join in
such an intervention.
There was a lot of opposition and the United States
shoved the idea aside.
Here In Washington a
group of American specialists on foreign affairs recommended at the White
House Conference on International Cooperationstronger efforts to get along with
the Soviet Union. But some
of the efforts might damage
this country's European alliances.

PEERLESS

Muskrat Stretchers
$4alU DM.

Wa pay highest prices for raw
furs and dear hides. Can meat
all competition at we ship fa
European Markets.

HOME OIL CO.
Cornir and & Washington
Opois Every Day Until 11 p.m.
Including Sundays

SUSPECTED A STILL?

"Well , that's that! My handsome man turned out to
be a mark from the potato peeler."

STERLING, Kan. (*i —
There were some quick
questions when city officials
were asked to approve a
city purchase of 100 pounds
of dry ice and two gallons
of alcohol
A maintenance supervisor
explained it would be used
to freeze water mains briefly to keep water from escaping while some new
(ire hydrants are installed.
By Parker and Hart
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One Hundred Years Ago . . . 1 865
The Winona City Band, under the leadership
of Harmon rtohwoder, has been increased in
numbers and reorganized, and is now prepared to furnish any kind o( music that may be
desired.
¦
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Ben Franklin

Air Pollution
Controls for
State Proposed

ST. PAUL (AP) — Gov. Karl
Rolvaagurged his new Advisory
Committee on Air Resources
Wednesday to develop an effective air pollution control
program in Minnesota "before
the situation becomes more serious."
Rolvaag spoke briefly at the
committee's first meeting.
The state only last Friday was
given a $10,000 federal grant for
the committee work under the
clean air act. Rolvaag, on Tuesday, announced makeup of the
47 - member group and charged
It with responsibility for developing a program for air pollution
control in the state.
The committee is scheduled
to report its recommendations
to the governor next year and
to the Minnesota Legislature in
1967.
Rolvaag appointed Mayor Demetrius G. Jelatis of Red Wing,
a physicist, as committee chair-

WESTGATE SHOPPING CENTER -OPEN TILL 9 P.M.
ALSO OPEN SUNDAY AFTERNOON

More Outstanding Buys
CHILDREN VISIT MUSEUM . . . Grades
5-8 irom Dakota (Minn.) school — all junior
members of the Winona County' Historical
Society — hear Harlen Holden give a paper
on drug store history in Winona at the historical museum Tuesday afternoon. From left,
Larry Gile, grade 6; David Bauer, grade 7,
Mrs. William Stetzler, teacher, grades 5-6;
man. Bernard T. Holland, St.
Paul commissioner of public utilities, was named vice
chairman.
Principal reason for the meet-
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Luanne Brown, grade 5; Ernest Erdmann,
grade 8, and Holden, explaining the use of the
mortar and pestle, used at the old Leed drug
store in Winona, which is among the artifacts
in the museum. Mrs. Clyde Girod, principal
and teacher of grades 7-8, also was with them.
Holden was introduced by Dr. Lends I. Younger, society president. (Daily News photo)

ing was for briefing by
air pollution control experts
from Washington, the state
Health Department and the University of Minnesota.
Speakers from Washington,
scheduled to brief the committee included Donald F. Walters,
Supervisory chemical engineer
in the division of air pollution,
U.S. Public Health Service, and
Defence, -0. Martin, meteorolo-
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SALES A SERVICE
402 Mankato Ave.
Ph. 56&S

gist, also from the U.S. Public
Health Service.
The Federal Department of
Health, Education and Welfare
was represented by Ralph C.
Graber, assistant chief of the
division of air pollution in the
department.
Other speakers scheduled for
the day - long meeting were
George Rawdyiq, associate
chief, section of radiation and
occupational health, State Health
Department, and Harold J. Paulus, associate professor in the
school of public health at tbe
University of Minnesota.
Rolvaag said local air contamination problems exist at the
present at many smaller communities in Minnesota, as well
as in the urban centers.
George Raschka, associate
chief of radiation and occupational health in the State Health
Department, said statistical data
on air pollution in Minnesota is
badly needed.
He said two cursory tests in
the Twin Cities area Indicates
air may be compared to smoking seven cigarettes a day. Similar tests in New York show air
there compares to smoking 40
cigarettes a day.
But he, like Rolvaag, cautioned against waiting for it to
get worse here before doing anything abiut it.
a
Baking fruit cake? A 15-ounce
package of seedless raisins will
yield about 3 cups.

Another Great Selection of Our Regular Stock
Representing Savings of 40% and More!
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DOOR PRIZES

I.

Puppies
2
Registered
Boxer
*
(From Puppy Paradise Kennels)

Three 9-Transistor Radios
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chiefs, B e 11 s, Pajamas,
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and Jeans.
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Limited Quantities Listed Below With Savings As
High As 60% OFF!
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OPEN HOUSE
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Conform Baby Saat,
Rett/. J2.W

*T4 ft.
Now *P*Laf9

Boys' Raincoats,
Ret;. $J.W

(T| *>7
Now *Pie_.f

Brach'a "Plck*A-Mlx" Candy,
Rat). 49* Ib
Tumbler Sets (10 to box) Ass't, Patterns,
llVs-oi., Rag. $1.00
Children's Play Ring,
Reg. 20*

Metal Candy Boxes ,
Now
Reg, 59*
Round Metal Tim, Christmas Design,
Afkga
New 4a7l» 4,
3- and Mb., Reg, 5«t - 49*

7Qaf*>
WW*
3Q<p>
JJ*L,

OQ-.
Now aWl

Ray.tta Aqua Nat Hair Spray,
Reg. W<

£*] -.
Naw Of _-

CQe*.
Mow -J-S-t

Cologne Bubble Bath,
Rag. $1.00

CTe>
Now Of V

Trp-Top Brush Curlers Aluminum,
Rag, $«*

Ytt
Now Ji t-**

C
^
Now UV

Ben Franklin Store
WESTGATE CENTER

9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Daily — 9 a.m. to 10 p.m. Fri. - 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. Sun.

ARCADIA ALCW
ARCADIA , Wis. (Special ) The annual Christmas party of
the American Lutheran Church
Women will be Sunday evening
at the church.
MONDOVI LEGION PARTY
MONDOVI, Wis. (Special) The joint Legion and Auxiliary
Christmas party will be held at
the Legion clubrooms Saturday
at 8 p.m. A potluck lunch will be
served at 10:30. Each one Is to
bring a dish to pass, prize, and
either canned goods or a toy for
the Christmas baskets. There
will be entertainment and
prizes. Legion and Auxiliary
members, wives, husbands and
friends, Gold Star Mothers and
servicemen are invited.

1-Man Art Show
Scheduled for
Pink Lady Sale
An attraction at the Pink
Lady Holiday Market and
Christinas Tea at Community
Memorial Hospital will be the
one-man showing of water colors, etchings, drawings, and oils
by Dr. Lyman S. V. Judson,
painter, writer and lecturer.
His works will be shown In
the hospital solarium Friday
and Saturday from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m.
Dr. Judson, a professor at Winona State College, will contribute to the auxiliary a major percentage of any sales during the
showing.
AT HOME IN BUFFALO CITY , WIS. , are Mr. and Mrs., .
LaVern e Franzwa , who were married Nov. 13 at St. Mary 's
Catholic Church, Fountain City, Wis. The. Rev. Louis
Clark officiated. Miss Betty FranzwB, Fountain City, sister
nf the groom, was maid of honor and Edward Franzwa ,
Lewiston , Minn , brother of the groom, was best man. The
reception , held at Alma (Wis,) American Legion Club, was
attended by 300 guests. The couple went to Florida for a
honeymoon. The bride is the former Miss Lucille Schmidt,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Edmund Schmidt , Cochrane , Wis.
.She attended Cochrane-Fountain City High School . The groom
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Franzwa , Fountain City.
(Camera Art Photo)

Taylor Music
Mothers to Meet
TAYLOR , Wis. ( S pecial) Taylor Music Mothers will meet
Monday at 8 p.m. in the high
school cafeteria for the annual
Christmas party and gift exchange.
Refreshments will be served
and students from the school
music department will present
a program. Group singing will
be added to the festivity. Group
chairman are especially urged
to attend this meeting, announces Mrs. Arthur Gilbertson ,
president.
,.
COLUMBIAN WOMEN
LA CRESCENT, Minn. - The
Columbian Women will hold a
potluck supper and Christmas
party Monday at 6:30 p.m. Jn
the Crucifixion School cafeteria.
Members are asked to bring a
dish to pass and a gift to exchange. The Mmes. Edwin Miller, Howard Meyer and Al Graf
are in charge of decorations
and arrangements. Mrs. DeWayne Conley is program chairman.

We have received another
shipment of CELEBRITY bags
— in this order you will find
the lovely SHOE TOTES with
umbrellas — they come in
brown, green, or black — if
you want a gift a bit different ,
this should fill the bill — In
this order is also an assortment of beautiful Bouffant
Curler Caps — flowered, lacy
or frilly — assorted colors —
from three to six dollars —
One of these as featured in
Vogue is boxed in a plastic
hat box -*¦ pretty enough to
wear to a party.
NEUTROGENA - glycerine
soap — kindest for your skin
— it is not a detergent — no
strong medication — no free
alkali — heavy lather — rinses
off completely — no drawn
tight feeling afterwards—Use
this soap differentl y because
it is different — Hold soap bar
under runtime waJer and work
vip a cieamy lather with
palms of your hands — spread
with hands — do not me a
washcloth , and do not scrub
— Rinse thoroughly — splash
and splash — pat dry — do
not rub — use warm water on
dry skin — cold water for oily
skin — . use twice a day —
Usual price one dollar — now
buy six liars for $4 ,!)S — or
try Ihe Imperial size bar for
si.50 — exactly the sump soup
except in a balh size.
Hcmenibo r BROWN DRUG
for your finest in Perfumes
and Colognes — Guorluin —
l- 'nherge — Lanvin — Chanel
— 171 1 -~ also remember us
as the store to help yon find
ui'i Ilic rit*lil Rill and Rift
wrap it FHF.K f«>r you.
For Ihe finest in Cosmr-tles
v isit Iiiown Dni};.

If

Soroptimists
Hear Report on
Mental Health
A report on the recent meeting of the Council of Social
Agencies was given by Mrs.
Marie Fjelstad, representative
of the local Soroptimist Club,
at a noon luncheon Wednesday
at the Huntsman 's Room of (he
Steak Shop.
Mrs, Fjelstad stated that one
of 19 persons need aid through
mental health clinics , and that
the Hiawatha "Valley Mental
Health Center situated in Winona serves three counties , Winona, Wabasha and Houston ,
and will serve 80,000 persons.
The club voted to pay its membership in the Council of Social
Agencies and also discussed
ways in which it may be of assistance to the health center.
Miss Harriet Kelley, Mrs.
Mary Crane and Mrs. D. B. McLaughlin were appointed to
serve on the nominating com
mittee for the North Central Regional officers. The Christmas
dinner meeting will be held at
the home of Mrs. William Markle, and Mrs . Fae Griffith is in
charge of the program. Mrs .
Griffith distributed materia l to
members who are assisting her
in addressing envelopes for the
annual March of Dimes campaign during January. Mrs.
Florpnce Baab, president , presided.

;

GET A NEW

chairman. Mrs. Edward Allen was in charge
of the installation services. Party favors of
marshmallow snow ladies on cards on which
was written "Plumpness is for fat snowladies,
not TOPS .'" were at each place setting. During the weighing-in ceremony, most of the
25 members showed a loss. The total club
loss for the week was 32 pounds. (Daily News
photo)

INSTALLATION CEREMONY . . . . Win
with TOPS officers who were installed Wednesday following brunch at Llnahan's Inn arc
from left Mrs. Richard Murphy, weight recorder ; Mrs. William Schneider, assistant
leader*, Mrs. Lewis Gasink , leader and area
TOPS captain; Mrs. Norman Indall, secretary, and Mrs. Frank McKeown , treasurer.
Not shown is Mrs. Donald- Hittner, publicity

Meyer-Fair
Nuptials Held
At Sacred Heart

Legion Auxiliary
Honors Teachers
At La Crescent
LA CRESCENT. Minn. (Special) — Mrs . Arthur Jansen,
Americanism chairman of the
American Legion Auxiliary, reported that cake and coffee had
been served to teachers and
other personnel in three schools
here during American Education Week .
In Mrs. Jensen 's report, given at a recent meeting of Gittens Leidel Unit 595, American
Legion Auxiliary, she said that
one large decorated cake was
given to the public elementary
school and one to the Crucifixion Catholic Grade School.
She said two cakes were presented to the high school staff .
Each school library also was
presented with a book from the
unit.
Gold Star Mothers were honored and presented gifts from
the unit by Mrs. Orvie Wetzel
Sr., Gold Star chairman. A special lunch was served in their
honor.
The auxiliary will hold its
Christmas party and meeting
Tuesday at 8 p.m. in the clubrooms. Members are to bring
a gift to exchange and also
small gifts such as combs, ballpoint pens or cigarettes to be
sent to the Minneapolis Veterans Hospital. They will be used
for tray favors or prizes .

Cathedral of the Sacred Heart
was the scene of the Nov. 27
wedding of Miss Carol Fail- ,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur W. Fair . 510 E. 5th St.,
and Donald E. Meyer , son of
Mr. and Mrs. George E. Meyer ,
West Concord, Minn .
The Rt . Rev. Msgr. Harold J.
Dittman received their vows .
Sister Colon was organist and
the girls choir sang.
Miss Jean Streuber was maid
of honor and Miss Kathy Hueiskamp and Miss Alice Meyer,
sister of tlie groom, bridesmaids. The latter is of West
Concord.
George Kubat , Mantorville ,
Minn,, was best man and Dale
Dohrman and Larry Smith,
both of West Concord, groomsmen. Ushers were Dale Alcot t ,
Rochester, and Edward Smith,
West Concord.
THE 'BRIDE wore a floorlength gown of peau de soie
with a bell skirt, short chapel
train, long sleeves, scoop neckline and a cummerbund and
bow at the waist. She wore a
lace mantilla veil and carried
a cascade bouquet of yellow
roses.
Her attendants wore floorlength, gold, peau de soie gowns
with gathered skirts, bows at
the waistlines , scoop necklines
and elbow-length sleeves. They
wore bow headdresses and carried cascade bouquets of gold
and yellow mums.
A dinner reception was held
at Hotel Winona. Al Prochowitz
and Mrs. Joseph Orlowske provided the music.
After a short wedding trip the
newlyweds will be at home in
St. Paul.
The bride , who was graduated from Cotter High School and
attended St. Cloud State College, i.s employed at Minnesota
Mining and Manufacturing Co.,
St. Paul. Her husband, a graduate of West Concord High
School , is a computer operator
at the American National Bank ,
St. Paul.
The groom 's parents were
hosts al the bridal dinner at
Wally 's Supper Club , Fountain
City, Wis . Prenuptial parties
were hosted by friends of the
bride in Winona; coworkers of
the bride in St. Paul ; relatives
of the groom in West Concord
and friends of the groom's family in West Concord.

ALCW'S Annual
Bazaar Planned
LA CRESCENT . Minn. (S pecial I -• American Lutheran
Church Women of Prince of
Peace Lutheran Church will
hold their annual Christmas
bake sale and bazaar Saturday,
from 10 .i.m. unlil 12 noon at
the church,
Gift items , advt'iit wreaths ,

Mr. and Mrs. Donald E. Meyer

Christmas and Norwegian bake
goods and homemade "snip"
candy will be featured. Coffee
will be served and the public is
invited ,
a

HANSEN OPEN HOUSE
ST. CHARLES , Minn. ( Spe-

clal ) — Mr . and Mrs. Christon
Hansen will be honored on their
silver wedding anniversary at
an open house Sunday at their
farm home at Pilot Mound,
rural Chatfield, Minn . Hours
are from 1 to 4 p.m. Their
children will be hosts. No cards
have been sent.
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SPINDRIER

A merica's FASTEST washer...

... WASHES, RINSES,SPIN-DRIES 20 POUNDS AT A TIME!
A big fifty pound family wash disappears like magic in an
hour when an EAJET-T Splndrler Is on the jobl Nothing
else like It anywhere . . . over 3 million owners will tell you
It's the areatestl
WAS HES CLEAN WHILE - .
tT SPIN-nRI ES
^^"^a^^ while
^
No lost motion or time... 2 tubs

f ^f f i ~ ? £~ W
% A Si
work as a team, one washing
nfy ^LjL^^« ^aH|
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the otherrinses , spin-dries.

EASY TERMS!

We Also Have

EASY Automatic
WASHERS & DRYERS

r—— FREE —~

With the purchase of any New Easy . . .
;!
: 10-LB. TURKEY or 100 LBS. Burbank Russet POTATOES

________________
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Beauty Shop X 1
¥ ;WAVELAHD
*
Phone 3194 *v^
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One-Hour Service on Dry Cleaning
at NORGE VILLAGE
You get FAST ONE-HOUR SERVICE at Norea. Drop your cleaning off , go do
sortie Christmas shopping and by the time yaw return , your garments ere ready
. . . iparMing clean. You save tlene and money at Nerge l

NORGE '.'ST VILLAGE
Open 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. Weekdays—10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Sundays

60 1-603 Huff St.

Phone 9885
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ROY HENDERSON, Proprietor
166 East Third St.
Phone 9124
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BOOT SCOOP
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STORE
HOURS:

9to 9

fashions

carte

New
a.la
by
J ^s^Bj^L
Buskens, boot maestro cxtraor^S^MBSBW
dinary. See the whole sizzling ^^HH P
collection , the boldest and bootiest
of all for this, the biggest
of all boot seasons.
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P _ P Fire & Safety Sales
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Get your permanent* early and avoid
the last minute rush.

TJ 1401 W. 5th
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Availabli lo you without « doctor's prescription, our product called Odr!n«x.
Vou must lose ugly 1st or your money
back. Odrlnex Is a tiny tablet and easily
swallowed. Get rid ol excess tat and
live
longer. Odrlnex costs J3.00 and
Is sold on this guarantee: li not satistied for «ny reason, lust return the
package to your druggist and gel your
full money back. No questions asked.
Odrlnex Is sold with this guarant-i hy:
Brown Drue. Store—U7 VV. Third Straal
Mill Ordirs Pilled.

AT HOME at 913-18& Ave. N.E., Minneapolis are Mr.
and Mrs. Wiillam E. Cripe, following their Nov . 20 wedding
at St. Mary's Catholic Church, Durand, Wis. The Rt. Rev.
Msgr. Stephen Anderl officiated . Miss Rochelle Andre, Durand, was maid of honor and Dale Anibas, Mondovi , Wis.,
best man. A dinner reception was held in St. Henry's Hall ,
Eau Galle, Wis. The bride is the former Miss Patricia Fay e
Caturia, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ronald E. Caturia, Arkansaw , Wis. Her husband is the son of Mrs. Evelyn Cripe,
Eau Claire , Wis., and Merrill Cripe, Minneapolis. The bride
is a graduate of Arkansaw High School and the Accredited
School of Beauty Culture, Eau Claire. Her husband, a graduate of Memorial High School, Eau Claire, is employed in
Minneapolis. (Beaton Studio)
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PLAINVIEW TcW
PLAINVIEW, Minn. (Special)
—Immanuel Lutheran Church
Women will hold their first
Christmas party in the church
Friday evening. Each of the circles will participate in the program. Cookies and coffe will be
served. There will be election of
officers from a completed slate.

A WEEK^

FOUNTAIN CITY BAZAAR
FOUNTAIN CITY, Wis. (Special ) - The Women's Guild of
St. John's United Church of
Christ will have its annual bazaar and food sale for the public in Fellowship Hall Saturday,
beginning at 3 p.m.

(Durlty Studios/

% CHIC HAIRDO FOR gJ/Btk %
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?(* Creme Permanent ,
•f l Shampoo , Sty le Cut
tT"T *%»•
<%? and Set.

HE HAS exhibited in Wisconsin, Minnesota and Chautauqua .
N.Y., and is noted for his abstractions and non - objective
work. Greatly influenced by his
studies in Japan and India ,
some of his works reflect the
0 r i e n t a 1 contemplative approach to painting. Softly diffused f orms of mountains, trees
and water merge into rhythmically composed sky patterns.
Some compositions reflect his
experiences in his travels
around the world and show the
mystery of the sea and its environs.
In addition, strikingly dynamic geometric constructions show
the approach to art in the De
Stilj form and are strongly
eclectic in style. One art gallery director referred to mis
phase of Dr. Judson's work as
"dynamic and . strongly composed as the work of Mondrian."
Varying interlinear move
ments of force and dynamism
are effectively inter-balanced by
an intricately related use of
sparkling color. Never at one
moment is the orderly arrangement of composition disorganized or weakened by this imaginative use of color range.
Dr. Judson holds a bachelor
degree from Albion College; a
master's degree from the University of Michigan, and earned his doctor of philosophy de
gree at the University of Wisconsin. In addition, he has written a number of books on South
American countries. His publisher released his 15th book
this spring.

COUNTRY STORE BAZAAR
WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special )
—The annual country store bazaar of the Whitehall Methodist
Church will be Saturday in the
church parlors, beginning at 2
p.m. Featured will be baked
goods, candies, Christmas gifts
and fancywork . Lunch will be
served. The public is nivited.

'A ' — Tan » loden, Green
B. — Blade , Brow n

$17.95

C. — Block , Brown

$12,95

/*

$11.95

/ \ f t n l W WJt

Madonna ' Christmas Tea Featu res
Life of Virgin Mary in Paintings

Setting the mood for the
Christmas season and holding
her audience spellbound, Mrs.
C. W. Walton, St. Paul presented her program of "Madonnas"
for over 150 women and friends
of the First Congregational
Church Bt the "Madonna"
Christmas Tea in the fireplace
fellowship room of the church
Wednesday afternoon.
"Out of all the pages in the
New Testament, references to
Mary are in a few short verses," Mrs. Walton said. "But
artists have depicted every
conceivable event in the Virgin's life — and I like to think
of these pictures as her own
photograph album.

paintings depicting Mary's family tree — sometimes back to
Adam — sometimes to David.
Where the Bible scriptures are
silent about Mary's early life,
legend has filled the gap."
Because pictures were often
commissioned for dark, dreary
churches, artists used gold in
the background to reflect more
light from the candles upon the
central figures. The* earliest
type of halos were solid gold.
Many paintings were used by
the churches for the purpose of
teaching the illiterate.
Of the great masterpieces in
church and art galleries, some
of the most beautiful have reference to the Madonna. Every artist thinks of Mary look"TO START with, at the be- ing like his1 people do, so there
gmning there are some few are paintings of Japanese, Italian, Polynesian, Negro, Indian,
Spanish, etc., Madonnas, the
speaker said.
For that pertonat touch
Although there were pictures
oi Mary found to the earliest
centuries A.D., the greatest
Madonna paintings are of the
Italian Renaissance while the
Madonnas of today are comparatively few in number, she
said.
"Most pictures of the 'Immaculate Conception' are from
Spanish artists because the
peak of Spanish art came later
*JWwmamefm^*^wnOmmvmWrgff tW^^f ^f;
than the peak of Italian Renaissance. The name of 'Madonna' came into use during
the Crusade period when the
crusaders returned to Italy
from Jerusalem with their
stories."

Christmas
Cards
IMPRniTED Wmi

YOUR NAME
QUICKLY AND EXPERTLY
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
- OPEN MON. TO FRL
? A.M. TO » P.M.
Tha

Remembrance shop
Naxt to Woolwoiih'ion
Third Stroal

DODGE PATIENTS
DODGE, Wis. (Special ) Sandra Jereczek, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs, Bill Jereczek,
was a recent patient at St. Joseph's Hospital, Arcadia. Paul
Waters, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Warren Waters, returned home

Akron, Ohio, Since then it has
become her hobby. At one time
she went to Europe and collected pictures there. She did
not bring hundreds of her pictures along since they are
small.
Mrs. C. A. Rohrer, general
chairman, introduced the program. A half-hour musical©
by the Triple Trio of the College of Saint Teresa preceded
Mrs. Walton's presentation.

NORWAY PINE

GREETING GUESTS were
Mrs. Howard Packard, secretary-treasurer of Circle 3, and
Mrs. Gilbert Lacher, circle program chairman. Pouring were
Mrs. Robert Forsythe, president of the Women's Fellowship, and Mrs . Jack Andresen,
chairman of Circle 3.
Members of Circle 3, who
were hostesses at the tea, contributed Christmas cookies. On
the committee were: Tea, the
VIEWING A "MADONNA" . . . Mrs.
Harold Rekstad, wife of the minister there ,
Mmes. A. J, Anderson, Donald
C.
W.
Walton,
St.
Paul,
left,
are viewing "Madonna and Child" by Muller,
guest
speaker
Gray, Robert Tweedy, J. T.
German artist. (Daily News photo)
Robb Sr., John Glenn, Carl Hei- at the First Congregational Church's "Mase, T. W. Smeed, Harold Rek- donna" Christmas Tea Wednesday, and Mrs.
stad, Ward Lucas, and Andresen; staging and tea table, Mrs.
Commissioner Cyrus Magnusson
Rohrer with Mrs. Carl Frank,
—had pleaded innocent to the
director of circles, Mrs. Harry
charges, which allege fraud.
Dresser, house committee memIf new indictments are reber, and Mrs. A. T. Wentworth,
fellowship secretary, who also The. Cotter High School band
turned, new pleas will have to
assisted Mrs. Henry Williams and chorus will present their anbe entered, and a whole new set
with the gift table and made
of pre-trial motions may Be ennual
winter
concert
at
th
Cotthe display poster; invitations,
^
tered.
Mrs. Smeed, women's fellow- ter Physical E^ucatknTmiildlng
""
today
-Tf5o
p.m.
ship second vice president, and
ST. PAUL (AP) — V. S. Dis- Motions Wednesday Included
-£tprograms, Rev. Harold Rek- iTliisr chorus will sing "I Will trict Judge Edward J. Devitt pleas for dismissal of indictstad.
Christmas decorations f htol Thee, 0 Lord," "On The has continued the American Al- ments; bills ol particulars; and
MRS. WALTON illustrated were planned by Mra^Hrehard- Street Where You L i v e ," lied Insurance Co. case pending separate trials for some defendy^
the possible drawing of new in- ants.
her talk with a large number Gallender.
of famous paintings. She was A Dsafls-eaflaelabra with sev- " A m e r i c a , the Beautiful," dictments.
Attorney Richard Ryan, repregenerous with her comments en candles in colors found in "Shenandoah," "Holy, Holy, U. S. Atty. Miles Lord told the senting Pennsylvania insurance
and encouragement to a num- the "Madonna" pictures and a Holy," and "Wonderful Copen- court Wednesday that be would men Peter J. Rugani and Wilbur
ber of women who brought tall, gold Madonna figure cen- hagen."
ask a federal grand jury to Thomas, said mass trials result
there own collections „to the tered the tea table. Tlie latter Selections the band will play draw new indictments in order in a atmosphere were 'guilt is
was made by Mrs. Edward Altea.
to cover some objections contagious."
The only original painting was len, Spotlights throughout the are "Sleigh Ride," "AUeluja," made by in pre - trial motions
an oil by Prput. All of the rest room highlighted the famous "Wintry Scene," "Poland at on behalf of the 17 defendants CHICKEN DINNER
Christmas," and "Bugler's Hol- charged with fraud in the comare reproductions of prints, paintings on the walls.
The Eagles Auxiliary will
¦
iday."
many that have seldom been
pany's collapse.
serve a public chicken dinner
seen. They showed Jesus' MISSIONARY COUNCIL
Lord said new indictments at Eagles Hall Saturday. Servmother at various ages.
Women's Missionary Council VEGAS DAYS
5 p.m.
Mrs. Walton (started collecting of Grace Brethren Church will ARCADIA, Wis. (Special) — probably will be returned in ing will start at¦
about
three
weeks.
pictures 25 years ago when she meet Friday at 10 a.m. at the A Vegas Days celebration for
heard a speaker in a Metho- home of Mrs. George Christian- knights of Columbus members, Fourteen defense attorneys be- It is not necessary, as oldwives and dates will be held at gan arguments on 66 pre-trial fashioned recipes direct, to wet
dist Church circle meeting in sen, 710 Washington St.
St. Stanislaus parish hall Sun- m o t i o n s before Devitt on a mold before it is filled with a
gelatine mixture. The "wetting"
day at 8 p.m. A potluck lunch Wednesday.
will be served. Joe Snow is gen- All of the defendants — who process does not aid in unraoldinclude Minnesota Insurance ing.
eral chairman.

Cotter Chorus,
Band to Perform
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SAVE NOW ON

PANTS - SHIRTS - JACKETS
SPECIAL GROUP

SPORT SHIRTS
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CLOTHING — SHOES
WINONA , MINN.
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Baking hint: use your wide
spatula to free pastry from
board or pastry cloth when
you aro rolUng out the dough.
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Saturday after an appendectomy at Community Memorial
Hospital, Winona.
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Insurance Case
Continued,See
New Indictments

OPEN DAILY 10.00 A.M. TO 9:00 P.M.
Sponsoredby

Central Methodist Men
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Plaids — Stripes— Solids
Trim Fit — Button-Down Collars
Large
Washable — Sml. & Med

On Corner of Broadway & Johnson
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CONTINENTAL STYLE

Values to $6.98
Neat Trim Fit — Assorted Colors
28 to 36 Waist—Washable
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IPs Magic! The enchantment of our Christmas Store. How
exciting to browse through the charming gift assortments selecting
what you wish as Christmas Gifts. Our staff will skillfully assist
you in making wise choices. And, how thoughtful of you to give
Wallace Sterling. It sets the mood for everything used with it.
Let us show you the many beautifu l styles, including Wallace 's
new Firenze * hand-textured patterns.
^
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3rd & Main

Values to $21.95
Broken Lots, Broken Sixes
s,,^,. R.v.r,iblea

G) lager (j ewelry. QJ tore
Third & Center

HEATHER PASTELS FOR
CHRISTMAS BELLES
BY JUNIORITE
BE A REALLY SUCCESSFUL SANTA !GIVE
A STEVENSON S FASHION GIFT I CHOOSE
FROM JUNIORITE S COORDINATED GIFT
GROUP IN HEATHER FROSTED PASTELS .
A.. GRANNY BLOUSE OF NO-IROM DACROM
AND COTTON. FROSTIE BLUE OR
8.00
ORANGE.
WOOL. BOSS SKIRT WITH BOLD BELT. A
REAL SWINGER. BLUE OR ORANGE. 10.00
B. STRIPED PULL OVBR IN FROSTIE BLUE
ft WHITE .OR ORANGE & WHITE!.
9.00
BELL BOTTOM PANTS. NEW MO WA ISTBAND STYLE. BLUE OR ORANGE.
11.00
AIX If* JUNIOR eiZKfl
our* ttoi-DKN mirr wv*Af> rort
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More Pressure Helping Hubby
To Keep Prices Succeed Can
Get You Ulcer
In Line Likely

NEW YORK (AP) - If you
want to help your husband get
ahead, you'd better not be too
sexy, too beautiful or too
smart. If you
succeed, though,
you could end
up with an ulcer.
That is the
word from Mrs.
J. Robert Fluor
of
Pasadena ,
Calif., wife of a
business execuMrs. Fluor tive and beau-

WASHINGTON (AP> - Businesses, banks and unions face
the prospect of more a nd tougher "government by guideline "
as the Vict Nam war heightens
the hazard of inflationThere is no keen alarm over
prica trends nor any contemplation of mandatory controls,
well-informed officials insisted
today. The scale of warfare
foreseeable does not justify Korea type compulsion, Uiey said. teous mother of two sons, aged
,
Bnt they indicated there may 18 and 20 She's so attractive
be broader and deeper federal you would think she did not
intervention — if price, wage or take her own advice.
interest • rate developments Her husband of 21 years Is
warrant — in the form of pub- president of the National Assolicity, persuasion, and the fixing ciation of Manufacturers. He
of voluntary goals arid guide- also is president of Fluor Co.
lines.
Ltd. of Los Angeles, a firm with
.Somespecific strategy may re- 6 ,000 employes that does a $100sult from a meeting next week, rnillion to $200-million a year
at the LBJ Ranch in Texas, of business building oil, chemical
President Johnson and the four and
petrochemical
plants
officials he calls his economic around the world.
"quadriad. "
"We have the perfect husThough a White House spokes- band-wife relationship," said
man said the meeting did not Fluor. "I get the work , and she
imply "undue concern" over gets the ulcer."
prices, the price uptrend has
Less than three months after
quickened. An announced multi- he was elected last year to a
billion dollar step-up in govern- one-year term as president of
ment spending, mostly for the the NAM , Mrs. Fluor came
military buildup in South Viet down with an ulcer.
Nam, could accelerate the rise.
"I take things quite seriousThe White House spokesman ly, " she said, "But that ulcer said the foursome — Secretary it wasn't all NAM. It was part
of the Treasury Henry H. Fowl- Fluor."
She is quite serious about her
er; Gardner Ackley, Economic
Council
chairman;
Budget role as a corporate wife.
Director Charles L. Schultze "You should be a good listenand William McChesney, Feder- er and a good conversational*
al Reserve Board chairman — 1st," she said in an interview.
will "discuss the general eco- "That's one of the biggest
things for a good wife. "
nomic picture."
At all odds, you must not atJohnson has shown his willtract
too much attention or any
bigness to lean tha government's weight heavily against criticism.
"Any criticism of the boss's
price or wage excesses .
In the recent aluminum case wife would be transferred to his
he risked his popularity with company," she said.
"I like to be able to be myself,
businessmen by an obvious and
successful pressure play — the but I must dress and act in
threat of heavy sales from the keeping with my husband's pogovernment stock pile to force sition and not overdo."
producers to cancel a price in- As for her husband's business,
Mrs. Fluor said she knew little
crease.
about it.
That brought complaints of
"He's a firm believer in leav"government by guideline" and ing business at the office ," she
"managed
economy'' from said. "When someone asks me
some industry quarters. But why the stock went up or down,
most business groups seemed I don't know and I ask. But he
little disturbed; some simply always says he doesn't know,
took the episode as evidence either.
that Johnson was more con- "I give him an opinion on percerned over the price problem sonnel problems, whether he
than he had ever admitted.
asks or not."
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Sweets to the sweet. Mini Mod creates man y delicious holiday confect ions that always look dashing for par ty crashing,
disarming for a little Prince Charming.
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SHOP NOW FOR BEST SELECTIONS
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LADIES'

FLATS- BOOTS-LITTLE HEELS
BUSKENS
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GUNNERS

obscured immediate assessment
of damage.
On the ground, 14 Viet Cong
were reported killed in a multibattalion government operation
near Go Cong City, 30 miles
south of Saigon, Wednesday.
The South Vietnamese forces
also took four prisoners and
seized a large stock of weapons
and ammunition while incurring
only light casualties, spokesmen
said.
River assault tioats took part
in the day-long hunt by regular
army troops, militiamen and
popular forces.
Continuing their hit-and-run
tactics, the Communists fired
mortars and small arms this
morning at a district headquarters in Binh Chanh, 10 miles
southwest of Saigon. They were
beaten off by sorties of U.S.
Army helicopters and government mortars and artillery.
Spokesmen reported no U.S. or
Vietnamese casualties and no
confirmed enemy losses.
Other
South
Vietnamese
troops operating In the North
near the 17th Parallel demilitarized zone killed 12 Viet Cong
Wednesday while suffering only
light casualties, the spokesmen
said.
U.S. troops saw little action.

U.S. spokesmen reported favorable results from attacks on
suspected Viet Cong coastal positions by 7th Fleet destroyers
Wednesday. The ships trained
their five-inch guns at three areas along the northern coast
and one in the Mekong Delta
south of Saigon. Fire and explosions indicated possible scores
on munitions or fuel dumps,
spokesmen said.
The Enterprise plane that
was shot down was an FAB jet
which was the victim of Communist fire 50 miles north of
Saigon. Spokesmen said both
crew members were believed to
have been rescued but one was
injured.
The two crewmen of the F4B
that crashed into the sea also
were rescued.
Communist guns b r o u g h t
down the two other planes during raids on strategic targets In
North Viet Nam's Red River
Delta . No parachutes were spotted by other American aircraft
In the area and the two pilots
were feared killed.
Besides the Air Force F105, a
Navy A4 Skyhawk went down in
an attack on a bridge 35 miles
north of Hanoi. Returning pilots
reported heavy antiaircraft fire.
U.S. planes unloaded 75 tons
of bombs on North Vietnamese
targets , spokesmen reported.

Nam and disarmament. During
talks Wednesday, with Stewart
Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei
A. Gromyko fully supported
North Viet Nam's demands for
cessation of the U.S. air raids
and a complete American withdrawal from Viet Nam.
In Washington, Secretary of
State Dean Rusk said Wednesday that despite contacts "every week" with "the other
side," Hanoi had shown no signs
of any willingness to come to a
peace conference. He said he
doubted that another pause in
the air raids on the North, such
as the six-day halt last May,
would induce the Communists to
talk peace.
Rusk said the Communists
had been asked to say what
their reaction would be if the
raids stopped, but "they have
been unwilling to give us an answer."

*— MISS

AMERICA — JOLENE

BROKEN LOTS —GOOD SIZES
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In the South, Marine aircraft
flew SO sorties, dropping 29 tona
of explosives that reportedly
destroyed 10 Viet Cong structures and damaged six others.
Senate Majority Leader Mike
Mansfield , D-Mont., and four
other senators arrived from
Bangkok on the final stop of a
global tour that has figured In
speculation about new U.S.
for peace negotiations.
$5 moves
None hud any comment at Sai2 gon'a heavily guarded Tan Son
airport.
J Nhut
Mansfield has said he will re
port first to President Johnson
jJ before making ajry public .statements. The trip Included meetings with Fre-nch President
Charles de Gaulle, Soviet Premier Alexei N. Kosygin, ranking
Romanian officials nnd Cambodian chief of state Prince Norodom Sihanouk,
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(Continued from Page 1)

CHICAGO (AP ) - More than
50,000 doctors will refuse to take
part in the federal medicare program, says an official of the Association of American Physicians and Surgeons.
Harry E. Northam, the association 's executive director, said
Wednesday he based his figure
on letters and actions of local
and state medical societies. The
association, formed in 1943 to
represent the business needs of
doctors, claims 15,000 members.
It is conducting a nationwide
campaign against the health
care program .
Northam said the dissenting
doctors would not go on strike,
but would refuse to accept direct federal payments for medical services.

SPECIAL HOLIDAY
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000 Doctors
50,
Ba lk at Medicare.
Association Says
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Pope Paul VI Is expected to
make an interim statement on
birth control next Tuesday when
the modern world schema — of
which the contraception question
is a part—will be promulgated
as a council decree.
The new draft was distributed
to the council today. The
sources reported "further diligent study " of contraception
was urged in a footnote.
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SISTER PLAYHOUSES
EDINBURGH (AP) - An experimental group, the Traverse
Theater, plans to set up sister
playhouses in New York , Paris
and London.
Two plays are scheduled to
start in international exchange
and will be shown at the Gramercy Arts theater, an offBroadway auditorium in Manhattan.

VATICAN CITY (AP)-A new
drait of the Vatican Ecumenical Council's statement on birth
control urges further study of
contraception , thus leaving the
question "more than open," Informed sources said today.
The informants said this sets
the stage for possible changes
in the Church's future attitude,
making clear that while past
teachings against contraception
still are valid, this is not necessarily the final word.
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DENNIS THE MENACE

Vatican Birth
Control Study
To Be Continued

struck a parked station wagon
and a tree.
The windshield and its frame
were punctured by at least niot
shots that showered the interior
of the car with slivers of glass.
Gruender was not wounded, but
was taken to a hospital under
MILWAUKEE HI - Fugitive guard for treatment for possiblt
cuts.
Ralph Gruender, first convict to
Tbe convict, who fled last
escape over the walls of the
Thursday
from the State Prison
was
years,
18
in
State Prison
at Waupun where he was servhail
of
gunfire
captured in a
ing a 70-year term, was unarm,
Wednesday night as he backed ed when captured.
a car into a tree while trying to Police said they opened fire
when Gruender ignored a shout
elude police.
Gruender, 32, surrendered aft- to surrender and a warning shot.
Authorities had followed a trail
er police riddled the car with of stolen cars from Waupun
to
bullets and shotgun blasts.
the Delafield area to Milwaukee
The Delafield fugitive was suburbs to Monroe and
back to
seized after a four-hour stake Milwaukee in the six days of
out by police who spotted a car Gruenders' flight.
stolen at Monroe parked on a The convicted robber and
kidnorth side residential street.
naper was the first man to esGruender got into the car and cape over the prison walls sines
tried to flee in reverse after Christmas, 1947. The last fugitive
sighted, police said, but the auto remained at large two days.

Escaped Badger
Prisoner Caught
In Milwaukee

By Ed Dodd

MARK TRAIL
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Save up to Vi now on the season's
newest flats and little heels.
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MAIN FLOOR CASUALS
AND BARGAIN BASEMENT

I STORE HOURS:
9 TO 9
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ONLY 7 MORE
Winona Knitting Mills MWmi.
SHOPPING DAYS ¦Sffir>
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Manufacturer's Cost!

In Moscow , Kosygin received
British Foreign Secretary Michael Stewart at the. Kremlin
for two hour, und discussed Viet ————^—
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WINONA KNITTING MILLS
902 East Second Street
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Voice of the Outdoors

Keep Off The Ice
White, clear, ice against the
background ef the Winona Hills
with the empty lover's bench
in the foreground on the shore
«f Lake Winona, made this
scenic view that Merritt Kelley,
Daily News photographer, couid
not resist the other afternoon.
It is one of Winona's restful
-views at this season of the
year.

ing or when it remains cold
long enough to provide good
ice.

Late Bow Season
Saturday is the opening day
of the late bowhunting deer season in Minnesota and Wisconsin. In Minnesota this season
runs for two weeks throughDec.
19 and covers only the southern
half of the state below Highways 10, 210, and 39. This elimHowever, M. J. Barabe- " inates the North Woods, which
nek, Park-Recreation Board is no place for inexperienced
director, asked us to make hunters in winter.
it crystal clear that the ice
Wisconsin's season is
is unsafe and warn young
statewide and runs thorugh
and old not to venture upon
Dec. 31. In both states a
it. As soon as the ice is
hunter who got a deer in
thick enough to carry heavy
the early season has filled
machinery, a big skating
and is not allowed to take
rink, Winona's best, will be
a second animal. Regulaconstructed in front of Lake
tions are the same as during
Park Lodge. It will serve
the early season. Cold
as the warming house. It
weather clothing and warm
all depends on the weather
mitts with shooting fingers
how soon this will happen.
are pretty essential.
Meanwhile the East and
West lighted rinks are being
Wisconsin Deer Kill
prepared for an early openThe detailed breakdown by
.counties in Wisconsin of registered deer harvested has not
yet been released by the Conservation Department but some
area figures have been made
available today.
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Wisconsin
Conservation
Department officials , still
counting deer kill registration cards, now say the total
harvest of bucks, does and
fawns in November's nineday deer hunting season will
surpass last year 's kill of
93,000.

&&'JmmmW^m^^^^^^^^^^^^^^k
Early reports shortly after the

season began Nov. 20 and subsequent accountings indicated
tbe kill would be substantially
lower than last year.
The department's latest kill
count, which still includes some
figure projections, is 89,309.
The area by area breakdown:
West Central—12,087 deer
registered, down 10 percent.
East Central—12,688 registered, up a few hundred
from last year.
Southern—4,534 registered,
down from 5,600 last year.
Northeast Area — 23,000
projected.
Northwest Area — 27,000
projected.

Accutron.
World's
most precise
timepiece.

The department had made
preseason predictions of a deer
kill ranging between 93,000 and
105,000 animals. The estimate
was based on what was called
a deer herd numbering* about
600,000 and a beefed up variable quota which, it was hoped,
would account for about 40,000
deer alone.

and Mrs. Norman Schossow,
Dakota, will head the Winona
County Crippled Children's Appeal for 1966, W. B. Schoenbohm, executive director of the
Minnesota Society for Crippled
Children and Adults (MiSCCA ) ,
has announced.
It will be held from Jan. 23 to
Feb. 9,
Contributions will support
services such as Camp Courage,
Minnesota's only residential
camp for physically handicapped and blind children and
adults and children with severe
speech and hearing problems;
rehabilitation centers in Duluth,
Mankato, Minneapolis, Montevideo, St. Paul and Virginia ; sheltered employment in Austin , Rochester, Mankato and St. Paul;
equipment l o a n s ; research ,
scholarships and education.
In 1964 6,334 handicapped Minnesotans benefited from these
programs.
The appeal will not be conducted in those areas which
have included the appeal in a
United Fund campaign.

A final committee report on a
point system designed to measure contributions to the unit of
members of the Winona Senior
High School chapter of the Junior Classical League was presented by Elizabeth Wiczek at
the December meeting of the
chapter Wednesday.
Each member was given a
copy of a record sheet on which
his contributions to the chapter
wiU be recorded over a fouryear period. Debbie Forsythe
presided at the meeting and
Joyce Albrecht served as secretary pro tem.
A group of second year Latin
students presented a skit about
Alcestis and Admetus. Speeches
were in English, translated at
the moment from the Latin with
Mary Grant as moderator, lead
parts were taken by Steven Kowalsky, Corinne Douglas, Dennis Sievers and Steve Doyle.
Others participating were Nick
Edstrom, Richard Becker, Patricia Jones, Barbara Ziebell,
Kathy Kinowski, David DeLano
and Linda Pearson.
Chapter vice president Thomas Dunlap conducted two Latin
games, the first won by Janet
Tindal, the second by Dennis
Sievers. Slection of Jan. 26 for
the Roman banquet was announced and members were asked to volunteer for food, entertainment, hall decoration, table decoration and invitation
committees.

North Bend Post
Office Closed
ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) The fourth-class post office at
North Bend bas been closed.
Mail patrons will be served by
carrier. Mrs. May Milbright,
postmaster, has retired after
having served 39 years. She was
the 12th postmaster since the
office was established in 1856.

• Men's Suits
• Sport Coat & Trouser (Comb.)
• Ladies Suits
• Plain Dress
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Come in and we'll make an

Accutron fan oul of you.

Acculron by Bulova.
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3-DAY SERVICE ON THESE GARMENTS
SO BRING THEM IN NOW!

Second A Main

Christmas

ger, Mike Creely, Winona, apparently received minor Injuries.
¦
When you are making up a
package of lemon-gelatin dessert (four-serving size) to use
for a molded salad, add a tablespoon of vinegar and a dash
of salt along with the water called for; fold in the salad ingredients after the gelatin has thickened slightly.
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TREMPEALEAU, Wis. (Special) — Two persons Involved
in an accident at Trempealeau
Saturday night pleaded guilty
before Municipal Judge Milton
Uhl Wednesday.
Mrs. Gayle Hess, was charged with leaving her car unattended on the street and was
sentenced to a $15 fine plus $3

costs or 10 days in the Trempealeau County jail.
Dale Brabbit, Winona, was
charged with having an open
bottle of beer hi his car and was
sentenced to a $25 fine plus $3
costs or 30 days in jail.
Both paid their fines.
James Haefel , 18, Winona,
one of Brabbit's passengers,
was extensively injured when
his car struck the Hess car.
Brabbit and his other passen-

Junior Classical
League Plans
4-Year Program

Beginning December 1st thru December 31, (On «
Cash & Carry Basis Only) leaf's will CIEAN AND

mvnww"

MAZEPPA, Minn. (AP) Dean Berg. 4, died late Wednesday when he fell into an incinerator barrel where trash was
burning, the Wabasha County
sheriff's office reported.
The barrel was behind the
public school and next to a fivefoot high retaining wall which
the boy apparently climbed over,
officers said.
The child, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Louis Berg, was playing
with two other boys, 3 and 5,
and one of them ran bome to
tell his mother of the tragedy.
She called firemen.
¦

2 in Trempealeau
Accident Fined

ST. PAUL (AP) — A contract
for a $12 million, 32-story tower
that is to include 454 apartments
was awarded by the St. Paul
Housing and Redevelopment Authority Wednesday to Kellogg
Department officials conSquare Co. of St. Paul. •
tinued to blame the weather
Four other bids had been suband other developments for
mitted. The building is to be the
first major high-rise apartment
the problems deer hunters
development in the Capital
DURAND NAME CHANGE
faced this year.
DURAND. Wis. (Special) — Centre urban renewal program.
Construction is to start next
"The season was too short , Gaylen Lind has changed the
too late, had too much snow, name of his Durand Floral Shop summer, with the first apartments available in fall 1967.
to Gaylen Flowers and Gifts.
too much rain and too few
hunters," a spokesman said.
'¦

Christmas Present Special
To ALL!

Itllnlui St**l Cat* . Witarprooft,
|l»»0
AlllCitor Strip.

3 Head County Mazeppa Child,{
Children's Appeal Dead in Fall Into
Mrs. Russell Rentfrow, 518 St.
Charles Ave., St. Charles; Mrs. Trash Incinerator
Francis Speltz, Rollingstone,

Open At 7:30 A.M.
¦
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SafranekY ^S^liii* ! I U.S. Hardens
601 East Sanborn

m W l t i M m m m n J il * ' *

Sugar Cured & Hickory Smoked
SPARE RIBS by Safranek' * . . . lb. «S9f

\
[

J
J

?
i

Shipped Direct
J
1
—FRESH MARYLAND OYSTERS—
J
Large, Fresh WHITE ROCKS—
Ib. 39f J
ROASTING CHICKENS
\
»b* 29* J
HENS
,
J
!
— ALSO ARCADIA FRYERS A CHICKEN PARTS —
\
?
?

Made by
CRANBERRY,
BANANA & DATE Ray's Wifa
Marge
NUT BREAD

\~

-NOTICE -

Home-Baked
BEANS
pi* 39C

|
<

delivery, we are fo rced
\ Due to labor and high cost of
! to curtail our FREE DELIVERY to once a day. Our
i truck will leave the shop at 2 p.m. Mon., Tues., Thurs.
regular, both morning and
\ and Fri. Sat. will be
? afternoon. Your cooperation in placing your order
! early will be more than appreciated.
' . -.
Thank you very much,
!

2
i

j
4
4
\

Roy j

j Dial 2851

PICNIC

jESIf^

mS/mi

HAMS

FRESH FROZEN

,25c
Pan Ready HENS - ¦- .
HOMEMADE

HEAD CHEESE - - - - u 45c

Heinz KETCHUP - - - ,13.41c
HI-FI Saltlne CRACKERS „,b 23c
AG DRESSING

- - - 0,39c
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; Wamkan'e meet men aim te be trustworthy, loyal, helpful, friendly, courteous, kind and always prepared with
; good meal ideas. With so many meet products available
I today, every meat man knows a buyer must consider
; mere than the meet itself. So, Instead of over-stressing
; meat superiorities, we offer you helpful ideas . . . Ideas
; that reduce your meal costs and atop weste . . . Ideas
' te Increase efficiency . . . ideas for developing new meals
\ er (ncreasing the taste appeal ef present ones. Once
, ' yew see htrm willing we era to help . . . end hew familiar
we are writh the facta ef yeur meals . . . you'll agree
- met Wamken's mesne more than |ust meat.
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Lockers 1or Rent , A ,

Custom

Butcnering**

liTiini -

FROZEN FOOD

nut»W_»Ui»

No Muss . . . No
Fuss . . . Call Us)

M
t cu. ft. win
hold 300 lbs.
,, mi-l,

BILL MERRILLS
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WARKKEK S

HOMUUDR SAUSAGES -GROCERIES — LOCKER PUNT
Phon. 1IS1
<n W. Ml »., Wfcwna, Mtm.

WASHINGTON (AP > - The
United States has hardened its
policy on the disposal of surplus
food, largely due to dwindling
reserves of wheat stocks and
other edibles and a mounting
supply of f oreign currency that
cannot be used.
U.S. authorities, making this
known today, said the new policy will affect India, Pakistan ,
the United Arab Republic and
about seven other countries designated
as currency-excess
countries by the U.S. Treasury.
The designation means the United States has accumulated far
more local currency from those
countries than it can possibly
use In the Immediate future.

The n-ew policy , already In
progress, is to receive virtually
all payments later in dollars
rather than in rupees' and dinars. Among the other excess
currency countries are Ceylon,
Burma, Guinea, Israel, Poland,
Tunisia and Yugoslavia.
Coming under this policy will
be die proposed sale of $55 million worth of food to the United
Arab Republic. The State Department announced Tuesday
that President Johnson had approved such a sale and that
talks would open in Cairo within
two weeks on the terms.
The announcement ended a
period of tension between the
two countries that started with
the burning of the U.S. Information Agency library in Cairo In
November 1964.
According to tbe State Department, part of the cost will
be payable in dollars, the rest in
Egyptian currency. The policy
g o v e r n i n g currency-excess
countries permits trje President
to waive the dollars-only restriction when he finds it to be
in the national Interest.

Mother used to say. "Pretty
is as pretty does," and it still
makes good sense.
As a teenager I used to stand
before the mirror, size myself
up in my dress clothes or
sportswear, comb my hair, and
make myself as shiek as possible before a date with the gal
down the street. Mother, observing the extra pains on the part
of her son would often say,
"Now remember, pretty is as
pretty does."
I know well what it was she
was saying. She was reminding me that no matter how
good I looked, without character, society would see me as a
nothing. Clothes, hi this sense,
just didn't make the man. It
took self pride and a Little
depth of thought. How often she
would remind me of the old
scripture that taught, "A good
name is rather to be chosen
than great riches."

WE LIVE in an era when
people are especially aware of
the kind of clothes being worn,
but often register no complaint
if one Is seen indulging in loose
morals and practices contrary
to the norm of our society. Of
course society itself seems to
be undergoing change, and
loose morals are becoming
more and more accepted. Yet,
there must oe many a home
with mothers and dads who still
give out with those teachings
that sustain character as well
as appearances.
I was glancing at the Proverbs the other night and was
impressed with tbe harsh, yet
pointed words of the Inspired
Book which stated: "As a ring
of gold in a swine's snout, so
is a fair woman that is without
discretion. '"
INTERESTING, Isn't It. A
person would hardly adorn a
pig with gold for obviously the
one isn't complementary to the
other. Something about a beautiful (or as the Book says a
fair) woman. You just want to

^^¦aa^^JJtsjsQ^aaa^*^^

V HOLI DAY W
TREATS!

^tt-flCC CHAPIH'S
^5>^ SAUSAGES
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e Choose from many varieties.
• They're All Homemadel

SAUSAGES -w
CCHAPIN'S
M
FRESH MEATS
SAUSAGES
•
•55 West Fifth St.

M

HIGH QUALITY TUSHNER S
AT
IAIM DDIsfE
"lfl%B

Al

LV lf

Oimkpr Oak

'""L
43c
SUNSWEIT

PRUNES

.- 59c

0ER6IR'S STRAINED

BABY FOOD

10c "

HAPPY CHEF SALTED

MIXED NUTS
u_. WC
CQ.
Can

Y0UR COMPLETE FOOD STORE

IRESH FI02EN — WHITE ROCK

SWIFT'S WEU-TRIMM6 D

PREMIUM CHUCK

ROASTING
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BEEF
cQc CHICKENS . J/ >»
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R| SH FR02f N _ WHITE R0CK
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CUTLETS * 59c
DIRECT FROM THE COAST
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Mix HOCKS . *JT» FRESH OYSTERS
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PURE GRADE A
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TUSHNER'S FAMOUS SAUSAGE
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'
OHLICIOUS

VARIETIES

-8-

.
.
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*# ..* —*+..* .—.
ASK
F0R IT AT F°Ol>
CT/.DCC
iruAlIT
STORES TUDAI
THROUGHOUT
SOUTHEASTERN MINNESOTA

n
-8-

DELICIOUS
VARIETIES

-8-

____

Cottage Cheese TSS£Sj
Wmty i m% \
£- 23.

By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
DEAR ABBY: My mother refused to give my husband
and me consent to marry, so when I turned 18, we eloped.
We had my father's consent. In fact, he even helped us.
My mother still refuses to recognize our marriage. When

'

Cf ^C J
/ GracU A Larsa, ^AafJ
f
\ 3 D OI. . . .

**¦<*•' "W.%
Carten .#BVL

_

Grade A Medium, Af e 1

__ „,

/
Guernsey Milk fa.^
?£<
•J'fla
C Dozen
r,.j

she Writes a curd or lifter tn ma eh* rofiicac to n.tf "MBC"

in Iroht of my name. She refuses to visit
our home when my husband is home, and
she won't let him in HER house. She is a
very stubborn woman, Abby, but she is my
I_B^BT<_ ^- ' ^^^ea mother just the same, and I still love her.
I am going to have a baby. Would I be
'^m ,*<A2MI*W > < justified in refusing to let my mother see
the baby until she accepts my husband?
DISTURBED
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SUNDAY NEWSPAPERS AVAILABLE

CASH A"D

1U-4S-4NT

DELIVERY

179 East 4th St.
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DEAR DISTURBED: Why don't you
wait until you have Jfhe baby? Perhaps
by then she will have recognized your
marriafie and accented vour husband?
ABB*
i Don't waste your energy trying to solve a problem that
doesn't exist. It may never materialize.

THE DAIRY

-^-r

HOME-OWNED — HOME-OPERATED

DEAR ABBY: Please help m*s get my brother back. He
needs me as much as I need him. only he doesn't realize it.
We were very close all our lives until two years ago. Then
he married a girl who ran af ter him for nearly four years.
She is not pretty, not smart and she is always sick with
something. My brother told me that her doctor called him
in and told him HE would have to make a choice between
HER and ME, so he was choosing HER!
He said they are moving out of the state very soon because of HER health. When they go I will take a gun and
blow my brains out, and it will be all her fault. Sign this,
A LOVING SISTER

MILK HITS THE SPOT
Schoolrima calls for extra energy and

that cells for refreshing, nourishing

mrlk.
There's nothing Ilka it. Ifi
^
*^
nature
s
perfect food) Mak* sura your
'
«
l|
P|
jf
fg^
Is ^

DEAR SISTER: If you had sent*me your name and
address I would have directed you to the nearest Mental
Health Clinic in your area. I don't know how sick your
brother's wife is, but you are sicker. Please tell your story
to a doctor — ANY doctor.

CHILDREN

v

DEAR ABBY: Please put a word of warning in your column to girls who marry on "M.O.C." (Mother 's only child).
I've been married to one for 16 years, and she still calls me
in the morning to tell me to be sure Freddy wears his heavy
coat because it's cold outside! She is always making remarks
like, "I hope you haven't been keeping Freddy out too late.
He looks so tired lately. And ho-w come he's thin? Has he
been eating regularly?" Abby, I am a good wife. I don't
keep my husband eut late and I do feed him properly. I
am perfectly capable of taking care of a husband without
the help of his mother. How does a wife cope with such a
situation ?
END OF HOPE
DEAR END: With understanding. Freddy's mother
hasn't been able to break the habit of worrying about
him. Just say, "Thank you, Mother." (That's the least
you can do for a mother who sitll feels the need to be
needed. It may happen to you one day.)
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ZESTY BUTTERMILK
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' Y rf e/ig/its soon,
da "

Taste the difference ,
Enjoy a glass of good fresh milk.

SptdnqdoliL
_ Sw& 1912

Troubled? Write to ABBY, Box 69700, Los Angeles,
Calif. For a personal reply, enclose a stamped, selfaddressed envelope.
believe she's as good as she
looks. Let her be less than the
best of character, and somehow
she begins to lose her charm.
We have three daughters, and
believe me, they're a great joy
to their parents. Naturally we
desire them to be above reproach, and so we teach , the
older ones, "Pretty is as pretty
does."

CHOCOLATE MILK, THE
'S FAVORITE

E?%::^^^R |
SHi

CONFIDENTIAL TO "YOUNG AT HEART" IN MIAMI:
What's the difference? If she's as wonderful as you say
she is, add five years to her age and marry her anyway.

ness that will find Itself into
the generations to come.
Where will it all end? Possibly in social chaos, unless
moms and dads instill into those
young ones the fact life is more
than good looks and fun. Life
is a purposeful adventure that
must be fulfilled, and the difference might well be the fact
that our youngsters hear and
understand that.
"Pretty is as pretty does."
Now here's a final reminder
— children brought up correctly can be a great blessing to
parents. Children neglected,
can be among their greatest
griefs.

WINONA'S
HOME-OWNED DAIRY

PHONE 3626
FOR HOME DELIVERY

THE CHURCH Is an Important part of their lives, thus they
have the challenge they need.
Seems we don't have to worry
so much about teaching them to
look pretty. This comes naturally. It's putting meaning to their
lives that falls on the adults.
Without such direction, our
Count on a medium oragne
young people will show in their yielding a tablespoon of grated
dress and actions a shallow- ' rind.
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FINEST NEW CROP NUT MEATS f_H
Medium Pecan Halves, lb
, $I.l»
$1.09
$1.19
$1.2?
$1.39
..$1.49
69t

Whole Brazil Meats, lb
Oregon Filberts, lb
Light Walnut Halves , lb
Almond Meats, lb
Blanched Almonds, lb
Hickory or Black Walnut Meats , V_ -lb
Select California Dried Pears
California Figs
Sunmaid Zante Currants
Sunmatd White Raisins

12-oz. bag
'/. -lb. 39a), lb.
11-oz. box
15-oz. box

FRESH FROM THE COAST

IjWfl
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S&kct Oy &i oAA .

Tops In quality — Good solid pack.
v f4
Nabisco Fresh Oyster Crackers
Mb. box 19* I'-eJ
-H ^a eJ

The Candied Fruits For Fruit Cake Bug

Glazed Cherries, whole red or green, lb
90*
Glazed Pineapple Rings, green, red or natural, lb. .. 9C<
Moist Citron Halves, lb
a9<
Diced Mixed Fruit, best of everything,
no grapefruit peel, lb
49*
THE BEST FRUIT MAKES THE BEST FRUIT CAKE
Back for the Holidays — That Famous

Crosse & Blackwell
ii
.
U'

, ,M'nCe brandy
!add*,
With mm and4 „
Inr 414
18-oz,
m-™ jar
45*
28-oz. jar .5*
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Imported¦
From Holland
Chocolate

Miniatures
2-lb. box $3-35

FINE FLAVORED TEA

with rind of orange and sweet spices, Loose or bags,

Assorted Flavors and Vanilla
VI Gallon
89c

j i

GALLONS
Of Vanilla and Assorted Flavors

j |

*'*»

Iff

K

Homogenized

if.
jJ F

Grade "A "

M ILK
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Glass
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Assorted

Ice Cream
Rolls and Pies

For Your

Holida ys an( i

Entertaining

NEW HOURS
9:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M.
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37* m%M

"ConsUint Comment" — The Famous Blond of

COUMTRY FRESH

ji|

I
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Fancy Minnesota Wild Rice
n ib. $2.39
'-ib. $4.75

Assorted Flavors and Vanilla
Va Gallon
69c

¦
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SUNSHINE VANILLA WAFERS . 10-oa. box
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Just Loaded With Nuts - l ib. tub $l.It

-VALLEY FRESH
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79* M^^«M
49* I' *, l
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Pecan & Hickory Nut Brittle

ro

- 20c

COCOA

CHARM,N

PEACH ES Tomato Juice Toilet Tissue
4 co2;, $1,00 1 I;0: 29c 112"" $1-00

PORK
# QC
_
Marshmallows STEAK . U #,b
H»SHiy. INSTANT

S ince 1896

501 East Third Street

UBBY,S

HUMF$
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She May Change
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When a Grandma

Attitude on
i Surplus Food
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Cottage
9 a m. to 7:00 o.m.
Phoeie 4*0

wThe Daily Record
At Community
Memorial Hospital
: Vlslllne houm Merflcal and surgical
patients; ' t» la 4 and 7 to s:M p.m, (No
*
children undir 12.)
Malirnlty patients: 2 to 3,'SO and 7 to
8-30 p.m. (Adulls only.)

WEDNESDAY
ADMISSIONS
Lynn Wiersgalla, Fountain
City, Wis.
Wilmer Peterson, Alma, Wis.
Mark Callies, 722V. W. King
St
Norman Ruedy, Cochrane,
Wis.
Julius Pagel, St. Charles,
Minn.
Robert Ziemer, 5346 W. 6th
St.
Mrs. Ruby Clark, 391 W. 4th
St.
Mrs. Floyd Gudmundson, St.
Charles, Minn.
James Olsen, Chicago.
Miss Nancy Rupprecht, Lewiston , Minn.
DISCHARGES
James Schell, Minneiska,
Minn.
Arthur Solseth, 879 E. Sanborn St.
Misa Anna Ganey, Altura,
Minn.
Mrs . Cloyd Combs and baby,
406% E. Wabasha St.
Mrs. Orville Agrimson and
baby, Utica, Minn.
BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Serva,
450<4 E. Wabasha St., a daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Dobert,
Dakota, Minn., a daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Tomashek, 717 Harriet St., a daughter.
BIRTHS ELSEWHERE
KELLOGG, Minn. (Special)*S. Sgt. and Mrs. Robert MatherJy, a daughter Nov. 23 at Fairchild (Wash.) Air Force Base
hospital. Mrs. Matherly is the
former Janet Hager, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Hager ,
Kellogg.
LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special )
— At Lake City Municipal Hospital :
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Schmidt,
a son Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. James Marking, a son Saturday.
NORTHFIELD, Minn. - Dr.
and Mrs. Richard Goehtz a
daughter Wednesday. Mrs.
Goentz is the former Lois
Spaag, daughter of Mrs. R. A.
Spaag, 1757 W. Broadway, Winona.
TAYLOR, Wis. (Special) Mr. and Mrs. David Johnson,
a son Nov. 25 at Black River
Falls Memorial Hospital. Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Bue, Taylor, are
grandparents.

Winona Deaths
Joseph C. Satka
Joseph C. Satka, 62, La
Crosse, a former Winonan, died
of a heart attack at 2 a.m. today at Lutheran Hospital, La
Crosse.

Winona Funerals
William Reiland
Funeral services for William
Reiland, formerly 351 W. Sanborn St., who died Wednesday
at Preston, will be Saturday at
2 p.m. at United Church of
Christ, Lewiston, the Rev. Walter Meyer officiating, Burial will
be in Lewiston Cemetery.
Pallbearers will be Bert Dyar,
Oscar Fenske, Ralph Kammer,
Henry Kalmes, Ernest Hermanson and Melvin Sanden.
Friends may call Friday aft
er 2 p.m. at Rollingstone Funer
al Home and at the church Sat
urday after 1 p.m.

Nelsen Backs
LaVander in
Governor Race

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Veteran South St. Paul attorney, Harold LeVander who is
expected to announce his candidacy for Minnesota governor
Dec. 13, received the support of
2nd District Republican Congressman Ancher Nelsen on
Wednesday.
Nelsen called LeVander a
"new face the party needs" and
said he would introduce the attorney at a home town dinner in
South St. Paul Dec. 13, when
LeVander will broadcast his
candidacy announcement.

LeVander has served as an
attorney for the Minnesota Association of Electric Cooperatives, the Rural Cooperative
Power Association and the South
St. Paul Livestock Exchange.
The only announced candidate
for the GOP nomination so far
is Rep. Walter Kalsu, Farmington Conservative. However,
more than a dozen others, including former Gov. Elmer L.
Andersen, have been mentioned
as potential nominees.
One of those mentioned, Ramsey County Atty. William Randall, said Wednesday his "main
decision is go or no go on governor." Asked if there is much
WINONA DAM LOCKAGE
likelihood he may run for attorney general, Randall said:
Flow — 21,700 cubic feet per "Frankly, no."
second at 8 a.m. today
Wednesday
On another political front.
12 p.m. — Ann King, 9 barg- Gov. Karl F. Rolvaag and Demes, down.
ocratic - Farmer - Labor Party
Today
Chairman George Fan* reiterat2:45 a.m. — Ann Kink, light, ed the DFL position on legislaup.
tive reapportionment Wednesday night.
Rolvaag told a DFL fundFIRE CALLS
raising dinner at Albert Lea
Today
that he vetoed the 1965 Legisla8:07 a.m.—Watklns Products, ture's reapportionment bill beInc., mechanical failure, sprink- cause it did not meet standards
ler system.
of e<juality fixed by courts and
9:07 a.m.—Hot Fish Shop, the state constitution.
welder . with electric torch
Now that the State Supreme
started fire on roof In new con- Court bas upheld his veto, Rolstruction area; minor damage; vaag said, he "will not call a
booster pump and hand pump special session for reapportionused.
ment until leaders of the Legislature reach some agreement so
that a long and costly special
session can be avoided."
Farr told DFL Party member*
at LlnO Lakes that Conservative
legislators insisted on prior
agreement on redistricting conDURAND, Wis . (Special) - gressional seats before a 1961
Sixteen men applied for the po- special session that lasted two
sition of radio operator at the days.
Pepin County jail by the dead- Liberal ' senators planned a
line Wednesday. Applications caucus tonight to discuss reapwere filed with Sheriff Roger portionment.
Britton.
And two of the plaintiffs in
The sheriff's and Justices' the federal court suit which
committee of the County Board brought an order to the Legisof Supervisors met with the lature to redlstrlct Itself have
sheriff Wednesday night and invited the other seven plainwill hold a series of conferences tiffs to meet with them Monwith the individuals. The posi- day,
tion will open Jan, 1 at $350 The invitations were issued
per month. The radio operator by Mayors Milton Honsey of
will be deputized.
New Hope and Kenneth Wolfe
Sheriff Britton moved into his of St. Louie Park. The federal
new office Wednesday. Persons court said in December 1964
having business with his office that the plaintiffs could seek
now should use the new side en- further action at any time.
trance instead of the front
door of the jail. The radio, desk Count on obtaining, from a
and files have been moved from medium-size lemon, about 3 taa portion of the sheriff's living blespoons of lemon juice and
quarters as the result of a re- about 1V4 teaspoons of grated
rind.
modeling project.

16 Apply for
Pepin Co. Post
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Two-State Deaths

Henry Wright
MABEL, Minn. (Special) Henry Wright, 68, died Wednesday in Tweeten Memorial Hos- ,
pital, Spring Grove, after a ARCADIA, Wis. (Special ) long illness.
Final arrangements for miliBorn Oct. 27, 1897, in Hous- tary rites Saturday for Sp. 4
ton County to George and Jane
Lee Wright , he farmed in the Ronald Johnson, 21, Arcadia,
area until retiring and moving whose body was returned here
to Mabel several years ago. He Wednesday from Viet Nam
married Dagny Northouse Dec. where he died of wounds Nov.
26, 1935.
20, were to be made this afterHe was a member of St. Olaf noon at the Arcadia armory.
Catholic Church.
Survivors are: His wife ; one Col. Buckley, U.S. Army adson, Gerald, Rochester ; one viser to Headquarters Comdaughter, Mrs. Warren (Joyce) pany, 1st Battalion, 128th InJohnson, Mabel, and four grand- fantry, was to meet with Lt.
children.
William E. Braun, commander
His parents, one brother, one of the Arcadia unit, to arrange
sister and one son have died. for color guard, honor guard,
Funeral services will be Sa- firing squad, pallbearers and
turday at 10 a.m. in St. Olaf honorary pallbearers and miliCatholic Church, the Rev. Clay- tary rites.
ton Haberman officiating. Bur- Services will be Saturday at
ial will be in St. Mary's Ceme- 9:30 a.m. at Our Lady of Pertery.
petual Help Catholic Church,
Rosary will be said at 8:15 the Rev. John P. Trant officip.m. Friday in Mengis Funeral ating. The military rites will
Home. Friends may call after be at the graveside in Calvary
Cemetery.
3 p.m. Thursday.
The Rosary -will be said at
Mrs. Orle Borgen
6:30 and 8:15 p.m. Friday at
LANESBORO, Minn. (Spe- Killian Funeral Home, where
cial)—Mrs. Orie Borgen, 55, friends may call beginning Fridied of a stroke Wednesday at day afternoon.
11:30 p.m. in St. Mary's Hospital, Rochester. She had suf- SYNAGOGUE DOOMED
fered a fall Oct. 24 and had NEW YORK (AP) - Russian
been ill since.
authorities have informed the
The former Thelma Ander- Jews at Tallin, Estonia, that the
son, she was born Aug. 10, building housing the commun1910, in the Root Prairie area ity's synagogue will be torn
to Mr. and Mrs. Ed Anderson. down to make way for an urShe was married March 31, ban renewal project, the Amer1931. and was a member of ican Jewish Conference o*n SoBethlehem Lutheran Church. viet Jewry reports.
Survivors are: Her husband;
one son, Ernest, rural Fountain; Pueblo , Colo, ; three daughters,
one daughter, Mrs. William Mrs. Adolph (Esther ) Jackson,
(Joyce ) Miller, Rochester; nine West Covina, Calif., and Mrs.
grandchildren; her mother of Cyrus (Vera) Post and Mrs.
Preston; two brothers, Sigvald, Robert (Amy > Upton, Black
Chatfield, and Mild, Rochester; River Falls; eight grandchilone stepbrother, Alvin Ander- dren, and 18 great-grandchilson, Fountain; one sister, Mrs. dren. His wife died in 1952.
Palmer (Ruth ) Thompson, Chat- Three sisters and one brother
field, and one stepsister, Mrs. have died.
Funeral services will be SunHans Spelhaug, Chatfield.
Funeral services will be Sat- day at 2 p.m. at Jensen Funeral
urday at 2 p.m. at Bethlehem Home, Hixton, the Rev. Keith
Lutheran Church, the Rev. J. Hanley of Black River Falls
H. Preus officiating. Burial Methodist Church officiating.
will be in Lanesboro Cemetery. Burial will be in Woodlawn
Friends may call at Johnson Cemetery, Taylor.
Funeral Home Friday afternoon Friends may call Saturday
and evening and at the church afternoon and evening at the
funeral home.
Saturday after 1 p.m.
August Beck
TAYLOR, Wis. (Special ) —
August Beck, 91, died Tuesday
at 8:30 p.m. at his home in
Franklin.
He was born April 5, 1874, in
Elverum, Norway, to Anton
and Andrew Bekken Beck. He
came to the U. S. with his parents in 1883 and attended
schools in Norway and West
Franklin. He homesteaded on
the present Bernard Beck farm
in Franklin.
He married Clara Gaaskjolen Oct. U, 1906, at First Lutheran parsonage in Blair, the
Rev. S. S. Urberg officiating.
He farmed until retiring in
1942.
Survivors are: Three sons,
Johnnie, Racine , and Leonard
and Curtis, Taylor; two daughters, Mrs . Selma Sasse, Milwaukee, and Mrs. Charles Finger, Prairie Village , Kan.; 16
grandchildren; 10 great-grandchildren, and one brother, Ole,
Opheim, Mont. One son, one
brother and two sisters have
died.
Funeral services will be Saturday at 2 p.m. at North Beaver
Creek Lutheran Church, the
Rev. K. M. Urberg officiating.
Burial will be in the church
cemetery.
Friends may call at Jensen
Funeral Home, Hixton, Friday
afternoon and evening.
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les, Minn., careless driving,
April 19, $29.
Robert L. Ghanz, Hastings,
Minn., going through a stop
sign, U.S. 61-14, March 7, $14.
Arnold R. Miller, Rochester,
failure to display current vehicle registration U.S. 61-14 ,
March 11, $9.
Robert A. Heffman , 479H W.
4th St., Winona, improper lane
use, U.S. 61, May 30, $19.
Vernon L. Swanson, New
Brighton, Minn., improper lane
use, June 25, $19.
Gerald E. Anaas Whitehall,
Wis., driving over the center
line, July 21, $14.
Harold A. Pearson, 218 St.
Charles St., driving over the
centerline, June 22, $19.
David F. Roehl, Mankato,
Minn., improper lane use, July
22, $19.
Walter J. Marten Minneiska,
Minn., improper lane use, Aug,
7, $14.
¦
DIMOND IS AUTHOR
NEW YORK (AP) - Eddie Dimond, production stage manager for many Broadway shows,
is branching Into authorship.
"A Matter of Time," based
upon a German play by Walter
Harland successfully produced
abroad some years ago, is 01mond's initial script now making the rounds of production offices.
9 MILLION LUTHERANS
NEW YORK (AP) - Membership in . Lutheran churches in
North America now exceeds 9
million, the National Lutheran
Council reports.

WEATHER
OTHEB TEMPERATURE8
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
High Low Pr.
Albany, cloudy ... . 43 30
Albuquerque, clear 45 29 .02
Atlanta , clear .... .. 47 26
Bismarck, cloudy ,, 44 14 ..
Boise, cloudy . . . . . . 39 30 ^.
Boston, clear
42 33 ..
Chicago, cloudy .... 48 36 ..
Cincinnati, cloudy . 37 30 ..
Cleveland, cloudy ... 89 32 .,
Denver, clear
60 23 ..
Des Molaes, clear . 46 28
Detroit, cloudy .... 41 34
Fairbanks, snow ... -4 -12 .01
Fort Worth, cloudy 60 49 T
Helena, cloudy .... 38 29
Honolulu, cloudy ... 75 38 .02
Indianapolis, cloudy 44 30
Jacksonville, clear . 55 37
Kansas City, cloudy 60 44 .05
Los Angeles, clear . 73 50
Louisville, cloudy .. 42 27 ..
Memphis, cloudy ... 47 36 ..
Miami, cloudy ... 68 56 ..
Milwaukee, cloudy 47 33 ..
Mpls.-St. P., clear 42 17 ..
New Orleans, cloudy 52 39
New York, clear ... 43 34
Okla. City, cloudy . 6 0 46 .01
Omaha, clear .... 52 24
Phoenix, clear .... 71 45 ..
Ptlnd, Me., cloudy 39 26
Rapid City, clear ,. 43 19 ..
St. Louis, rain .... 55 39 T
Salt Lk. City, clear 40 20 ..
San Fran., clear ... 62 48 ..
51 47 ..
Seattle, cloudy
Washington, cloudy 44 27 ..
Winnipeg, snow ... 23 19 ..
(T-Trace)
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Henry J. Komiia r
PEPIN, Wis. - Henry J. Komisar, 71, Hicks Valley, died at
his home Wednesday after a
long Illness
He was born in Ukrainia in
1894, married Staphine Soltosanko, Jan. 18. 1914, in Ukrainia,
and immigrated to the United
States April 1. 1914, with his
parents, brothers and sisters
and wife.
He farmed in the area until
retiring about five years ago.
Survivors are : his wife : three
sons, George, Whitehall; "Victor ,
Hager City. Wis.; Andrew, PepIn ; four daughters , Pauline, Detroit, Mich.; Mrs. Marshall
(Mary) Kidd, California; Mrs.
John (Jeanette ) Osuyos, San
Diego, Calif., and Mrs. Gerald
(Elda) Relnhardt, Plum City ;
several grandchildren; three
brothers, Rosi, Kellogg, Minn.;
Telman, Los Angeles, Calif., and
Peter, Millvllle. Minn., aiwl three
sisters, Mrs. Arthur Shones,
state of Oregon ; Mrs. Vernon
Greer, Zumbro Falls, Minn.,
and Mrs. Elda Raymond . Theilman, Minn.
Funeral services will be Friday at 2 n m . at Goodrich Funeral Home, Durand, the Rev.
Robert Vnrs, Pepin Methodist
Church officiating. Burial will
be in Oakwood Cemetery.
Friends ma;y call this evening
and Friday at the funeral home.

Solid-Stat e Stereo FM ,
Monaural FM/AM RadioAmplifier; 20-Wetts undlstorted music power.

Two High Efficiency 12'
Bass Woofers-reproduce
true base tones without
distortion.
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Two 1000 cycle Exponential
TreWe Horns-hava eaulvalent acoustical efficiency of
20 cone speakers.
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Micromatlc Player with
Diamond Stylus-binlshee
discernible record andetyl'us wear.
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The Century-model 1-RP620 In
Contemporary fine furniture.

The French Provincial-model 2-ST647,
with authentically crafted Old-World cabinet. Wonderfully compact and spacesaving, it Is only 38' L, 17* D, and 25* H.
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Your Choice of these fine furniture styles
Once you hear Magnavox Astro-Sonic...
you'll know why tube sets are obsoletel
Though modestly priced, these cabinets are as functional as they
arc beautiful . The advanced Astro-Sonic acoustical systems project
sound from both the cabinet sides and front—to extend thrilling
stereo separation to the very width of your room. Gliding top panels
g ive most convenient access to record player, and all controla*—
without disturbing your decorative apecssories. And remember, with
the Magnavox Micromatic Player, your records can last a lifctimel
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The Cantori-Modell-RP627. Dramatic
Far Eastern Contemporary cabinet Is
wonderfully compact and space-saving.
Only 37'A' L, 17' D, and 25' H.
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2-ST648, in authentic fine furniture.
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WINONA
Forfeit : Harold G. Pellowski,
265 E. 4th St., $15 for failure to
yield right of way Tuesday at
Johnson and West 4th streets,
with a collision resulting. He
was arrested on a warrant issued Wednesday.
STOCKTON
The following convictions on
the charges indicated were filed recently with the clerk of
District Court by Stockton Justice of the Peace Ann M. Lafky. All amounts shown include
a $4 assessment for court costs,
and all arrests were made on
U.S. 14, except where noted.
SPEEDING'.
B e r n a r d L. Merchlewitz,
Stockton, 55 m.p.h. in a 30 zone
in Stockton, July 21, $29; illegal mufflers, $14.
Franklin P.
Kottschade,
Theilman, Minn., 50-30, July 19,
$24.
George H. Buss Jr., Stockton,
70-50, Aug. 19, $24.
Phyllis A. Waugh, Stewartville, Minn., 49-30, Aug. 10, $23.
Betty A. Brandes, 1629 W.
5th St., 47-30, Aug. 16, $21.
Daniel C. Dzwonkowski, 1909
Gale St., 70-55, U.S. 61-14, May
29, $19.
Larry W. Wick, 854 E. 5th
St., 65-50, U.S. 61, May 14, $19.
Stephen R. Hengel, Rollingstone, 65-50, Highway 248, May
28, $19.
Arnold J. Loescher, Mauston ,
Wis., 45-30; Jan. 29, $19.
Edward L. Franzwa Fountain
City, Wis., 45-30, Stockton, April
24, $19.
David G. Hofer , La Crosse,
41-30, Aug. 19, $15.
Kenneth F. Whaley, Wayne,

Mich., 45-30, Stockton, June 17,
$19.
Ivon E. Johncox , London.
Ont„ Canada, 45-30, Stockton,
June 21, $19 ($5 suspended).
Werner C. Furrer, Hokah,
Minn., 43-30, Aug. 10, $17.
Michael J. C h a r l g n o n ,
Youngstown, Ohio, 43-30, Aug.
10, $17,
Clayton E. Streiff , New Glarus, Wis., 41-30, Aug. 10, $15.
John O. Edstrom, 217 E. Sarnia St., 60-50, Aug. 12, $14.
Leo J. Glynn, Stewartville ,
Minn., 40-30, Stockton , June 18,
$14.
Dewey E. Cowell, Osseo,
Minn., 40-30, Feb. 28 $14.
John P. Baber, Brandon,
Wis., 40-30, March 19, $14,
Gary L. Engel, Carnarvon,
Iowa, 40-30, Stockton, May 2,
$14.
Orvin R. Moore, Chippewa
Falls, Wis., 40-30, Stockton, May
5, $14 ,
IMPROPER PASSING:
James J. Kessler, 499 E.
Belleview St., Feb. 27, $19.
Donald O. Akins, Minneapolis, March 10, $14.
Norman N. Mahncke, Waterloo, Iowa , March }6, $14.
Roscoe R. Wald, Alma, Wis.,
April 27, $19.
Robert O. Langdon, Rochester, April 30, $14.
Kenneth J. Seifert, Anoka,
Minn., May 4, $20.
Edward Robbins, La Crescent, Minn., July 6, $10.
Harlow H. Freeberg, White
Bear Lake, Minn., Aug. 11, $14.
George L. Alitz Sr., Stockton,
Aug. 27, $19.
OTHltR OFFENSES:
John J. Kramer, Winona
careless driving, Aug. 15, $29
Duane H. Scnuett, St. Char

Gregory S. Risberg

BLAIR, Wis. (Special) Graveside services were held at
Rest Haven Cemetery, Blair,
this morning for Gregory Scott
Risberg.
Tbe infant was born Tuesday
at 3 a.m. at Grandview Hospital, La Crosse, to Mr. and Mrs.
Hector Risberg, La Crosse, and
died 14 hours later. His mother
is the former Mary Stenberg of
Holmen.
Survivors are his parents and
paternal grandparents, Mr. an>
Mrs. Clarence Risberg, rural
Blair.

Arthur E. Llnd
TAYLOR, Wis . (Special) Arthur Eugene Llnd, 92, died
Wednesday at 8:45 a.m. at
Black River Falls Memorial
Hospital, where he had been
a patient since Tuesday.
He was born June 13, 1873,
at Hillsboro to Henry and Mary
Coe Lind. He married Alma
Hanzlik of Hillsboro. They moved here In 1909 and farmed In
Pete Coulee until retiring. He
was a member of the Jackson
County Board of Supervisors
several years, the Springfield
Town board and Taylor school
Mrs. Amelia Hartstett
board.
WABASHA , Minn. (Special)Survivors are : Three sons
Henry, Black River Falls; Mar Mrs. Amelia Hartstett , 84, fortin, Reedsburg, and Wayland merly of Reads Landing, died
Wednesday in .St. Elizabeth's
Hospital of complications from
a fractured hi p. She had been
hospitalized one month.
SO fereet the exercise bltl
C'mcm In and relax with a cool
She had lived in Buena Vista
brew, a hasty teety sandwich, and lots of conversation (about Nursing Home five years.
Born July 5, 1881, In Stockhow "*" y4U C9wW *Uat * " ,lw ,c* w*r* ,h'cker)> W* '" M hve
holm, Wis., to the late Mr. and
Mrs. Anders Grand, she was
married to Albert Hartstett In
1911 at Stockholm.
The couple owned and operated a resort at Reads Landing
until 1943. Her husband died In
1D45.
Survivors .arc : One sister,
Mrs. Huldn Soderstrum, HawkIns, Wis. ; flvo nieces and six
nephews.
Funeral services will be Friday at 1 p.m. In Abbott-Wise
Funeral Home, the Rev- Alfred
Ward, United Church of Christ,
Center
m
Md
BAR-CAFE—Oorner Mirk
officiating. Burial will be in
^^^AmmmWMmWMmma. amm ^mmammammammmmtmmMA mmmT
Rivcrviow Cemetery ,
Friends m-ay call at the fu
neral homo after 2 p.m. Thurs
day.
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Military Rites
Planned for
Arcadia Soldier

Municipa l Court
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HARDT'S MUSIC STORE
DIRECT FACTORY DEALER

116-118 East 3rd St.

Phone 2712

Winona , Minn.

Adj ustment Plan Outlined
Cropland
Sheep Scabies

Secretary of Agriculture Or* ' Act of 1%5 — js aimed at re- , the yearly commodity pro- I consistent with the administra- grain sorghum or barley
ville I,. Freeman has announc- moving from surplus production grams , will reduce overall pro- j tion 's objective of "conserva- annual payment per acre will
tion for use" of "using rather be 40 percent of the county
up to 40 million acres for pered details of a program aimed \ iods of 5 to 10 years. Empha- gram costs by obtaining acre- ] than idling land. "
price-support loan rate times
at long-term land use changes sis will be on shiftin g this land I age diversions at lower rates
The new program is designed the farm yield for the crop.
on millions of acres — with into public benefit uses whirh j over extends periods of time. to protect local communities by After placing all of his acremajor benefits to both farm and also conserve soil and water to \ Long-term agreements afford limiting the amount of land age of one or more of the above
farmers more stability and thus that can be put under the pro- surplus crops in the program,
non-farm people
meet future needs.
better opportunity for planning gram. In any county or com- the farmer may offer other
The Cropland Adjustment
TIIK ( KOI'LiVM) Adju stment adjustments in land use.
Program (CAI' i — authorized
munity, no more than 10 per- cropland , Rates for this cropTo make sure Minnesot a re- by the Food and Agriculture Program which supplements i The secretary said that CAP cent of the allotment or base land will range nationally from
mains a scabies-free area , nn
acreage for any crop or of to- $3 to $7 an acre.
1 1» L -" i", , . l * l '» . '*7 • ' .* ..*\*Tr» T i, K l :. ^»» *r. . r *T 7* * A J. * •i7.*.a . i *•• .« ' • • i V. • i • • • • * , . •• * * *
tal cropland will be contracted
All of the land tikken out of
inspection will be conducted for
in any single year and no more production under the program
* « « a * " * * ' * *•) , ' ''J
nhccp scabies beginning MonV -V^.-^-a!*^ * * -* |HHi| / fl __|
___\ '**•• «'¦^MMBBH^^SL '* l___.\ -A-V ' ___¦
a
*
*
*
than 25 percent during the life will be put to conservation
day, according to the Minnesot a
of the program. Eceptions will uses. In addition to conservaLivestock Sanita ry Board .
be made where requested by tion practices, wildlife plantings
Minnesot a was first declared
local governments.
and vegetative cover assistance
CAP will help farmers divert will be authorized for preserva scabies-free area in Jnue 1963.
cropland to protective conser- ing open space and natural
Stale and federal personnel
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will inspect flock s at no expense
^
agreements. Participants will orized for cost-share assistance
to the owner. Any dipp ings needreceive adjustment payments fall within the general category
ed will be done at state expense.
related to the value of the crops of preventing air and water po'
No general restrictions or renormally produced on the land. lution and measures to provide
straining quarantine will be
They also will be eligible for better outdoor recreation.
placed on flocks inspected this
conservation cost-share payyear. The only sheep quaranUNDER another provision
ments on diverted land. And
tined will be those found infectthose who agree to permit free CAP may help state and local
ed with scabies.
public access for fishing, hunt- government agencies acquire
Inspection program will fol ing, hiking, and trapping in ac- cropland for non-farm uses such
low this pattern :
cordance
with appropriate state as preservation of open spaces
One hundred percent inspecand
federal
regulations, may and natural beauty, wildlife
tion in 1he southern tier of counget an additional per-acre pay- habitat and recreation and the
ties, which includes Fillmore LEWISTON , Minn. - In re- nona County ASC Committee ,
prevention of air and water
ment.
DURAN
D,
Lice
infestWis.
and Houston Counties.
sponse to numerous inquiries re- has outlined how cross-complipollution . The program also
Inspection of one-third of the garding cross-compliance under ance will operate under Ihe ations on dairy and beef cattle IN GENERAL,
operating may share with these agencies
flocks in ' second , and third tiers , the various crop acreage prousually increase during the farms which have been under the cost of establishing these
1966
feed
grain
program.
which include Olmsted , Winon a grams , the U.S. Department of
winter , says George Oncken , the same ownership for three practices on the cropland acand Wabasha counties .
Agriculture has recently anTO BE ELIGIBLE for pro- Pepin County agent. Farmers years prior to the agreement quired.
Ten percent inspection in oth- nounced that it intends lo make graih benefits , feed grain proshould inspect and treat cattle period are eligible for the pro- County ASC committees will
er Minnesota counties.
no basic changes for 1W.6 in ducers will reduce their feed
gram.
administer the program. Full
now
to reduce the lice buildup
Inspection of all sheep flocks cross-compliance feature s of grain acreage, put the feed
Farmers who participate will details on how the program apmoving through livestock auc- farm programs. New farm pro- grain diverted acres to a con- during the cold winter months. receive payments based on the plies to an individual farm will
tion markets and public stock- grams will be effective under
Insecticide recommendations past use and the productivity be available in ASCS county
serving use, and maintain the
yards.
the Food and Agriculture Act normal conserving acreage plus differ for beef and dairy cattle of the land. For land that would offices in late December or
The inspection program was of 1965. "
any diverted acreage for other because some insecticides may otherwise produce wheat, corn , early January.
organized this way because the
show up in the cow's milk. For
Anthony Heim , chairman , Wi- crops.
only sheep scabies found in
spraying beef cattle , you can
,
participating
farIn
addition
Minnesota were in the southern
mers may not exceed (he feed use almost any recommended
part , half the state 's sheep
grain base acreage on other louse insecticide — such as toxflocks are in southern Minnefarms
in which they have an aphene , lindane, malathion, cousota and Iowa is the only borinterest in the feed grain crop; maphos or ronnel. For dairy
dering state not yet declared
use only insecticides
however , these other farms need cattle,
scabies-free.
containing ciodrin. Apply these
diversion
not participate in the
insecticides at the concentraprogram , Heim says. Farmers tion recommended on the label ;
(SpeI SPRING GROVE , Minn .
participating only in the feed a stronger spray mixture. may
! cial) — European agriculture grain program need not plant harm cattle , Oncken warns.
j will be featured at Monday at within other crop allotments.
Use enough spray to thoroughthe first of a series of 10 agri- 1 To he eligible for program ly wet the animal
to the skin.
j culture evening school meetings benefits , farmers who have This may require 2 to 4 gallons
|at Spring Grove Public School. wheat allotments may substi- of spray for mature animals
Russcl G. Schwandt , Minne- • Dr. Roger Bender and Ove tute wheat acreage for feed in their winter coat . You may
sota commissioner of agricul- i Fossum, both of Spring Grove , ^j grains and participate in both need only 2 to 4 quarts for shortture, has reminded the seed in- ! will present their observations ; the wheat and feed grain pro- haired animals.
dustry and farmers - .of the and conclusions from a summer grams on the participating farm
Dusts are usually less effecamendment to the Minnesota tour through rural Europe , sup- and stay within the wheat acre- tive than sprays because they
Seed Law passed by the 1965 plementing the talks with slides, age allotments ^nd feed grain don 't readily penetrate long,
session of legislature which re- Topics to be covered at future base acreages W any other dense hair. But they are very
stricts the period when free meetings include agricultural farms in which they had an in- useful in cold weather when
seed tests will be made.
wetting cattle may be injurious.
chemicals, crop and soil man- terest in the crop\
The law now states that sam- agement , beef-sheep_ nog evaluaFor beef cattle, use dusts conA FEED GRAIN producer taining lindane, malathion, couples must be in the state test- tion and jud ging, dairy cattle reing center before March 15 to production and health, and grade who participates m the newly maphos, toxaphene or rotenone,
BLAIR FFA BANQUET . . . Guests and officials at the
be tested free. This closed per- A milk production.
authorized cropland adjustment he cautions. It is recommended Blair High School FFA banquet were, from left, Robert
iod extends until June 30 of The meetings are sponsored by program will ne«l to keep with- you use only dusts containing
Greenwell, chapter president; David Schafer, chapter adeach year. If a person sends seed the Spring Grove vocational ag- in any crop acreage allotment rotenone on dairy cattle.
viser; Bruce Odeen, Black River Falls, main speaker ;
Apply
about
6
ounces
of
dust
in to be tested during this per- riculture department.
or permitted acreage on that
Wilmer Johnson, Blair, recipient of Blair chapter 's outiod (March 15-June 30) he will
farm or on any otherj arm in to each mature animal and rub
be charged for each test constanding service award, and Howard Turk , Blair Union
which he has arfinterest and the dust into the thick hair.
ducted, Schwandt said.
diverted under the cropland ad- Several treatments 14 to 18 days Bank, who presented medals to all chapter officers. (James
apart may be necessary to com- Davis photo )
This amendment was passed
justment and other programs. pletely
eliminate lice.
to prevent the annual spring
Several types of commercial
rush which had become unse of Plainview Co-op, who alrubbing devices are available
manageable, and to insure dealfor treating lice, Oncken says.
so reported that gross sales for
ers and farm ers of receiving
These are not as effective as
test results in time for spring
—
Rothe Plainview plant enjoyed a
Minn.
ROCHESTER,
spraying, but they are low cost
planting .
6
percent increase during the
chester Dairy Cooperative will
and require little labor.
Other provisions of the seed
stockholdpast
operating year.
annual
Use
coumaphos,
hold
its
24th
malathion
,
testing law are unchanged.
MADISON , Wis. - The "Miss ronnel . toxaphene in rubbing
Saturmeeting
Princess
Kay also is schedulers
and
patrons
For further information, conWool of America " contest is
ed to participate in the local
tact George Hass, rural Houston, day in the theater section of open to girls with at least one devices for beef cattle. For
dairy cattle, use only ciodrin.
presentation of the ADA Region
Winona County agricultural in- the Mayo Chic Auditorium.
year 's residence in college.
Place the rubbing device near
10 buttermaking championship
spector . Seed sample envelopes
least
5
Entrants
must
be
at
Registration begins at 10
salt or water troughs, or in an
PLAINVIEW , Minn. - Min- trophy which was won Gerald
can be obtained from Hass or
foot fi and wear a size 10 dress.
Oliver Strand, Winona County a.m. The business meeting will Judging will be done on per- area where cattle loaf. Install nesota 's 12th Princess Kay of Haase. The younger Hasse won
begin at 11 a.m. and adjourn sonal beauty, charm and poise them before lice become nume- the Milky Way will make her the eight-county Southeastern
agent , Lewiston .
rous, he advises. If you wait
at 3 :30 p.m.
and contestants need not have until the cattle are heavily in- first Wabasha County appear- Minnesota title with entries of
George Daley, Lewiston . pres- the ability to sew.
fested, they may not give satis- ance when she comes to Plain- near-perfect butter in each of
The national winner will factory control .
ident; Walter Paine, general
view for the annual meeting of four statewide contests held
manager, and other officers spread good will and informaPlainview Co-op Creamery As- during the past year. He was
feted earlier at the traditional
will report.
tion for the wool industry for COURSE ON FERTILIZERS
sociation Saturday.
breakfast for champions cereFor the women, Mrs. Arlene one year.
Pi*Alt*w
Mnrv
A soil and fertilizer short
mony
at the Dairy Processors,
LEWfSTON, Minn . - A series Stansfield , home economist with
Council contests will precede
Ann Titrud ol
Inc., convention ir St. Paul.
of 10 farm management classes the American Dairy Associa- Ihe national competition. The course will be held Monday and Clarissa a n t
The Plainview Co-op's busiwill be held in Lewiston High tion , will present a cooking Wisconsin - Michigan Council Tuesday in Leamington Hotel , Cliff Markuson
ness meeting will get under way
School vo-ag • room beginning school in the north hall entitled judging will be March 12 at Riv- Minneapolis. A panel of scien- A m e r i c a i
at 11 a.m. in the Plainview
Dec 9 at R p.m. The classes "Holiday Beauty in Butter er Falls, Wis. Winner will re- tists and industry experts will Dairy Asspcia
discuss soybean production, suschool.
will be conducted by Travis Nel- Cooking and Baking. "
ceive many prizes and a trip to gar beets , alfalfa , zinc,
fall fer- tion of Minneso
son , vo-ag instructor.
Patrons , stockholders. Ro- San Angelo, Tex., in June for the
,
tilization
horticultura
l
crops, ta (ADA ) man
Dates of following meetings chester Dairy Cooperative em- finals. She also will represent
LEWISTON RAMBLERS
sandy
soils,
fertilizer and ferti- ager, will b<
will be determined at the first ployes, patrons and employes the two-state area for one year
LEWrSTON , Minn , (Special )
principal speak
lizing
equipment.
meeting Topic for the first of member creameries and to promote wool and the sheep
— The Lewiston Rural Ramblers
B
ers
on
the
crea
meeting is "Farming Today and operators of local creameries industry.
4-H Club will meet Dec. 13 at
When you line pans in which mery stockhold
in the Future. "
are invited to attend.
Contestants may obtain entry
7:30 p.rn. in the Lewiston City
e
r
s
'
meetini
blanks from Mrs. Clifford Fel- you bake rich fruit cakes, you program imme- Princess Kay Hall for a Christmas party. A
lows. Evansville Rt. 2, Wis. can leave the lining around the diately after lunch . Princess 50-cent gift exchange will folcakes.
Closing date is March 5,
supper.
Kay also will serve as a spe- low the potluck¦
cial hostess at lunchtime.
When a recipe calls for a
Miss Titrud and Markuson 's
Get the Spramdar that Helps You
appearance here has been ar- "dash" of a seasoning, add less
ranged by Manager Glenn Has- than Vn teaspoon .

Inspection Sel
In Minnesota

'
~

No Big Change in
Cross-Compliance

It's Good Time
To Check lor
Lice on Cattle

Report on Europe
To Be Presented
At Spring Grove

Free Seed Test
Period Limited

Rochester Dairy
Meeting Saturday Miss Wool

Princess Kay
Visits Plainview
Co-op Saturday

Contest Set

10 Classes Set
At Lewiston High

All wintor long • * *

Forget About
BREAKDOWNS!

More Durable
Wire Fencing
Now Available

Minnesota OKs
2 Oat Varieties
the

LEWISTON, Minn. - Crop
variety recommendation changes
for 1966 have been announced
by the University of Minnesota
crop variety review committee.
Tippecanoe and Lodi oat varieties have been added to the
recommended list, according to
Oliver Strand , Winona County
agent, and Goodfield, Garry,
Rodney and Dodge oats have
been dropped.
This leaves Garland, Lodi,
Minhafer, Portage and Tippecanoe on the 1966 recommended
list.
Chris wheat has been added
to the spring wheat list.
Soybean varieties Traverse,
Harosoy-63 and Lindarin-63 have
been added for the southern
zone of Minnesota.
Alfalfa and sundan grass varieties will no longer be recommended by the university because of the many commercial
varieties available.

CHICAGO, 111. - Science has
produced aluminum coated wire
fencing that will outlive fanners who install It, even If the
fence is exposed to field or
fencerow burning.
The technological advance
promises to relieve farmers of
repairing fence every few years
- and replacing it every five
to ten years.
NEW METHODS of applying aluminum, corrosion-resistant coatings have Initiated these
changes. Most Important development is a unique method
which uses commercially pure
aluminum as a coating for steel
fence. Called "Aluminum Steel"
fencing, it is the newest addition to the fence line.
Test sections of aluminized
steel fence, exposed in an industrial atmosphere for as long as
17 years, have shown no signs
of deterioration. The same test
sections are expected to last
many decades more, according
to research engineers.
The reason for this unusual
life expectancy, is that commercially pure aluminum develops a highly corrosion-resistant oxide film when exposed
to the atmosphere. This sets up
an effective barrier against
progressive corrosion.
Field fires that would destroy
ordinary fence coatings do not
harm aluminized wire coatings.
Grass fires, which produce temperatures 300 to 400 degrees F,
melt many types of coatings,
leaving the wire to disintegrate.
Aluminized coatings, however,
resist temperatures to 900 degrees F without discoloring, and
to 1,250 degrees without affecting fence life.

Brucellosis Test
Reaction at New
Wisconsin Low

MADISON, Wis. - The number of dairy herds in Wisconsin
in which positive reactions to
the brucellosis ring test were
found at the conclusion of the
31st round conducted by the
Wisconsin Department of Agriculture dropped to a new low,
it was announced recently. (Reaction to the test does not necessarily indicate brucellosis infection.)
Percentage - wise, the dip of
one one-hundredth of a percent
represented the largest decrease from a preceding test in
the history of the BRT program — 25 percent. Figures
for the 30th round indicated a
reactor percentage of \Vz percent. The new figure compares
to 41.5 percent reactors in 1951,
when the ring tests were started.
The current smumary by the
animal health division of the
department also shows a drop
in number of dairy herds in
the state from more than 81,000
accounted for in the 30th round
(March-June , 1965) to nearly
79,500 at the end of the 31st
round of testing (July-October,
1965.
The number of Wisconsin
dairy herds as indicated by the
BRT summary has plunged
from 132,536 in 1951 to the
present figure.

THE MOST common type of
field fence, galvanized (or zinc
coated ) , has also undergone a
scientific breakthrough. Zinc
protects the steel wire underneath by a process in which the
coating itself is slowly corroded. The life of the coating depends upon the thickness of the
zinc.
Until recently, efforts to produce thicker zinc coatings on
wire were limited by manufacturing practices that produced
a coating which tended to peel
or flake off during fabrication.
The firm claims to have solved
this problem by developing an
aluminum-bearing zinc coating
that doesn't flake or peel under
severe bending. The manufacPesticide Programs
turing process thus permits 50
Set at Menomonie
percent thicker coatings than
previously possible. This means
ALMA, Wis. — A three-ses- 50 percent longer coating life.
sion training program to certify The product is known to most
custom applicators and dealers farmers as A to Z Fence.
of agricultural pesticides in
northwestern Wisconsin will be
held in Menomonie during December and January, Archie
Brovold, Buffalo County agent,
announced.
The dates are Dec. 14, Jan .
11 and Jan. 20.
To become certified, students
- ALL SIZES must attend all three and pass
an exam given at the final
DAPD BROS.
session.
nvDD STORE
Brovold requested that InterV & S HARDWARE
with
ested persons pre-register
him.
576 E. 4th St.
Phona 4007
The program is sponsored by
the University of Wisconsin.
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It might be worth $100 to you on the
purchase of a Knipco Portable Haatarl
Look for the rani and take advantage ot bit; pre-s«ason
savings durine our "Bonanza Days. "
Your card has A sealed Hidden Discount wliieli wo guarantee will ba $10 or mora. A $15, $25. $50—or e-ven a $100
discount!
So nave thin "Ronnnz.it Days" card and bring it in for
your Knipco discount. We also have « special free gift for
you. No purchase is nccaasary. Adults only.

FEITEN IMPL CO.

113 Washington St.
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TRI-C0UHTY CO-OP OIL ASS'N.

RUSHFORD

WINONA

HOUSTON

307 Elm St.

Second A Main

Highway )*

Phont H4-7772

Phww fJ45 or 4)85

Phon* 896-3755

Filled Crib
Can Result in
Fast Loan

Small Slaughter Plants
Cut Into Big Operations

ST. PAUL, Minn. —¦ Although
a steady trend to "bigness"
may be continuing in many industries, there seems to be a
reversal going on in the livestock slaughtering business.
Ever since Upton Sinclair
wrote a novel about slaughterhouses around the turn of the
century, most Americans pro-

bably have pictured the industry in terms of large integrated plants, with livestock marching in the front door and meat,
leather and glue issuing out the
back.

A RECENT study by V. S.
Department of Agriculture economist W. E. Anthony and agricultural economist K, E. Eg-
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Feed Grain Plan
Changed Slightly

ertson at the University of Minnesota indicates some significant changes in the meat industry.
Major features of the shift
are slaughter near producing
areas, and processing in consumption centers.
Small slaughter plants and
processing facilities have grabbed an increasing share of the
market in recent years and the
percentage of slaughter by the
top four companies in the industry has declined from over
50 percent in 1950 to less than
35 percent today.
Small slaughter plants can
compete with the industry giants without advertising campaigns the economists say, and
gain the cost advantages of
short distance shipping and
modern technological efficiency.
Growth of chain retail grocery stores has contributed to
the rising number of small
slaughter firms , Anthony and
Egertson continue, because the
chain stores are not generally
anxious to retail brand name
meat. Federal inspections and
grading have enabled the small
slaughter plants to - compete
profitably with the established
companies without having to
establish a reputation or consumer image.

oats. Oats and soybeans loans in a corn chopper on the Stuart
are available to all. The loan Dibley farm.
On the same day. Hobson
rates are $1 per bushel on corn,
Meiners, Dale- 's father-in-law,
88 cents for barley , 59 cents and Walter Beneke, with the
for oats and $2.20 for soybeans. help of other neighbors and
Grain stored in public wareharvested Mr. Horn's
houses is also eligible for loan. friends,
70
acres
com. They brought
A $3 service fee for each com- tractors, of
corn
pickers, wagons
modity covers all loan activity
and elevators, and their womfor
the
year
.
LEWISTON, Minn, — Farmen folk furnished food and helpers who complied with the feed
ed with the meals.
grain program are immediately
Working were LeRoy Meiners,
eligible for a government loan
Glen Schroeder, Chester Fruechwhenever a crib of corn has
te, Raymond Fruechte, Donald
been picked. There is no waiting
KruBe, Elmer Theis, Elmer
period following harvest, acBunge, Fred Thiele , Ralph
cording to Anthony Heim,
Schulze, Clarence Nelson, Stuchairman of the Winona County
art Dibley, Louis Beneke, Frank
ASC Committee.
McNelly , Charles Amundson, AlHeim said it is not even necesfred Albee, Lyle Lapham, Alvin
sary for the fanner to be EITZEN, Minn. (Special) - Burrnester, George Pottratz,
through harvest. Whenever a The Dale Horn family of rural Berdell Meiners, Alfred Deters,
crib or bin is filled , or when the Eitzen had much to be thankful Arlen Doely, Norman Oseth, Orfanner has as much com in for on Thanksgiving Day.
vin Johnarud, Delton Kruse and
storage as he plans, he has only It was a homecoming for Mr. Walter Burrnester.
to notify one of his community Horn, who had been a patient Dale is married to Carol
committeemen that he wants a in St. Francis Hospital, La Jean Meiners. They have three
loan on the lot.
Crosse, since Oct. 28 when he daughters, Linda, Susan and DiTHE COMMUNITY commit- lost the major part of one hand ane.
teeman will come to the farm
and together with the farmer
they will estimate the amount
of corn in bin or crib. The
committeeman will also determine the amount eligible for
loan. This cannot exceed 85 percent for ear corn or 90 percent
for small grains: soybeans and
shelled com, Heim said
If the grain appears high in
moisture, the committeeman
will lower the percentage for
loan. For instance, if the crib
holds 1,000 bushels of normal
dry corn, the committeeman
could set the percentage for
loan at 85, making 850 bushels
eligible for loan, the chairman
explained.
If the com is high in moisture
and has some immature ears,
the percentage could be reduced
to about 65, which would make
Knipco rolls anywhere to warm animals, machinery
650 bushels eligible for loan.
or people. With lowest cost high volume heat. Burns
Once the committeeman has
kerosene
or #1 fuel oil . To increase production and
filled out his worksheet he gives
it to the fanner, who then
make more money, use Knipco portable , circulating
brings this worksheet to the
heat.
county office and receives the
loan.
Interest rate is 30 cents per
$100 per .month. The loan can
Phone for free Knipco demonstration
be paid back with interest at
"^-J^sW '
any time.

¦It s Really
Thanksgiving
In This Home

SOIL CONSERVATION WINNERS . . . Soil award winners
in Fillmore County, from left , Mr. and Mrs. Lyle Drinkall,
Whalan, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Ward, Mabel , and Mr. and
Mrs. Orrin Morran, Whalan. (Mrs. Kiehne photo)

Fillmore Co. SWCB
Honors 3 Farmers

PRESTON, Minn. ( Special) - terrace lip serves at a stilling
ther encourage the growing export market for U.S. feed
Three Fillmore County farmers basin after heavy rains, thus
preventing rapid runoff.
grains.
were honored as outstanding
Morran has 5,600 feet of bench
Diversion payment rates are
conservationists at the county terraces and 43,000 feet of conset to encourage maximum disoil and water conservation dis- ventional graded and parallel
version. On all acreage diverttrict annual meeting Tuesday terraces on 263 acres. He also
ed beyond the minimi*-**** 20 pernight.
has two acres of sodded watercent of his base acreage, up to
Winning top awards for long- ways, two acres of tree planta maximum of 50 percent, a
term, full - scale conservation ings and 47 acres of woodland.
producer will receive diversion
LOCAL processing plants are work were Orrin Morran, rural
payments.
also on the rise because they Whalan, and Robert Ward, Ma- WARD ALSO manages his
total cropland under SWCD
bel.
SPECIAL SMALL farm bene- too can benefit from efficient Lyle Drinkall, rural Whalan, recommended practices. This
methods,
limited
shipping
and
fits are included in tbe program.
was . named the "outstanding includes 171 acres of strip cropA producer with a feed grain specialized production. These new cooperator. "
ping, 76 acres of contour strip
processors located near
base of 25 acres or less may small
cropping, two acres of sodded
their markets can benefit too MORRAN has his entire 410 waterways
and construction of
divert all of bis acreage and from a home town image
acres of cropland in conservaand tion practices. He was the first two gully control structures.
receive diversion payments on non-federal inspection.
HE NOTED that feed grain all his acreage. On the
cooperator in the district to in- DRINKALL, new cooperator
first
Anthony and Egertson point stall bench terraces. This type award winner, has put 148 acres
stocks have been reduced by 20 percent diversion, these
more than a third since 1960. farmers will be eligible for a out that the small plant need terrace is used on steep land, into contour strip cropping and
Changes in the program are payment at a rate of 20 percent hot integrate all slaughter and made with a lip on the lower strip seeded 70 more acres since
either those required by law or of the county support rate ap- processing functions. Therefore, side, drained by tile, and beginning an SWCD program
which reflect legislative history plied to tbe diverted acres on less capital investment is re- farmed only on the upper slope. one year ago. He operates a 408established this year when the the basis of projected yields. quired to generate a successful The lip is left in sod.
acre dairy and beef farm.
new program was enacted, the On additional diversions, the operation.
The bench terrace is designed Selection for the awards were
Slaughter and processing
secretary said.
soil further up made by Fillmore County SWCD
rate will be at 50 percent of the plants which specialize as to to hold eroding
HEIM NOTED there Is a
a slope. The area above each supervisors during a farm tour.
Farmers will be asked to di- county support rate,
great deal of corn in the county
vert a minimum 20 percent of Small farmers who divert less species are generally more
this year, with a large amount
the feed grain base acreage to than the maximum will be successful than operations
yet to be picked. Those who
Fountain City, Wis.
conserving uses. Those who eligible fox price-support pay- which try to integrate all opwere in the feed grain program
participate will receive income- ments and loans. Higher rates erations.
are eligible for corn and barley
Many communities have failmaintainingpayments, and they and yields used in the 1966
ed
in
their
attempts
to
estabwill be eligible for price-sup- program will provide smaller
LEWISTON, Minn. - Help- . I
lish profitable slaughter plants
port loans.
farmers, particularly those who because they have carefully ing fellow club members has |
THESE CHANGES in the divert the maximum acreage, considered all the aspects of been a big part of 4-H to Allyn J
payment provisions are being a higher payment than under these ventures according to the Kratz, 18, Stockton, this week's |
last year's program.
made: *
economists. Furthermore, the 4-Her of the Week.
|
• Yields for determining Farmers who grow corn, fact that small plants are grab- A member of the Stockton 1
grain
.sorghum
and
barley
can
payments will be projected at
bing an increasing share of the Peppy Pals 10 years, he has
J
higher levels to reflect current qualify ior the program by mak- business is no guarantee that
trends rather than historic ing their 20 percent diversion every plant of this type will been a junior leader five years, \
succeed. Slaughterhouses which received the 4-H Key award in >;
yields as has been the practice. on any of the three acreages.
and has been president \
No
diversion
payment
will
•
THE FOLLOWING changes- utilize only species locally avail- 1964,
be made for minimum diver- also are being put into effect: able in quantity and processors and treasurer of his club.
\
sions, except for small acre- 1. When natural disaster pre- who gear for efficiency in handl- He has assisted club and
\
ages, but payments for addition- vents planting, price-support ing one or two species are us- county 4-H leaders organize the
\
al diversion will be higher than payments will be made to par- ually the most successful.
"Share the Fun" festival and \
In 1965.
Nothing to buy - Just have an adult sign your name. Enter
ticipants who comply with proAS THE largest processors county exhibits. A veteran ex- J
• Price support payments gram provisions, provided no have declined in slaughter per- hibitor at the state fair, he also \
Will be higher than in 1965, but income-producing crop is grown
as often as you wish. Drawing December 24th.
and meat production, has given a state fair electricity \
will be limited to 50 percent on such acreages in the same centages
project demonstration.
;
the
smaller
companies
have
of a farmer's base acreage.
crop year.
grown more than eight times A non-farm boy, Allyn has still \
• The loan rate will be low- 2. For purposes of price-sup- as rapidly as the larger com- developed a full schedule of \
ered but total support at maxi- port payment, a participant who panies. Except for the top four, projects around personal inter- \
Allyn Kratz
1
mum participation will be plants at least 45 percent of his large companies have at least ests and his home. He has tak- \ mmmmmmmmmmm t.
higher.
feed grain base acreage for held the line or have experienc- en automotive, electric, fruit
and home yard improvement
UNDER THE 1966 program, payment will be considered as ed slight increases in produc- projects. His parents' home I
Rural Mabel Woman
having,
planted
his
tion
over
this
15
year
period.
entire
acrethe support loan and payment
yard now abounds with fruit
Anthony and Egertson believe trees and flowers he has
rates for individual grains—as age eligible for payment.
planted |
3. On that portion of the feed this trend will continue to fa- and lawn ornaments and furni- Elected FU De legate
compared with the 1965 level —
vor
the
small
companies
as
grain base between the miniwill be:
ture he bas made.
MABEL, Minn . (Special) —
mum 20 percent diversion and long as the conditions responThe
son
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Mrs.
Andrein Austin, rural MaTotal
Loan -Support
sible for it persist. There are Claude Kratz, Allyn is a freshRati Piymint Support the maximum 50 percent diver~~ft
,
j
been elected a state
bel,
has
CHORD ORGAN f
IMS IMS 1»*M 1M5 !*_ IMS sion, a farmer may divert all implications here for rural com- man at Winona State College.
_|
Corn
National
Farmlivestock
munities
as
well
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it
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for
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ers Union convention next
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be essentially unchanged in
form neat year, but payment
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by fanners, the U.S. Department of Agriculture announced
recently.
The 1966 program is designed
to strengthen incomes of producers, particularly those who
make full use of the program,
and to keep production in balance with consumption, Secretary of Agriculture Orville L.
Freeman said.
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REDMEN BRUSH ASIDE LAKELAND IN SECOND HALF

6 Solid Minutes of Defense = Win
By BOB JUNGHANS
Daily News Sports Editor
It took only six minutes of solid defense
by the St. Mary 's Redmen to post victory
?Vo. 1 in the start of a basketball season thai
promises many more triumphs.
The Redmen of coach Ken Wiltgen broke
away at the beginning of the second half to
post a 70-61 verdict over Lakeland College ol
Sheboygan. Wis., before an estimated 1 ,30(1
fans at the Terrace Heights field house.
"The defense in the second half made
the difference, " agreed Wiltgen, indicating
the six-minute stretch when the visiting Muskies failed to connect from the field.
During that span, the Redmen . behind
the suddenly hot shooting of Jerry Snuser
and Roger Pytlewski , poured in 14 points
while Lakeland was countering with only a
trio of charity tosses to jump from a 27-2:1
margin to 41-26 with 13 minutes to piny in
the game.
Lakeland managed to close the . gap -'lo

48-42 with seven minutes to play, but could
get no closer.
"We didn 't do much different in the second half except send the big man up the
middle more and play a little more defense,"
said Wiltgen , comparing the Redmen's 23point first half output to the 47 they garnered in the final 20 minutes. "But I think
the biggest thing was that we started hitting. "
St. Mary 's was stone cold in tbe first
stanza , connecting only 10 times in 41 attempts from afield , but Lakeland was no
better as the Redmen held a 23-21 halftime
bulge .
St. Mary 's doggedly worked for the open
shot during the first half , but the Muskies '
1-2-2 zone defense kept the Redmen far from
the basket .
Meanwhile , the Lakeland offense consisted almost entirely of screening for 5-9 Bob
Guy, a junior college transfer. Guy, throwing them in from dizzying distances, hit. Lake-

£Ff_L«^.Q,
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Duluth in
84-79 Win
In Overtime

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Minnesota - Duluth squeaked
past Bemidji State, Mankato
ROLLINGSTONE HOLY TRINITY basketball coach Jack
State held State College of Iowa
Rader has a problem — and no one will help him solve it .
to
a six-point win and St. ThomBut Jack isn't sure he wants it solved.
as
showed early muscle in the
Now what that complicated gobbledygook concerns is the
first
big night of the Minnesota
Rollingstone - Onalaska Luther Bi-State Conference basketball
College
basketball s e a s o n
tly
interrupted
at
halftime
Friday.
The
game that was abrup
Wednesday night.
lights went out
Duluth freshman Jeff EllenAfter groping his way home like the rest of the fans and
players present, Rader tried to figure out whether you con- son scored four points to help
.
tinue the game from the point of interruption
the Bulldogs overcome a threeor start over from the beginning.
point overtime deficit and edge
Executive secretary of the Minnesota
Bemidji 84-79 at Duluth.
Catholic Education Association, Le Roy
The Beavers had run up a 41Brown, was consulted. He said the MCEA
had no rule covering the situation . His guess
39 halftime lead, but saw startwas it should be resumed from the point of
ers Dave Odegaard and Norm
interruption.
Manselle foul out before UMD
Winona State coach and athletic director,
fought back to a 74-74 regulation
Bob Campbell, helped out more. The 1965
time
tie from an eight-point deCollegiate Basketball Guide states college
ficit.
games interrupted in such fashion should be
At Cedar Falls, Iowa, ManRader
replayed from the point where the lights
went out;
kato surprised SCI by taking a
But you see, at that time Rollingstone was trailing the 40-32 halftime margin and holdleague favorites 35-14, That made Rader wonder whether it was ing onto the lead until the last
five minutes before losing 62-56.
worth bringing Onalaska back.
SCI sewed it up when Craig
¦
.
a>
•.
•
Kneppe scored five points in the
RICHARD PIERZYNA OWNS a bowling record — and for last 16 seconds.
his effort, he certainly should.
St. Thomas, expected to be a
Competing for the Splinters team in the Arcadia Riverview power in the Minnesota InterLanes Classic League, Pierzyna recently collected ten consecu- collegiate Athletic Conference,
pounded Bethel 84-41, although
tive strikes to open his first game.
the
losers' Ron Pederson was
He missed the coveted 300 on his 11th pitch when eight
high
scorer with 19 points. Mark
pins went down and settled for 288, an alley record. He then Miller had 18 for the Toms.
went on to games of 191 and 185 for a 664, a high for the
In seven other games Wednescurrent season.
day night, St. Cloud State lost
Oh yes, and he also leads in 600 series with five. His 98-72 to Lincoln, Mo.; Moorhead
average? 184 for Clara's Kitchen Monday nights and 186 in State edged Northern State 7167 in overtime; South Dakota
the Wednesday Classic circuit.
The previous game mark was 279 held by Nic Jensen (early State clubbed Concordia 88this year) and Franklin Sobotta (January 1953). Sobotta holds 68; Macalester beat River Falls
68-62; St. Mary's defeated Lakethe series record of 684 set in 1955.
land 70-81; Hamline bowed to
Stout State 75-67; and La Crosse
THE SWAMI HAD A ROUGH Tuesday. H« only notched State whipped Winona State 9178.
nine of 15 to run his totals to 69 of 100 or 69 percent.
But for the weekend, bigger and braver things :
WINONA HIGH over Owatonna 69-51. "The Hawks should ASCO Controls
be ready to move."
Volleyball Lead
ST. MARY'S over Stevens Point 83-67. "Look for St.
Mary 's to handle the Pointers with ease."
YMCA VOLLEYBALL
V» L
W L
ST. PAUL HILL over Cotter 67-59. "The Ramblers have ASCO
7 1 Satan Chasers 4 S
Walklns
4 3 Trl-Bankan
3 «
a ways to go."
Setter Uppers 3 4 Mat Hingers
1 a
ST. MARY'S over St. Norbert 's 74-62. "This should make it
ASCO again owns the YMCA
three straight. "
Volley ball League lead after a
Mankato over Faribault 58-53 . Red Wing over Albert Lea head-t o-head duel with Watkins
66-57, Austin over Northfield 67-64, Lanesboro
Products5 Wednesday night.
over Harmony 74-67 . Chatfield over Spring
The ASCO team broke the
Valley 76-62, Preston over Wykoff 64-51 ,
first-place tie by tipping WatHouston over Canton 67-54 , Spring Grove
kins 15-10 and 15-8. In other action, Tri-Bankers topped Net
over La Crescent 76-6 1 , Rushford over Mabel
Hangers 15-9 and 15-10 and Set63-60, Caledonia over Peterson 57-53, Lake
ter Uppers tumbled Satan ChasCity over Kasson-Mantorvillc 68-62, Kenyon
ers 15-9 and 15-13.
over Zumbrota 75-58, Stewartville over Plainview 68-57, Cannon Falls over St. Charles
57-54, Goodhue over Elgin 66-55, Wabu.sha
INDOOR S-BALL
over Randolph 72-58, Mazeppa over Faribault
OPENS TONIGH T
Deaf 66-61, Dodge Center over Dover-Eyota
74-61 , Hay field over Pine lslund 85-68, West
The first round of the
Lonconi over wnnamingo 66-63, fc,levu-St rum over CoclirainePark - Rec Indoor Softball
Fountain City 65-57 , Alma Center over Whitehall 68-65, Osseo
league will kickoff tonight
at Winona High gymnasium
over Augusta 73-62, Blair over Independence 81-67, Pepin
beginning nt 6:20 p.m.
over Gilmanton 68-50, Alma over Arkansuw 117-64, Fairchild
Tln ee games are on tap
over Taylor 64-450, Bangor over Holmen 73-67, Melrose-Miiicloro
with Oasis going against
over Arcadia 64-63, Trempealeau over Gale-Ettrick 56-50, West
Lang's Bar in the opener.
Salem over Onalaska 72-70, Lima Sacred Heart over Wabasha
At 7:30 p.m., Peerless
St. Felix 69-65, Dur and over Mondovi 74-69, Rochester "B"
Chain tangles with Old Style
over lewiston 54-48, La Crosse Holy Cross over Rollingstone
Lnger. The evening night63-61 , Byron over Clnremont 6H-66, Rochester over Minnecap , starling at 8:40 p.m.,
apolis Roosevelt 76-62, Wnnamingo over Goodhue 65-60, Calewill send Sunshine against
donia I/oretto over Lima Sacred lleurt 73-68.
llof-Brau.

land's first six points of the game and finished with eight in the first period.
But the second half was a different story.
With Pytlewski visciously patrolling the backboard (he finished with 24 rebounds for the
night ) and getting adequate help from George
Hoder and Ward Hertsted, the Redmen took
shots at will.
The 47-point output by St. Mary's in the
second half was even more amazing considering Wiltgen instituted an effective stall
with about 12 minutes to play in the game,
and -didn't put his offense back in motion
for a full six minutes.
" I was trying to bring them out of that
zone, " said Wiltgen, "But then I figured we
needed the work against the zone so we
came out of the stall. When we get (Gary)
Addis, I think we'll get zoned a few times
this year."
Addis, the 6-11 transfer student from
Gannon College, will become eligible Dec. 17.
In the freshman game against Williams An-

nex, the La Crosse Logan graduate poured
in 29 points playing against former St. Mary'»
pivotman Jim Rockers.
"It was a little ragged," continued Wiltgen," but I guess you have to expect that
the first time out. We should get smoothed out
on the road."
The Redmen leave Terrace Heights Saturday to battle Stevens Point and then meet
St. Norbert's at West De Pere, Wis., Sunday.
Balance was the key to the Redmen's
Wednesday night success. Hoder fired in 19
points, 14 of them in the second half, to pace
the attack, Jim Buffo, who hit the first three
shots he took in the game, had 14, Pytlewski
13 and Sauser 12.
For Lakeland, which had to fire from long
range all evening except for an occassional
fast break in the first half and a few inside
shots during the rag-tag final minutes when
Wiltgen instituted an entire freshman unit,
Guy finished with 19. Jim Kueter added 13
and Gary Hovey 12.

Cool Shooting
Beats Staters

LA CROSSE - An individual
five-point scoring streak by La
Crosse State's Ron Byers broke
open a tight game and sent
Winona State College reeling
to its third consecutive loss here
Wednesday night, 91-78.
With the score knotted at 54all shortly into the second half ,
Byers, who totaled 17 points for
the evening, rifled in five in a
row to start the Indians on the
road to a season-opening triumph.
FOR WINONA, now 1-3, it
was another case of being unable to put the ball through the
hoop. The Warriors managed to
hit on only 29 percent of their
shots but still led 47-43 at halftime.
The effort prompted Warrior
coaijh Bob Campbell to comment, "I thought we did one
heck' of a job, the way we

DAVE MEISNER
25 in Losing Cause

hustled and stayed in the game
despite our shooting, "
A large portion of the credit
for the tight nature of the
game through the first 30 minutes goes to a scrappy Winona
defense that captured 26 La
Crosse passes during the evening.
"But on the other hand we
had 10 bad passes and eight
fumbles, too," said Campbell.
An indication of the temperature of the Winona offense was
the effectiveness of Gary Petersen. Usually one of the Warriors' better sharp-shooters, Petersen managed only one field
goal for the night and finished
with nine points.

DAVE MEISNER led Winona
with 25, Mike Jeresek*had 13
and Charlie Neal 10.
Campbell was pleased with
the performance of his two big
men, Jeresek and Neal.
' Neal did a fine job for a
freshman starting his first
game," Campbell said, "and
Jeresek is starting to come offensively. They both did yeomen's jobs on the boards."
Dennis Stannard paced La
Crosse from his guard spot
with 22 points.
Monday night, Winona will
get a chance to see how much
scouting means to a team. For
the first time this season, the
Warriors will have a pre-game
peek at how the opposing team
plays. The other team, in this
case, will be Plattevllle, which
invades Memorial Hall for a
7:30 p.m. affair.
"ONE OF these days." summed up Campbell, "when we
play ball like we did last night
and we start hitting, we 're going
to blow someone off the floor."
Winona has been plagued by

subnormal shooting for its past
three games. The only good
night came on the season's opening night when the Warriors shot
47 percent in crushing Stevens
Point 91-75 at Memorial Hall.
All three cold-shooting games
have come on the road.

Nebraska Hits 101,
That's Team Record

MADISON (AP) - Nebraska ran up its highest basketball score in history
against a struggling and
straggling Wisconsin team to
belt the Badgers 101-88 in
the season debut for both
teams Wednesday night.
The Badgers unveiled
sophomore sensation Joe
Franklin who canned 30
points, but failed to keep
pace with a more coordinated Cornhusker attack after
the first half.
Taller Nebraska snuffed
out any semblance of a Wisconsin threat from the pivot,
forcing the Badgers to shoot
from the outside, while hitting consistently with a balanced offense that pulled
away steadily in the late
stages.
The lead was tied nine
times in the first half and
Nebraska led only 50-49 at
intermission. But it carved
a 75-65 command midway
through the second half,

Indians ' Record?
It Is Misleading
Winona High School's basketball team bursts upon
another Big Nine Conference season Friday night
when Owatonna comes to
town.
At first glance, it looks
like a rather routine evening, The Hawks are among
the favorites to win the Big
Nine title , and Owatonna
has lost its first three nonconference games, coming
no closer than seven points.
But Owatonna isn't as bud
as its record indicates. If
you don 't believe it, just
ask Hnrvey Goldberg, coach
of the Indians.
"It's a kind of a rocky
start , but we've been making improvement in each
game, " said Goldberg, in
his .second year at the Owatonna helm. "The team has

shown potential, and with a
few breaks, we could have
won one or two of those
games. "
The Indians only have one
starter back f r o m last
year's team which posted a
6-13 mark (2-8 in the Big
Nine). He is 6-2 forward
Kent Reigel. But Reigel has
not lived up to expectations.
"Kent averaged
us last14 pointsyear,"
a-^ame for
said Goldberg, "but he 's no
where near that now . But
we know he can do the job."
Reigel will be at one forward , with Kent Kaplun ,
6-1 , at the other . They will
flank 6-5 Dennis Abrahams,
A sophomore, 6-1 Kirk Fowler, has made the Indian
starting lineup, but the fi fth
spot is up for grabs because
Goldbergs squad has under-

' PARDON ME! . . . St. Mary's Ward Hertsted looks basketward as he steps on the foot of Dennis Holbert of Lakeland College Wednesday night at Terrace Heights. Coming up
from the rear is George Hoder (53) of the Redmen. (Daily
News Sports Photo).

gone a siege of the flu.
Kirk Nelson, a junior at
5-9, has won the other guard
berth, but he has missed the
last two days of school. Also
missing has been the Indians' No. 3 forward Bob
Benson.
If Nelson is not able to
play, either Brad Larson or
Bruce Steuernagel will be
the other back court member for the 8 p.m. encounter
at the Winh awk gymnasium.
While Winona is trying to
chalk up conference victory
No, 1 against the illnessthinned Indians, many eyes
and ears will be trained on
Austin where the Packers
play host to Northfield,
These two teams, along
with Winona, are the most
often mentioned title material in the Big Nine this
year.

coasted to a 91-73 lead, and
held the Badgers at bay the
rest of the way.
Grant Simmons hit 11 of
14 shots from the floor and
led the Cornhuskers with 29
points. All five Nebraska
starters finished in double
figures.
Wisconsin's captain, Ken
Barnes, backed Franklin
with 26 points, but the Badger scoring fell off sharply
after that.
"We didn't handle the ball
the way we can handle it
and kind of lost our direction
out there," said Wisconsin
coach John Erickson.
Nebraska employed a
shifting zone in the second
half and repeatedly batted
away the passes Wisconsin
tried to feed into the pivot,
stifling the Badgers' offensive patterns. The Badgers
resorted to pecking away
from outside and hit 48.7
percent of their shots compared to Nebraska's 52 percent.
"Last year we couldn't hit
at all," said Nebraska Coach
Joe Cipriano. "Tonight we
were shooting good. It's a
very pleasant change."

Nebraska (mi)
Wisconsin <U)
O F T
O F T
Baack
5 t-1»l» Barnes
11 9-4 24
Branch
7 1-1 15 Franklin 10 10-14 10
Campbell S 01 16 Stiller
0 IH) «
Simmons Tl 7-11 » Carlin
3 0-1 4
Lanll
5 5-7 IS Oustalson t 1-3 4
Hire
1 <M> 4 Zubor
IH I
Oirrim
1 1-1 3 loreni
3 1-1 7
Johnson Ii
l I
Totals
If 13-31 101 McCallum 1 0-0 4
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Redmen Frosh
Trip Annex in
Prelim Conies!

St. Mary's freshman basketball squad toppled Williams Annex Wednesday night 80-55 in
a brawl-riddled game that had
distinct tones of a rugged soccer game.
The victory, evened the Redmen frosh's mark at 1-1. Gary
Addis was the big gun, hitting
29 points, while Tim Balakas added 11 and Bill Browne and
Bob Souchak 10 each.

St. Mary 's F. (10) Williams An. (S3)
to <t pl tp
lg It pi Ip
Pelowskl 3 3 1 7 Hiielton 4 1 4 11
Wfmeyer 3 1 1 7 Piftlf
10 11
Balakas 4 3 0 11 Johnson 4 1 3 1
Addis
1. S 4 n Sllgin
10 5 4
Souchak 4 0 0 10 Rockers 4 1 3 11
Lamb
1 0 2 2 Brown
4 7 2 10
Browne S 0 0 10 Larson
10 2 4
10 2 4
Totali
34 14-14 I
I Mastersn 1 2 0 4 Walch
NEBRASKA
SO 31—101
Totali ia u io N Totals 13
10 SS
WISCONSIN
» W— I
I ST.
MARY'S FROSH
34 *44—10
Fouled out—Wisconsin: Franklin.
WILLIAMS
ANNEX
14 21—35
Total fouls— Neb-ilka 17; Wisconsin 34.
Attendance—4.440.
Lakeland f»i)
Sf. Mary 'i (70)
fg ft pf ip
'9 It pl tp
Kueter
5 3 1 13 Hoder
5 ? 3 ia
Hovey
3 l 4 12 Pytlwskl
1 1 13
HauM*
3 2 4 4 Murphy *I J 0 3
Guy
7 s 3 1» Sauier
1 2 ill
Owens
a 0 1 o Buffo
« 2 1 14
NBA
Holbert 1 1 1 3
Hertsted 1 0 4 3
WEDNESDAY'S RESULTS
Zipper
3
2
0
4
Ktenan
1 2 1 4
Baltimore lit. New York I2S.
Jamonn 1 0 2 2 Ludden
10 13
St . Louis 110, Ditrclt 101.
Stelner
O 0 3 0
Pelowskl o o o o
Los Angeles 121, Cincinnati 105.
Jonei
0 0 1 0
Browne
o o o o
TODAY'S OAME
Soucek
o o o o
Cincinnati vi. San Francisco al OakTotali
23
15 30 41 Balakas 0 1 1 1
land.
Mastersn
0
0 0 p
FRIDAY'S GAMES
Limb
0 0 0 0
Philadelphia at Boston .
Cincinnati at L01 Angeles.
Totals IS II 11 ;o>
LAKELAND
21 40-41
NHL
ST. MARY'S
21 47-70
WEDNESDAY'S GAMES
Toronto 2. Naw York 2 (lie).
Chicago 4, Boston 1.
SWIM PRESIDENT
TODAY'S OAME
WASHINGTON (AP) - WalBolton at Detroit. .
FRIDAY'S GAMES
ter J. Schlueter of Arizona State
No games scheduled.

Sports Scores

WRESTLING

Minnesota 28, Norlti Dakota I.
St. Cloud 14, St. John 's 3.
Augiburg 21, Hamline 10.

University at Tempe became
president of the American
SwimmiiiR Coaches Association
today.

Badgers Have Plans for Eino as Early as Next Season
By GARY KVANS
l>ail > Newt , Sports Kditur
ll is safe to say the big

Small Engine
Serv ice & Repair
Fail - Economical

DsfkDD BROS.
IfUDD STORE
J 74 E. 4th SI

Phone 4007

Hi'.st thing Ihiil lias Illl either
Holmen , Wis., or tlie Univvr sily
of Wisconsin is Eino lleinlrickson.
Yes, you su\ , that immi' has
u magical ring. Something to
do wilh spoils , isn 't il?
Th" answer is a very positive
YKS. Ilendrickson is the sevenfoot giant (hut for (wo years
chaperoned llu- Vikings to a 34-4
record and (wo Coulee Conference championships llatmen
did pick up fiiur other wins in
] tlnit span, but Kino hud piicuj moiiin and vvu- ** unable to play.
Now I he era of Kino nt Holmen i.s over . But a new era has
already begun. This one is (he
big fellow ' s col legiate career.

Ilendrickson , after mulling
over some 1511 major college offers and dozens of others from
the small colleges, picked Wisconsin, He now is a very favored member of the Bridger
freshmen team.
Why did he choose Wisconsin?
According to his high school
couch Deun Ulilis it was because
he liked Badger coach John
Erickson and because of a loy ulty to his home state.
"I rt'rliilnly encouraged him
to go to Wisconsin, " said Uhls
who , even though he is n native
of West Frank fort . 111 ,, feels
much the same loyalty .
Hut the story now i.s how Eino
is iliii ng in the collegiate nmks,

To gel the answers , couch Duve
Brown , who handles (he Kndger
freshmen , was questioned ,
To background Brown's story
just a bit , first some of the
facts, Ilendrickson is a mechanical engineering student at
the University. lie lives In a
dormitory apart from other athletes , since Wisconsin has a policy against dormitories open
only to athletes. In his first
action as a Badger freshman,
he pu lied down 20 rebounds and
scored 15 points as Ihe frnsn
lost 81-65 to the varsity.
In his first taste of colleginte
competition , he played before
U .(HK) fans.
Now to Brown:

"Eino is working very hard.
Becivuse the Bi$» Ten is known
as a board and rebounding
leugue, he is taking part in a
specialized running program and
working on a supervised weight
training program three times
weekly to improve his strength.
This is to condition him to become a Big Ten rebounder.
"We definitely feel he will
be plnying for us as early as
next year. When he took down
20 rebounds against the varsity,
it wus a high for both teams.
"The major thing for next
your Is to find some rchounders. Because of this we want Eino to develop strength nnd endurance, fdr the big man can't

help us unless he can get from
one end of the floor to the other
with the other fellows.
"He's doing okay . In fact ,
we're very happy with him. Wc
are very much pleased with the
Improvement he keeps making
continually. !'
Brown ulso had some high
words of praise for Uhls.
J 'We feci very fortunate that
Eino could have Dean for a
coach. "Ho 1s a veteran coach
and comes from Illinois where
they know great basketball. We
hnve noticed many little things
that amaze us — things Uhls
has taught him."
There is only one thing thut
dismays the people at the Uni-

versity. That is the fuct that in droves from all parts of the
Ilendrickson did not play bis country. Represented to name
( Continued on Page 17)
sophomore high school year. He
was ineligible because of transEINO
ferring.
"Right now he is only in his
third year of organized competition ," said Brown. "Had he
been able to play as n sophomore, he would be just that
much moro ahead."
Now it is safe to say that the
Lester Ilendrickson family is
probably never going to forfict
ON SCOPITONE AT
the chase the colleges made
Ior Eino.
Uhls made thut easier by
bundling all correspondence and
insisting on rules scouts had to
17? EAST THIRD ST.
abide by. And the scouts came
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28 Victories Later — Bub's Classic
Set for Next Cazzie
Can Vikes Keep Going? Two Weekends

By BOB JUNGHANS
Dally News Sports Writer
HOLMEN (Special) Year in and year out, the
Coulee Conference is considered one of the stronger
small school basketball
leagues in Wisconsin. So
when one team dominates
the loop over the past two
years like Holmen has done,
you know the Vikings must
have something going for
them.
The ; Vikings, chiefly on
the shoulders of seven-footer Eino Hendrickson, roared to 26 straight Coulee
Conference triumphs and
then tacked on two more to
start this season.
But Friday night, the
team is in jeopardy of having the 28-game string broken by an invading Bangor
team that many point to as
the class of the Coulee this
season.
"They're fast and they
can adioot," said Uhls of
the oncoming Cardinals.

"They won't take a back
seat to anyone in the conference."
Holmen dropped its first
game of the season (a nonconference affair) , but then
came back to reel off two
straight conference victories to put them atop the
circuit along with Bangor
and Onalaska.
To try and keep the skein
going, Uhls will start Owen
Unks (6-5&), Dave Evenson
(6-4) and Ron Anderson
(6-3 ) In the front line. But
the ace in the hole may be
six-foot guard Bob Anderson.
Bob was out with -» football back injury, hut; he
made his debut in the Vikings' last encounter with
Melrose-Mindoro and poured in 22 points in less than
one half of action. The other guard spot is up for
grabs between Al Westlie,
Steve Hauser, Ron Johnson
and Scott Lee.
Bangor doesn't boast any-

one over 6-1 on its roster,
but the height advantage
that Holmen has on paper
may not be that great on
the floor.
"They're all about 5-10
to 6-1," said Uhls of his
foes," and they're all terrific athletes. They can
really jump.
"We've got the home floor
advantage. I think we can
beat them here — but I
wouldn't bet a nickel on it."
Besides the Holmen-Bangor clash there are several
other important duals slated on the Wisconsin front.
In another Coulee game
Onalaska travels to West
Salem (1-1).
Mondovi and Durand play
at Durand in a battle of independents, while the Arkansaw at Alma game
grabs the spotlight in the
West Central. Eleva-Strum
tries to keep on the high
road in the Dairyland at
Cochrane-Fountain City.

The annual Winona Athletic
Club Bub's Bowling Classic is
scheduled for Saturday and Sunday and Dec. 11-12, Bill Bell,
AC manager, said today.
Shifts are scheduled for 1,
2:45, 4:30, 6:15, 8 and 9:45 p.m.
Anyone interested in reservations is asked to contact Bell.
He said that 100 city and La
Crosse bowlers already a r e
scheduled for competition.
Twin Cities bowlers are barred from the event.
Last year the championship
went to Jim Schoettle of Eau
Claire. He scored 898. Second
place was taken by Austin's
Floyd Nelson with 836 and third
went to Winona 's Pete Marr
with 824.
¦

"TttETY DON'T stand around
and look at you," said Karger
of the Randolph squad. "They
go out and scrap, and if you're
dead on your feet, it's a long
evening-."
The Indians will go with a
sky-scraping lineup that -will average nearly 6-4 or 6-2 depending upon who the fifth man is.
Jack Kane, at 6-8, will be the
center with Rich Schutb (6-3)
at one forward and Pete
Ekstrand (6-1) at guard. Dennis Iverson (6-2) will play either guard or forward, depending upon whether Charlie Smith
(6-3 ) or Gary Johnson, the

TOPS POINTERS

Oshkosh Gets
Quick Break

Loras of Iowa. Erv Henderson
hit 24 for Plattevllle.
Superior (0-1) , another top
contender with an experienced
crew, ran Into a sudden chill
against Michigan Tech and
bowed 83-79.
Tech carved a 36-32 halftime
command and quickly expanded
It to 45-39 as the Yellowjackets
failed to make a floor snot for
the first 4V. minutes of the second half. Superior rallied to
within one point at 76-75 but
never caught up despite a 29Soint performance by 6-foot-5
im Sevals, an unanimous allWSUC selection last year.
Macalester held a steady
edge, mostly from eight to lo
points, throughout the second
half to sink River Falls (1-1) in
their interstate duel 68-62.
Oshkosh Inaugurates the week
Oshkosh 2-0 over-all erased an end schedule Friday at Steuben
early Pointers lead and opened a ville of Ohio.
46-35 halftime edge over Stevens
Point <0-2). The tall Titans controlled the boards and stung
Stevens Point repeatedly with
their breakaway running game.
Stout (1-0), with a veteran
crew, ran up a 14-point lead over
Hamline at one stage of the first
half, then saw It steadily evaporate. The Blue Devils snapped a MIAMI BEACH, Fla. (AP) tie with a six-point splurge late
major league execuin the game and hung on to stop Frustrated
their attempts
continued
tives
Hamline 75-67.
La Crosse (l-O) made Its de- today to break a deadlock which
but successful with a 91-78 deci- has stifled trading at the annual
sion over Winona (1-3) even winter meetings.
though the Indians trailed 47-43 "Everything te all blocked
at halftime. Ron Byers' broke up, " Bobby Bragan, manager of
a 64-5*1deadlock with a personal the Atlanta Braves, said. "None
five-point outpouring to thrust of the trades so far has helped
anybody.
La Crowe In front to stay.
Plattevllle (1-1) was stalemat- "I don't know what It is going
ed at 53-53 early in the second to take to get something going,"
half before the Pioneers demon- said Bragan, who has been
strated dominance and pulled trying to acquire a relief pitchaway for a 91-73 victory over er. Bragan huddled Wednesday

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Oshkosh has parlayed its f§st
break into an early break toward
the front of the Wisconsin State
University Conference basketball race.
The Titans toppled Stevens
Point 88-71 Wednesday night in
the conference's curtain-raiser.
Six other members In action
against out-of-state foes could do
no better than to break even.
Home teams won each of the
games.
Stout, the WSUC favorite,
barely handled Hamline while
Superior, another top contender,
was upset. Defending champion
La Crosse made its debut with a
victory over Winona State of
Minnesota.

The annual basketball
rules examination for all
coaches and registered officials will be held Monday
night in Room 103 of Winona Senior High School. The
meeting will begin at 8 p.m.
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This Week's
Basketball
FRIDAY

LOCAL SCHOOLS—
Owatonna af Winona High.

BIG NINE—

(

scored to keep the Wolverines was upset oy i.reignton »3-75,
ahead .
but the third-ranked Blue Devils
crushed Virginia Tech 112-78
The last time occurred when and St. Joseph's, No. 4 , romped
Tennessee pulled within 52-51 against Hofstra 96-57.
midway of the second half. Russell sank two baskets to start Vanderbilt, No. 5, overpowMichigan off on a nine-point ered Wittenberg 87-59 while
spurt. Cazzie finished with 29 Minnesota, No. 7, humbled
points . Ron Widby was high for North Dakota 73-59. Kansas, No.
the Vols with 23.
8, whipped Arkansas 81-52 and
Michigan's victory shared the Bradley, No. 9, crushed Milwauopening night limelight with kee-Wisconsin
104-68.
TopDuke, St. Joseph's of Philadel- ranked UCLA and Providence,
phia, V anderbilt, Minnesota, No. 6, open on Friday and SatKansas, Bradley, and Kansas urday, respecti-vely.
State , the other teams in the Ohio State, UCLA's opening
Top Ten to see action .
opponent Friday, beat Missouri
Kansas State, lOth-ranked, 76-74 on Al Peters ' tip-in with

SATURDAY

After Kondla 's only goal of
the game, Minnesota's next
four baskets came from fast
breaks with no Sioux player to
defend.
"We lost our poise for a few
minutes in the second half and
that' s all it took," said Little
All - America guard Paul Ped-

SUNDAY

Princeton, playing for the
first time in three years without
the famed Bill Bradley, defeated Lafayette 77-68, Wake Forest
edged Davidson 87-86 and Penn
State downed Maryland 65-61 in
other features. Idaho beat Oregon 86-81, Connecticut downed
American International 89-72
and Seattle Pacific surprised
Seattle 85-83.

erson of North Dakota.
"They outran us like they
said they were going to," Sioux
Coach Bill Fitch said. "Our defense wasn't getting back. The
defense was the difference. "
Forward Dennis Dvoracek , a
Gopher regular last season, sustained a fractured nose in the
first half in a relief role. But
he saw some action in the second half.
The lead changed hands six
times in the opening minutues before Captain Archie Clark connected on a threepoint play to give Minnesota a
permanent ad-vantage at 14 - 12
with 12:23 left in the first half.

North Dakota nulled np to one
point at 24-23 with six minutes
left in the half , but the Gophers
retaliated with five straight
points.
The Gophers stretched their
lead to seven points three times
in the first half but the Sioux
cut the deficit to four by halftime.
North Dakota stayed In contention for five more minutes
before the speedy Gophers settled the issue. Minnesota's lead
crested at 73-56 with about one
minute to go.

Clark's 20 points led the Gophers, Hudson, a leading AllAmerica candidate and Minnesota's top scorer the past two
seasons, finished with 18 points.
He surpassed the 1,000 mark
in his collegiate career when be
hit a basket with 1:47 left in the
first half.
Hudson has now scored 1,016
points in 49 games for an average of nearly 21 points per
contest.
Junior forward Paul Presthus,
starting his first game for Minnesota, added 17 points. He was
the game's leading rebounder
with eight. Wes Martins added
10 points, hitting five of seven
shots.
Jerry Schultz of the Sioux hit
10 of 17 shots from the floor
and bagged game scoring honors with 22 points. Phil Jackson
6*8, a strong rebounder, added
13 points.
RUDOMETKIN ILL
FRESNO, Calif. (AP) - John
Rudometkin, who holds almost
all University of Southern California
basketball
scoring
records, lies in a Fresno hospital today with a malignant cancer near his heart.
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LOCAL SCHOOLSSI. Mary's it Stevens Paint.
Cotter al Sf. Paul Hill .
NON-CONFERENCE—
Wanamlngo at Goodhue .

only tour seconds left. Kentucky
walloped Hardin-Slmmons 83-55
to give Coach Adolph Rupp his
721st career victory and break a
720-720 Ue with Hank Iba of Oklahoma State. Iba 's Cowboys
were beaten 61-57 by St. Louis.

Sioux Lose Poise,
Bow to Gophers

MINNEAPOLIS (AP)- North
Dakota was threatening and
trailing only 44-41 fiva minutes
into the second half when Minnesota forward Lou Hudson,
« drove for the basket and passed
off to Tom Kondla for an easy
score.
Forty seconds later Hudson,
a sleek 6-5, and guard Wes
Martins had scored easy tallies
on fast breaks and the Gophers
owned a commanding 50 - 41
lead and went on to clip the
stubborn Sioux 73-59 Wednesday
night .
The non - conference game
was the basketball opener for
both teams.
Trailing only 37 - 33 at halftime with good shooting and
rugged rebounding, North Dakota had no answer in the second half for the Gophers' blazing speed, which produced eight
easy layups.

Faribault at Mankato.
Albert Lea at Red Wing.
Northfield at Austin.
MAPLE LEAF—
Harmony at Lanesboro.
Spring Vallay at Chatfiild.
WykoW »t Preston.
ROOT RIVER—
Canton at Houston.
Spring Grove at Lt Crescent,
Rushford at Mabel.
Peterson at Caledonia.
HIAWATHA VALLEY—
Lake City at Kasson-Manlorvllle .
Kenyon at Zumbrota.
Stewartville at Plainview.
St, Charles al Cannon Falls.
CENTENNIALGoodhue at Elgin.
Waba sha at Randolph.
Maieppa at Faribault Deaf.
WASIOJA—
Dover-Eyota at Dodge Center,
Pine Island at Hayfield .
West Concord at Wanamlngo.
DAIRYLAND—
Eleva-Strum at Cochrane-FC.
Whitehall at Alma Canter .
Augusta at Osseo.
Blair at Independence,
WEST CENTRALPepln af Gllmatiton.
Arkansaw it Aim*.
Fairchild at Ta-ylcr.
COULEE—
Bangor at Holmen.
Melrose-Mindoro at Arcadia.
Trempealeau at Gale-Ettrick.
Onalaska at Wast Salem .
SI-STATE—
Wabasha St . Felix it Lima Sacred
Heart.
NOMCONFERENCE—
Mondovi at Durand,
Lewiston at Rochester "B."
Kollingston* Holy Trinity at La
Crosse Holy Cross.
Claremonf al Byron.
Minneapolis Roosevelt at Rochester.

teams smallest player at 5-6, is
in the game.
"When we've got the tall lineup in there, we go on the
boards quite heavy," said the
Indian coach .
RANDOLPH will be fighting
a huge height deficit, with the
tallest man on the team being
Mike Popp at six feet even. But
Karger isn't taking the whole
thing lightly.
"This Popp and (Don) Pressnail are tough," he said. "Pressnail has been an allconference
football player for three years,
and he uses his muscle to get
the rebounds.
"I look for Randolph to be
tough, especially on its home
floor. Our floor is small, and
when we get on a big floor, it's
really a disadvantage."
Karger is also looking for
ball games "with anyone" between Dec. 10 and Dec. 28. The
Indians have room for two more
games on their schedule.
OTHER CRUCIAL encounters
Friday night will send Harmony
to Lanesboro in a titanic Maple Leaf circuit battle. Kenyon
tries for its second Hiawatha
Valley Conference triumph at
Zumbrota, as does Cannon Falls
when St. Charles invades. The
big game in the Wasioja Conference finds highly-touted Hayfield at home against Pine Island.

RULES EXAM
SET MONDAY

WINNING RUN
SAN JUAN, P.R. (AP) — Art
Shamsky of the Cincinnati Reds
doubled home the winning run
In the 10th inning Wednesday
night to give Santurce a 6-5 victory over Ponce in the Puerto
Rican winter baseball league.

Will Wabasha s
Initial Step Be
A Long One...?

WABASHA - If Wabasha
High School is going to romp
off with a Centennial Conference basketball champion, as almost everyone expects it to do,
the Indians are going to have
to take the first step Friday
night.
And as , the old saw goes
"watch out for that first step,
it's a long one."
Randolph will try to make it
long, for the Rockets will entertain W a b a s h a 's towering
tribe in an 8 p.m., contest that
will highlight Minnesota High
School basketball action.
Wabasha coach Chuck Karger knows his team is the heavy
favorite for the title, but he also
knows that Randolph could be
a major roadblock.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Ca2zie Russell, Michigan's
All-America who pulled many a
game out of the fire for the Wolverines a year ago, was in midseason form Wednesday night
as a new college basket-all
campaign opened with games in
all sections of the country.
Michigan, the Big 10 champions and ranked second to national champion UCLA in the
preseason Associated Press
poll, scored a 71-63 victory over
dangerous Tennessee of the
Southeastern Conference. Every
time the Vols got close in the
game at Ann Arbor, Russell

Keeps Vols at Bay
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LOCAL SCHOOLS—
St. Mary's it Sf. Norbert's.
BI-STATE—
Lima Sacred Heart at Caledonia Loretto.

EINO HENDRICKSON
He 's Biggest Badger

EINO

(Continued from Page 16)
a few, were Michigan State,
Minnesota, Nebraska, Duke, Tulane, Kentucky, Bradley, Princeton, Kansas and New York University. Most sent scouts. Others did their inquiring by telephone.
Chances are Uhls isn 't going
to forget it either. In fact when
he heard of Winona and Winona
State (from which he graduated) from George Vondrashek
while serving in the Army, he
probably had no idea what was
In store.
But it is possible that the future could hold more of the
same. Eino has two brothers,
Guy and Roy. Both are younger, both like basketball — and
both already are showing signs
of tall futures.
And you can bet that the nineyear coaching veteran doesn't
mind lt one bit.
CLONINGER MVP
MILWAUKEE WI-Right-hander Tony Cloninger, who won 24
games last season, has been
named the most valuable player on 1965 Milwaukee Braves,
the Milwaukee chapter of the
Baseball Writers Association of
America has announced.
¦
Jack Mitchell , Kansas football
coach, is in his eight season
at Kansas.

RETAIL
Hal-Rod
W.
Sunbeam Cakes
4
Bub's Beer
s
Lang'* Bar .. ..
s
Mahlke'i Do-Nuts . . . . 4
Betireni
4
Fenike Body Shop . . . . 4

was Hopto

BTF
Own'* IOA
Main Tavern
St. Clalrs
Sportsman Tap
WESTGATE

L. Points
a
I
1
7
1
7
Z
SVi
_
S
Z, S

2

2
I
1
1

a

. 1
MEN

Westgate
Ruppert'i Groury
Ba-ab'a Standard
Wi nona Cleaning Works
Ooldin Foods .
Maxwell HOUM Coffee
Wunderllch Insurance
Mat-fee Blocki
Koihlar Auto Body Shop

O'LaugMIn Plumbing

i

r
5
s
s
S

2'A
1
l
1
1
Polnti
42
31
35
33
1]
31
21
2SI*-

... 35

Friday's Bar, Stockton
25
Federated Insurance
24'/ .
Winona County Abstract Co. . .. 24
Montgomery Wards
23
Swede's Liquor Store, Stockton . 2]
L-Cove Bar
21
United Parcel Service
11
SUNSKTTBRS
¦Westgate
Boland Mfg
Mankato Bar
Merf'e Market

Commodore Club

Jordin'i
Golti Pharmacy
Schlllx Beer
Sunbeam Sweefi
.
COMMCRCIAL
Hal-Rod
CHgo Service
Orv 'i Skeliy
Vand-A-Matlc

Quality Chevrolet

Winona Rug Cleaning
Pappy's
Schllti Beer
McNally Bullair*.
Springer Signs
Sam's Direct lervlce
Albrecht'i
Spells Texaco

W.
24
23
33

13

H
i*
1*
17
W.
3
4
4

VS

3
3
3
3
3
2
1
I1-**

L.
11
It
It .

20

21
21
21
25
L.
1
2
1

v\

1
l
1
1
4
4
4
4"/,

WESTOATE MIXERS
VV.
Weitgat*
Von Rohr Drug
I
I
Oolden Brand
17
Skilly Gals
17
Da Lux* Beauty Shop
34'/*
Marigold Dairies
II
Merchants Bank
H'/_
Bay State
13V*
United Building Cmter . . . 111.
MAJORETTE
Athletic Club
W.
Winona Industrial
II
Square Deal
IS
Pleasant Vallay Dairy
.11
Regan's Insunnci Agency . 11
Ed Phillips
lt
11
Lang's Bar .
TWI-LITE
Hal-Rod
W.
Owl Motor
2
Diana Shop No. 1
l
Hotel Winona
3
Culligan Soft Waler
2
Miller Lubricators
1
Dlina Shop No. 1
1
Willlimi Annex
o
Fountain Cltlani
o
KWNO
0
Stig.r Jewelry
I
>CB
Athletic Club
VV.
Merchanti Bink
25
Winona Hearing Co
21
Schmldt'i
21
20
Jerry 'i Plumber*
11
Hamernik's Bar
Winona Vita Cab
14
CLASS "A"
Red Men
VV.
Winona Boxcraft Co
17
Winona Milk Co
10
Dunn 's Blacktop
14
Kalmei Tlrei
IS

L.
14
IS
IS
ISVi
24
37U
UVt
2IVi
L.
14
14
u
27
29
24
L.
*
»
e
a
1
1
2
2
1
1
L.
14
1*
1*
1»
33
2S
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UP TO SIX
FORT LAUDERDALE , Fla.
(AP ) - The Northern Baseball
League will expand to six teams
In 1966, adding Bismarck-Manda n and Sioux Falls to last
year 's four • team lineup.
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cago White Sox ; outfielder Dave
Nicholson of the White Sox to
Houston's Oklahoma City farm
club; San Francisco outfielder
Matty Alou to Pittsburgh ' for
Pirate pitcher Joe Gibbon, and
Kansas City outfielder Jim Landis to Cleveland for Indian
catcher Phil Roof.
While managers and general
managers tried to work out
deals, major league owners
were set to meet today with
prominent Wisconsin businessmen trying to get big-time baseball back In Milwaukee.
Milwaukee Brewers Baseball
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Nice to Be So Content
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BASEBALLERS WON'T DEAL

night with 1, -co Duroche-r, new
manager ef the Chicago Cubs,
but WBB unable to lure away
either of the Cubs' relievers,
Ted Abornathy or Llndy McDanicl.
No major swaps have been
made since baseball officials
gathered last Sunday for the
minor league meetings at Fort
Lauderdale. A few trades of veterans were made Wednesday,
however, on the eve of the opening of the major league convention.
The trades sent Houston
pitcher Jack Lamabe to the Chi-

M Well Get Your Car Ready for Safe Holiday Travel with this...

Club, Inc., was Invited to meet
in the afternoon with National
League owners. An Informal
meeting with American League
owners also was scheduled.
Edmund IL Fitzgerald of Milwaukee , spokesman for the Wisconsin group, said applications
have been filed with both major
leagues for a Milwaukee franchise. Tho city lost tho National
League Braves to Atlanta after
the 1965 season, although several court suila opposing the move
still are pending.
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ON-THE-FARM TRACTOR TIRE SERVICI

BROWN IS NAMED TO END SPOT

Now That's
Mighty Fine
Foot He Has

DEPLOYMENT

(Continued from Page 1)

Profit Taking
Spreads, Stock
Prices Decline

WINONA MARKETS
Swift & Company
West Highway 41

Want Ads
Start Here

Buying hours ire from S a.m. fa J:J4
against the enemy. A third is in
p.m. Monday through Friday.
reserve. The central highlands
Ttiere will be no call market* on Frl
capital, Pleiku, has been a cendays.
FOR—
rtiese quotations apply ai to noon te BLIND ADS UNCALLED
ter for the cavalrymen. The
<f»y.
IJ,
14.
E-5,
11,
highlands town , of Kontum,
HOOS
The hog market Is 50 cent* higher.
north of Pleiku, may be another
Top butchers, 190-230 lbs. . . . . 25.75
M0TICB
operating area,
Butchers, grading 36-38 ... 36.00-26.25
This newipaper will be reipon-'Me
21.00-22.00
Top sows
The 1st Cavalry's mission Is
Incorrect Insertion of
for
only
one
CATTLI
advertisement publishto engage the Communists in a NEW YORK (AP) - Profit The cattle market
Is steady) cows 25 any classified
ed In the Wanl Ad section. Check
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS fight to the death. It may have
cents higher.
your ad and call 3321 if a correction
24.00-25.00
Prime
The vital statistics on Charlie severe actions in the future be- taking spread as the stock mar- Choice
must be made.
23.0O-24.0O
ket
moved
Irregularly
lower
Gogolak's right foot are on the cause the central highlands
Good
20.50-22.75
18.50-20.50
Card of Thanks
way to Lloyds of London to take represent the main infiltration early this afternoon. Trading Slandard
11.75-13.25
Utility cows
their place alongside some other route for the North Vietnamese. was active.
Cutters
10.00-12.00
8URTVEAL
widely publicized parts of the A U.S. Army paratroop regi- The trend was established in The veal market
We- wish to express our heartfelt thank*
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21 Dogs, Pats, Supplies

Jerry's Plumbing
T>1

*^,MS hi! hom*makir with a Kitchen
fui Dlshweshar, th* w«sh*r that wis
Jidiis cleaner, leaves them aparkllisB.
to choos* <ram including
JM *podelifor
small kitchens to a
. Jort'bl*
combination.
dlshwaih*r-*lnk
JUolet*
ST mem today al

c^ANK O'LAUGHLIN
4 HEATING
PLUMBINO
Yl, E. 3rd _

Tal, 3783

Female—Jobs pf Interest—30
horn*,
ZxMtM lCi DO housework In new day
•^ family wit* 3 Children, 1
a
1r»Wort»tlon.
furnish
W
THSeek,
¦" ¦
3190,
'
7 .|¦
'
i^wiiTTER WANTBp far * small' chli»J°e. while nwlhir allanda college

classes , or may live In weekdays. Tel.

1723 aft er 5.
a* 21. Wilt
J^TRESS WANTEO-Mlist
w
f '' „ Sieve's Cocktail Lounge.
JURE E AVON TERRITORIES opening In
mi city ol WMona. Still flm* to sell
Avon's beautiful Christmas line. Cont,c| Helen Scott. P.O. Sw 744. RedietY
teri Minn.

«*"" St Houses for Sals

REGISTERED German Shepherd TWO TRIPLE windows, wllh storms and MEN'S CHEST of drawers and dressscreens) Tlmken oil burning heateri
ars, TH. 8-J874 afttr
?5»» ,fw for good hom*. Phillip Wa* p.m.
laUkl, Belh.ny. Minn. T.I. Lewlstor* (re« fireman stoker* kl'chM wWnat
llnk-i group ol fiber rues. Rtatonakla. OUTMCasR. tiuvms. radial aaa
—-—-—
TVi, any eondltfan. net nacesiarlty
" IJ6 W. 7th. Tel. S-J4S1.
, I
AS <*"»TMENT ef tropical
werklm-i also cabinet suitable tor ht-tl.
'«
,
,m
Tal. 47|3.
GAS
heater
ai-sk,
,rwi
WATER
and
cabinet
M
Chicago
to
Twin
rfaL ll
W
.
.
Cities.
lalquUI Variety, Mlrick Mail,
A-l condition, reasonable, i
l Wahwl.
FOOL TABLE WANTBO-nittter AVatt
OUR OWN PERSONAL Ml, combination er 4x1 T«l. Rushford 164-7651er write
Horses, C»»?lt», Stock
<ff3 Curtis Math's 73" blade ant whit* TV. P.O. Sax 504, Rushford, Minn.
stereo record player, radio. Lass than
HOLSTEIN HEIFERS - |„,t frail* with W, years old Lists. 17*5, now |2|B. Wal- WM. MILLER SCRAP IRON t, MBTAL
CO. Mr* highest prices far terap
nut
finish. Ray 's Trading Pest. II* I
.
h*W«r c*M, Ktmit, M*rk*»i* "«5K
Iron, metals, and raw fur.
M, tal. ms.
»or<l, Mian, Til. S64-I114.
Te|. wo
WW, W
USip
Cleta- taMrd*y*
i
all
bumari
LUMBE*
emaW*
F
' •««¦•¦!• «*I«M dinette i*l, buffet, table, 4 chllrai
crlbj
SP-l****
_*»
4«Q° Ibi.-MQ
1M- James Fast. Spring high chair; toddlar s siat, Til, am.
*BB Ui Far Best Price*
'
Grove, Minn. Tal. 4*447*.
Scrap Iran. Metal, Woei. Raw Fur*
AA a V W IRON a, METAL CO.
bawUnt} ball, ilmost naw
HAMPSHIRE CROSS feeder pigs, ion, LIT-HANDED
Ml W, 2nd St,
Tel. M04
bag; tv-a tli* shoet. Comphit* 110. Call
w*an*d. cut-ated and vaccina)**" far
John
Brang
3094.
Bryilpelas, als, had |ror( t\m, R (d,.
HI9HBIT PRic«r pA|D
¦
MMa..( Rush
tar atran Iran, nnetaH. ratj*, hktea,
J.
xJ^",T*t twilstoa,
*'X J»«J5. »•»>¦?»• » aaeh. Tarta Bluffs
CfteM
y*iltv >, Tel, Buihfard W-91M.
raw fur* and Wtell
Motfl, Coftat and OIH Shop, Hwy. 41,
Lamoille.
Minn.
ANGUS BULL-1'A years old. 2 miles N.
Sam Welsma n & Sons
of Centervlllo, Wis. Orvllle Llndberg, BAR-BELL and dumbbell set, 150 Ib
INCORPORATED
.
we ight, only I month old. S25. Tel.
TeL ft47
450 W. Irt
HOLSTEIN BULLS-of serviceable age,
7285.
from 500-lb. plus butterfat herd aver86
age. Russell Persons, St. Charles, Minn. MILLIONS of rugs have been cleaned Rooms Without Meals
T»I,932-4M5,
with Blue Lustre. It's America's finest.
Rent electric shampooer, SI. H, Cheat* ROOMS FOR MEN, with or Without
KQLITEIN HEIFERS du* la freshen
housekeeping privileges. No day ileta
& Co.
won, also purebred Duroe boars Clifer*. ttl. 4U9.
ford Hof|, Lanesboro, Minn.. (Pilot
Mound), T*| 875^1}S,
Aptiiments, Flats
90

J?!!I

?

_?

WANTED — experienced;
WAITRE SS
oreferred. day shift and night shift, HOLSTEIN BULLS-reglst»red,
as* u to
Bar-Cafe,
Shorty's
.
jull lime
14 months, dams with recgrda up to
68» lbs. fit, thei* *r« 305-diy records.
to
do
telephone
WANTED
WOMAN
Harry Marks, Mondovi, Wis,, (Gilmanwork from home, good Starting nlton).
tr/ . immediate opening. Writ* WMeide. 19'/i s- Borston, Room 20. REGISTERED HEREFORD
Mis* X for
Eau Claire, Wis.
aale or rent. Herbert McNsm*r, Houston, Minn. Til. 896-3113.
riRN (MORE in '64 with the Fashlors
Wajon of Minnesota Woolen. Lead- CHOICE ANOUS BULLS, 10,
registered,
ing styles sold direct from factory
coming J years, sired by sen of 0
en popular Party Plan, or appointBardollermera
2
who
has
produced
5
ment basis. Managafrtant opportunllr*»ern*tion«l Grand Champions. Priced
Itlei. For full details, write Minnesot a
right,
Pin* Meadow Acris Angus
Include
Woolen Co., Duluth, Minn.
F«rm, Elvln Humble, Rushford, Minn.
your phone.
PUREBRED BLACK Angus bull, 2 years
HOUSEWORK—2 mornings a week, preold, from Elvln Humble herd. Walter
ferably Mon. and Frl. State age and
Pruka, Rt. 2, Rushford, Minn. Tel.
give references. W rite E-20 Dally
844-7889.
News.
WANTED—Immediately.
(EAUTICIAN S
Wrlle E-19 Dally News.

Poultry, Eggs, Supplies
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IVPWAN TO DO general cleaning, Vi ENVIRONMENT controlled, ' light controlled Dekalb 20-week-old pullets. Strictest
day twice a week or i full day. Good
disposition wllh young children, would
Isolation and sanitation, fully vaccinated. Available year around. SPELTZ
prefer lady with car to drive herself.
CHICK
HATCHERY,
Tel. 9*182.
Rollingstone,
Minn. Tel. 8489-2311.

Women - Part-Time

THE Fuller Brush Co. has openings for
two ladles to represent Fulier tea.
metlcs and cleaning products in th*
Wlncna area. 15 hours week, flexible
schedule, 12.20 per hour. For Interview
write Jerry Johnson, Rt. 3, Rochester,
Minn. '

Male—Jobs of Interest— 27

BUY ARBOR ACRE QUEENS, excellent
for egg size, Interior quality and production. 20 weeks pullets ava ilable all
year around. For quality -ask for Arbor
Acr* Outer pullets. Winona Chick
Hatchtry, J« E. 2nd, Winona. Tel. 5614.

Wanted—Livestock

46

FOR YOUR BEST hog market contact
Casey Mirckt, St. Charles, A/Inn, Tel.
MARRIED MAN on farm by the month,
93.-4120.
modern conveniences In th* home, experience necessary. George Daley, LewLEWISTON LIVESTOCK MARKET
iston, Minn.
A real good auction market tor your
MAN WANTED for general farm work ,
livestock. Dairy cattle on hand all
Paul Schroeder, Elgin, Minn. Tel. 87*week, hogs bought every day. Trucks
available. Sale Thurs. Tel. 2667. ¦
2333.
MARRIED MAN for my farm. Pine Meadow Angus Farm, Elvln Humble, Rushford, Minn.
GENERAL FARMWQRK — man wanted.
Gerald Simon, Lewiston, Minn., (near
Fremont).
THREE
time
Wed.
tween

57 Wanted fo iuy

TWO

•«» E- 4lh
' **4
BAT E If h. sur.
REALLY
r^TwTLL

'

«f2 Artfeles for Sale

MEN NEEDED for full or part
work. 180 per week. Tel. 2859
and Thurs., Dae. 1 and 2, be9 a.m. and 8 p.m.

Farm Implements

48

FEITEN

WANTED a man wilh years of successful
50
siles experience to handle local terri- Hay. Grain, Fead
tory selling a high turnover product.
Man employed will be properly trilned.
ALFALFA HAY. Ca ll or write
Sales leads and office space will be QUALITY
Kenneth Tlougan, Pltlnvltw, Minn. Tel.
furnished. Excellent income if you qual534-2261.
ify. Write E-18 Dally Newt.

MARRIED MAN wanted for general
farm work, no milking, modern house.
Herb Wiebke, Prosper, Winn,

Part Time

Roping _ Boughs

YOUNGER BWDG.-Efflclency apt., directly across from the postofflc*. Furnished or unfurnished. Avallabli Die.
IS. Btdielor preferred. Call in person.
DELUXE GE *ll eltctrlc 1 bedroom
apli., carp«ted, air conditioned and
garages. BOB SEt-OVER, REALTOR,
Til. 2349.

All sizes and kinds to 14-ft.
Also Wholesale,
Corner 4th & Lee
(Behind Jefferson Stadium)
Tel. 8-2731

SIXTH W. W1V>—Will central location,
upper 1-bedroom apt-' spacious rooms.
good closet space, tub and showir, gas
hut, private entrance. Inquire 313
Washington.

Christmas Trees

U-CUT-EM
Have family fun!
Bring the kids, cut
your own tree.
Sheared Norway Pine
Some White Pine
3' to 12' Tall
Your
t t l or
Choice
*-P l .*0
Extra boughs free with
your tree.

TWO-BEPROOM furnished apt., suitable
for A Doyi. Tal. 7481.
BASEMENT APT. 1-room kitchenette,
private bath, suitable for 1 or 2. 126
W. 71K. T*l. a-2411.

Trempealeau, Wis.
Open daily 10 a.m. to dusk
Starting Dec. 4 to Dec. 24

Business Places for Rant 92
BUILDING FOR RENT—Could be used
for offlcce or storage space. West location . Tel. 5724.

Articles -for Sale

57

LADIES' WILSO N golf club*, S Irons, 2
woods, bag with cart- Til. 9)7-5 or inqulre 208 6. Ith.
NEW 19" Motorola portable TV. Tel.
8-4291 after A.

Business Equipment

Stirneman-Selover Co.

62

RCA CASH REGISTElt
7 months old.
RCA ADDING MACHINE
3 years old.
$200 each.
Want a TV tower wilh rotor.
Tel. Cochrane 248-2284.

52VJ E. 3rd.
Tel. 6066 or 2349

Mouse* for Rent

93

GALE 1049—modern, n*wly decorated }
bedrooms, oil heat, attachted garage,
good location, bus 1 black, $87.50. R. L,
Borniti, Box 11, Lamoille, Minn. Tel.
DaXota 643-2017.

Wanted to R*nt

96

FURNISHED APT. wanted near Winona
State College by Jan. 1st. Tel. 9723
after S,
WAMJED TWO single rooms, for 2 men.
7 lights * week, extreme east location preferable. Tel. 5062.

APPLES

For your Christmas enjoyment or as a gift the whole
family can enjoy. Refrigerated storage.
Jay Spittler 's
ECHO LODGE ORCHARDS
3 miles E. of Marshland
and Vz mile off Hwy, 35.

Farms, Land for Sale

98

110 ACRE FARM, dairy or beef, good
buildings, good farm program, 2 miles
E. <sl Galevsllle en blacktop road,
school bus by door, oil heat. Lawrence
Park, Rt. 2, Gaiesviila, Wis.
FARMS
FARMS
FARMS
We buy, we sell, *n trade.
A/IIDWEST REALTY CO.
Osseo. Wis.
Res. 695-3157
T«l. Olflce 597-365*

Coal, Wood, Other Fual 63
Houses for Sals

99

YOUNO MAN with car can earn $1.80- GIRLS' LEATHER snow boots , sizes I BURN MOBIL FUEL OIL and en|oy ttl*
12.50 per hour. Write Warren D. Lee,
comfort ol automatic personal cart- TWO STUCCO HOUSES—1 2-bedroom. I
thru 3. Were $5.97, now 12 87. Bargain
J-or i-bedroom. Garagss. Wesi 'ocatlon.
311 Losey Blvd. So., La Crosse, Wis.
Keep full service - complete nurner
Center, 253 E. 3rd.
Carpeting. Will finance. Tel. 6059.
care. Budget plan and guaranteed price.
Order today from JOSWICK 'S FUEL &
DOLL CLOTHES—made tor Barbie, Tamoccupancy I 861 W . 5th. 4
IMMEDIATE
OIL CO., 901 E. 8th. Tel. 3389.
my, Skipper and similar dolls. New.
or 5 bedrooms, I'. J baths, lull baseIncludes hj ndknlti. Very reasonably
ment, oil heat, 5 car garage, will arDBY OAK block wood. Tel. 8687-4771.
priced. Te l. 4007.
range long term loan with payments
1-3 years experience in In- BUILDING FOR SALE-lix24', suitable
64 Ilka rent.
Furn., Rugs, Linoleum
for garage. 1671 W. 5th.
dustry desired, Job will
Frank West Agency
175 Lafayelte
N of platform rockers
lea d into piston and perma- USED REFRIGERAT08S. tleclrlc cloinei NICE SELECTIO
Tel. 1240 or 4400 after hours.
Darting nl S39.95. BORZYSKOWSKI
dryers and ranges. B&B E lectric 151
nent mold design. Write or
FURNITURE
,
302
Mankato
Ave.
Open
E. 3rd.
IN GOODVIEW—3-bedroom rambler, atcall collect for application LIVING ROOM chair, Flixstiel, good evenings.
tached garage and breezeway. For
mora Informs) ion
BOOKCASE
30",
24"
UNFINISHED
condition, 140 668 Qrand.
to
high, 10" deep. Solid California redwood. Has 1 adjustable shell. SB at
G.I. JOE action soldier, list price S3.98,
MR. BOB WALLACE
BURKE'S FURNITURE MART, 3rd !>
special Jl-W. Lofquist Variety, Miracle
Franklin.
Mall.
Gould Engine Parts Div.

DRAFTSMAN

TEL. 8-3007

Lake City, Minn .
Tel. 345-3341, Area Code 612

FOREMAN
Supervise night shift of 25
women assembly workers —
Do some minor repairs to
machines and equipment.
To properly handle this job,
you should have a high
school education and be
mechanically inclined. Preferred age range — 25 to 50.

MILLING MACHINE
OPERATOR
Operate milling machine,
drill press, grinder and have
Rome knowledge of engine
lii the ,
Apply In person
Minnesota State
Employment Service
168 Walnut Street
Winona, Minnesota

"ART TIMB or temporary general office or tales work wanted, no ihortrund . Tel. 8-190J.

Business Opportunities

37

COUNTRYSIDE INN on Hwy, 44 tfrr 1*1*.
'xcelle nt business, good location. T*l.
41 utter 6 p.m. or writ* Box 7, Mebll.
Minn.

Mo nay to Loan

d"Vl

PAINT DEPOT
147
_Center
___ si._
0

WHIT E BIRCH

and

a\Q

Buy Food Wholesale

Capitol Food Provision Co., 3C30
6th St., Gdvw. Tel. 7354.

Guns, Sporting Goods

66

INSULATED BOOTS
All lliea , . . 14 tl pr,
BAMBeNEK'S, 9th 4 Mankato

WE HAV E EVERYTHING ever desired
by thi artlsl on your Chrlitma* llitl
Orumbichir'i finest brushes, oils and
oil lets, water colors and sets, pastels
70
and pastel sets, sketch boxes, mediums, Musical Merchandist)
boards, papera, charcoal, art pencils to
mention lust a few Items . Stop In to- HAMMOND SP INET organ, with percussion, 7 years old, SB95. Inquire 338 Wilson.

for flr*P>l*<a. Call or wrlle Rodney
Norby, Lanesboro. Tal. 461-2144.

Situations Wanted—Fern. 29
SITTING wonted evenings
Weekendi, Tal. 928).

2 SNOW PLOW SPECIALS
Ooodell d h.p. - $389 unl for 1225
Jacobsen 3 ti.p.-Ut« unit for 1175
While They Lastl
AUTO ELECTRIC SERVICE
Tel. 5*55
2nd 8. Johnson

BBAUTIFUL MUSIC by • Motorola
atereo hl-fl. We have tha finest selection and largeit lupply of aals In the
Wlnoni area. Come In or call WINONA FIRE t, POWBR CO., 14 U.
2nd. Tal. 1045.

at

BABY

HOUSEHOLD SALE - leaving the city, Good Things fo Eat
63
toys,
equipment,
clothing,
sports
games, books, household Herns. Frl.
T REE RIPENED grapefruit and oranges,
and Sat., i a.m.-5 p.m. 321 Wilson.
grapefruit size 96, 14.50 per box, Larg*
selection. Christmas candy A null.
USED WRINGER WASHER, refrigerators
WINONA
POTATO MARKET.
and TV S*ls. S25 *nd up. FRANK
LILLA a. SONS, 761 E. Ith. Open eveAPPLES—Mcintosh.
Haralsons, Prairie
nings
Spy, Cortland, Mallndai, Greenings.
"
F. A. Krause Co., Breezy Acres, Hwy.
ICE SKATE EXCHANGE
14-61 E.
Kolter Bicycle Shop
Ave.
Tel.
5465
400 Mankato

HAVH THE CONVENIENCE of a frostfree hose faucet this wlnler, Ordir
yours now at

SANITARY

PLUMBINO t. M.ATINO
Tel . 2737
168 E, 3rd St .

"DAILY

NEWS

MANSU BSCRIPTIONS
Moy Be Paid At
TED MA IER DRUGS

We Service and Stock
Needles for all
RECORD PLAYERS

73

USED 3INOER console, very clean, forward and reverse stitch, In blond cabinet. WINONA SEWINO CO„ 151 Hull.
Tel. 9348.

Stoves, Furnaces, Parta
SIEGLER
ed, told
oorfab'e
RANGE
St , Ttl.

75

HEATERS, gll or gas, Installserviced* Aladdin Mui Pi*me
fieaferi; also oil burner oartt.
OIL BURNER CO., 907 E, ith
UT9, Adolph Mlchilowikl ,

Typewriters

77

TY PEWRITERS and adding machlnei
for sal* or rent . Reasonable rales,
free delivery. Sea ui lor ill your office supplies, desks, tiles or oflki
chairs. Lund Typewriter Co. Tel. S223.
THE PERFECT Christmas gift, a Studio 44 portable typewriter , A PRESENT WITH A FUTURE, nnd If you
find It hard to part with when thi
time comei, remember, you're allowed
to buy Iwo and keep ona yourself .
After all, -you 're pretty extra-special
too. Come In today and sea It demonstrated. Prlcit Only ttt.M at WINONA
TYPEWRITER (BRVICE, UI I. 3rd.

CHRISTMAS WRAP, 1 group. JO**, oil)
reg. 11.39 Christmas Ire* lights, *tcj
reg. 11.20 Kodak blick and while
film. 6*4 end 117 lion pack, sic
I9c Gibson Glew-shian Chrlitmn
PLAIN NOTE-AUTO-PURNITUHH
wrap, 2 rolls 88ci reg, 119.9] Broil.
170 E . 3rd . Tel , 2915.
dent automatic toothbrushes, (15,18'
H*l. 9 »,m. lo 3 p.m., Sal, f a.m. to (soon
rag. II.if Orlatan room vaperliar, Vci
rag. »'¦•<' Contac cold captuloi, 99c i
rtg. S5c Vlcki V*pa Rub, 3tc ; many
Vacuum Claanars
78
othir aale llims.
on any article ol valm . , ,
Clarence
ELECTROLUX
SALES
&
pari*.
NEUMANN'S BARGAIN STORE
RUIIIII, IS/O W. Kins.
1» 6. 2nd St,
Downtown *.Mlricla Mall
Tal. 2IU

LOANS E2S1
Quick Money .. .

TED MAIER DRUGS

HARVEST
SPECIALS

Duplex Home

The Gordon Agency
Realtors
BE IN FOR CHRISTMA31

mi

¦ ¦
'¦' . ¦
'

i ¦¦¦¦^i^» —

'

II

i

¦*i

WE ONLY

And we would like to sell
your home, Often our listings are sold before we get
an ad written. Why? Because we have nn up-to-date
prospect list , And because
we are experienced in dealing with Real F.statc problems.

Inthe Finishing
Stage

Four bedroom colonial altrictlve
living room and dining area, illdtno glass doors to patio, ceramic
full bath and powder room, beautiIn
fully finished wood cabinet*
kitchen with built-in rang* and
oven, double garage,
AFTER HOURS CALLl
Laura Flak 3111
Leo Koil 4511
W. L. IWIb) Helier 1-1181
Mri, Frank "Pal" Merles 2779

I

BOB

ddoM
W
T REALTOR

aO ciNTiR-Tti.2349

Morken ' s Service

F. A. KRAUSE CO.
Breezy Acres
Hwys. 14 and 61 E.

PRICED TO
SELL FAST
1959 CHEVROLET IMPALA
Convertible, V-8
m o t or , p o we r
steering, p o w e r
brakes, whitewall
tires, solid Alpina
V white finish with
white nylon top.
Local one owner car. Specially priced at

- $895 1959 PONTIAC Catalina
4-door hardtop, tum
\
/ tone g r a y and
V
/
white finish, radio, heater, auto\ /
\ /
m a t i c transiru5s i o n, whitewall
Y
T
tires. L o c a l l y
owned.

VENABLES

j

NYSTROM'S

with l\k bathi, larg* living room plus
family room, big kitchen wllh hilllIns, big 2-car garnge.

This three bedroom brick has all
living
the advantages ol country
but Is actually less tiitn len m'noles drive to the center ol town.
Beautiful new wood pun-Mrd kitchen and family room hulll-ln range
and oven, master bedroom wllh fireplace two and half baths game
room plus screened barbecue area.

Announcement

REAL GOOD CONDITION.
Full vinyl top, snow tires
all around. Stop In and look
over this one. Take it for
a spin. See Ken at
Your Headquarters for the
leading 4-wheel drive vehicle

Is Pleased To Announce
A new indoor used car display room adjoining north
- $795 O & J MOTOR CO. of their building.
clean
used
following
See
the
St. Charles, Minn.
cars in their pew indoor display roomWINONA STONE FIREPLACE
75 W. 2nd
Tel. 8-2711
1965 LTD 4-door , auotrrvatic,
Open Mon. k Fri. Evenings ..
Highlights the living room
V-8, power steering.
Have
with beamed ceiling and
1965
GALAXIE 500 2-door
panelled walls, beautifully
V-8, automatic, Mobile Homts, Trailers 111
hardtop,
carpeted and draped. Charmsteering.
power
ing kitchen with built-in
RENT OR SALE-Tr*1l«rs and camoers. LMh/s, Buffalo City. Wis. Tel.
1964 CUSTOM 500 4-door , Vwall oven and hood. 2 carCochrane 341-1533 er 24S.67I.
8, automatic.
peted bedrooms, den or
i 1964 CUSTOM 4-door. 6-cyl- SEE OUR fin* miction ef niw end
USED TRUCKS
third bedroom. Lovely landu sed mobile homes, all sues. Bank
scaped yard. Just minutes
inder, standard transmisin stock
j
financing. 7-yeir plan. COULEE MOaway. This is a real beauty !
sion.
BILE HOME SALES. Hwy. 14^1 I„
but they are
j
Tal. 4276.
Winona.
hard2-door
1965
MUSTANG
both
LOTS OF LOTS
top.
HWY . 61 Moblli Home Sales, last of
EXCELLENT BUYS
StiangrM.* Motel. W* have 12 wide*
Let us show you a variety
1965 MUSTANG convertible.
an hand, also new 1M6 modal I wldai.
of lovely building lots, all
...
$895
t> 1956 GMC 2 ton
Tel. S-3624.
1961 FALCON 4-door, autosizes, all prices.
matic.
PATHFINDER—1164 moUll* homi, llblJB'.
• 1951 STUDEBAKER
3 bedrooms, full balh, ceptir kilchen,
$298
% ton
NEW DOUBLE GARAGE
1964 FAIRLANE 500 4-door,
living room. May be lilt whit* It Is
until spring. Til. Northfield. Wis. I4-A.
V-«, automatic.
3 bedrooms, new kitchen ,
1963 CHEVROLET 2-door
living room, dining room.
Auction Sales
hardtop, 6-cylinder, autoCombination windows, permatic.
Household Goods Our Specialty
manent siding. Only $20O
HIL H. DUELLMAN, Fountain City,
saa5gC^H«VROl!Tt^C0. 1961 FALCON Squire Wagdown on Veteran Loan. See
Wis. Tel. 1417-3631 or IM7-34I-.
on, automatic.
it now !
~~'
121 Huff
Tel. 2396 or 9210
ALVIN KOHNER
1961 GALAXIE SOO 4-door, AUCTIONEER,
City and. state licensed
WALKING DISTANCE
p
o
w
e
r
automatic,
V-«,
and
bonded.
152 Liberty 11. (Corner
OPEN EVERY
TO DOWNTOWN
-I. 5th and Liberty! Tel tft-.
steering.
~~
CARL FANN JR.
1961 GALAXIE 500 4-dqor,
WEEK NIGHT
The charm of an older home
AUCTIONEER. Bonded and Llcemesl.
V-8, standard transmiscan be found in this spaRushford. Minn.
Ttl. I44-7SU.
.TIL 9:00
sion.
cious 4 bedroom family
MINNESOTA
home lovely fireplace in
1962 FORD 4-door Station
living room, sitting room, Used Cars
Wagon, 9*passenger, V-8, Land & Auction Soles
10»
separate dining room, cenEverett J. Kohner
automatic. Sharp!
Station Weqen- A l
151 Walnut. Tel. 1-3710, after hours 7114
tral hallway. Presently the CHEVRgLET—1854
1962 FORD Galaxie 500 2shape, new motor and tlru. Ttl. 7341.
upstairs is completely rent4 milts I
. ol
door hardtop, V-5, auto- DEC. 4 — Sat. 11 a.m.
Arcadia on Stat* Hwy. ti Marcel
ed out. Use for your family STU0EBAKER-H5t Llrk, straight stick,
matic .
(Jack ) SobotH property ; W. A. Zeck.
4-cylinder. 366 E. lOlh. Tel. 7238.
or income property. Full
auctioneer; t-lerthirn Inv . Ce., clirk.
basement, oil burning fur- USED CAR Specials: 1953 Chevrolet, 1959 FORD convertible, V-8,
automatic , power steering. DEC. 4—Sal. 1J:J8 p.m. Lscatael on Hwy.
S12S; 1954 Oldsmobile, S135 ; 1950 Ford
nace. Only $1,000 down and
nit
142 bafween Bangor and Hwy. 16,
»<-fon, 4-tfwm plcXtif. Slit;
1959 VOLKSWAGEN 2-door.
$75 monthly. See it today !
WILSO N
Silt.
Chevrolet
V--ton.
W«hrs Chevrolet Sales, owner; Miller
STORE. Til. 10-2347.
I, Wehrenbtrg. auctioneers; Thorp Fl.
1959 CHEVROLET Impala 4nance Corp., clirk .
door hardtop, V-8, autoDEC. 4—Sat. il a.m. About 3 mil** E. of
matic.
1959 DODGE
AFTER HOURS
Hokah, Minn., near Junction Hwy. 21
md Counly Road 7. Frank c. Feld.
4-door Sedan, V-8, autoUSED
TRUCKS
meier estate; Morris & Olson, auctionmatic transmission, radio ,
Pat Heise . , , 5709
eers; Commirdel State Bank of
,
4-wheel
drive
,
1951
JEEP
Hokah, clerk.
white sidewall tires, charGordon Weishorn . . . 4884
with cab . Sharp !
coal gray finish with matchDEC. 4— Sat l p.m. Household Auction
1960 FORD Vi-ton, long box,
il 134 Clark Ave., Gelesvllli, wit. Wening interior , excellent transdeli Sacia. ownir; Alvin Kohner, auc6-cylinder. Sharp!
portation for the low , low
tioneer; Northirrs Inv, Co., clirk,
price of
I960 FORD F-600 2-ton truck ,
GORDON
4 — Sat, 12:30 p.m. Lltj uldatlon
V-8 , 4-speed. 2-speed, with DEC.
$595
Auction. 76-71 E. 2nd St., corner 2nd
AGENCY
S. Latayatle. Robert Brinkman, aucnew 16-ft. Feurhelrn factioneer; Ralph T. Hengel, clork.
tory fold-down combination box, excellent tires.
DEC. 7-Tues, 11:30 p.m. LlveilocX Sale,
ll Lanesboro Salei Commission. For1960 CHEVROLET 2-ton, 6® Exchange Bldg.
slrom 's, Charolais Farm stock ; Wiltir
Chrysler - Plymouth
Ode,
euctlonur; Thorp Silts Corp.,
,
'Vlnona
4-speed,
2-speed.
cylinder
Open Mon. & Fri. Nights
clerk.
1951 CHEVROLET %-ton ,
DEC. I—Wed. 10 am. J mills S, nt
like new.
Arcadia on County Trunk "J" la
Myers Valley Cemetery, thin 1 mill
,
V-8.
1953 FORD Vi-ton
Wanted—Real Estata
102
E. on town roed. Charles IClri) Zeller
FIRST OF THE
y*-ton.
1954
CHEVROLET
Sstat l; Alvln Kohner, auctlonean
WILL PAY HIGHEST CASH PRICES
Compact 2 story 3 bedroom
home with living room,
dining room and kitchen,
full basement, double garage . Immediate occupancy.
FHA approved. $400 down.

SELLING IS
OUR BUSINESS

Built In 1861?

41 Years in Winona
Lincoln-Mercury-Falcon
Comet-Fairlane
Open Mon., Fri. Eve.
and Saturday afternoons

SPECIALS

Wist central locetlon, living room
wllh beamed celling and stone fireplace, niW walnut paneled family
room, four bBdroems, balh nnrt a
halt, privacy fence In back yard.

th* lint year ol th* Civil War. Usually w* emphasli* how new a
homi Is. In this case we have •
two story frame tinnie In picturosoue
from Ihe MHI
Pickwick acroii
Parol. On* ol Ihe first honws built
at a nomavailable
county,
in th*
Intl amount riady lor you to r**tore .
14,000.

(gEORDd

1962 Ford %-ton pickup. 6
cylinder, 4-speed, big
box in perfect- condition.
1957 Chevrolet %-ton pickup,
3-speed, green.
1949 Internat i 0 n a 1 V4-ton
picktip, 3-speed, 2 to
choose from.

I960 RAMBLER
Classic Custom 4-dr. Sedan ,
economical 6 cylinder engine , automatic transmission , reclining seats, tu-tone
green and white , good tires.
Sec and drive this
one today.

5-Bedroom Rambler

_ , Wa Advertise Our Prka* ^.
^

WALZ

"4HANK" JEZEWSKI

English Cotswold

'64 Ford Country
Squire
$2195
'64 Ford Country
Sedan .. $239$
'63 Falcon Wagon .... $1295
'59 Ford Wagon
$ 595

BWCK-OLDSMOBILE
Open Mon. & Fri. Night

MONTH
SPECIAL

In excellent west central location ,
each apt. h*i 3 bedrooms, big I Ivmi
room, tiled baths, individual nesting plants, garage and storage sence.
Walking distance to downtown, scliouls
and churches.

Out and In?

Hardt 's Music Store
Sewing Machines

•

STATION
WAGONS

2 ton, 4 speed transmission
with 2 speed axle, 8.25x20 10
ply tires, runs and looks
good- See this one today
for only
$995

WEST WABASHA . . .
1 BLOCK TO SCHOOL

TWO-BEDROOM *pt. , electric kitchen,
carpeted living room, ceramic bath and
shower, fre* washer and dryer. Tal.
2063.

WALZ

BUICK-OLDSMOBIUB
Open Mon. «. Fri. Night

STOCKTON, A*.1NN.-.J-apt. hulldtne. aaat UNIVERSAL JEEP-lt44, n«w cab, *ood
vacant lot. Must be! sold. Address. If*.
condition. $393, will take gun* In trad*.
QUlrlti «a the M«rchar*ti National Bat- W. H. Seitert. Utlc*. Minn.
Trust Oepf ' Wlnon*. T*l. 2I3».
JEEP FOR SALE-ltti. Inquire Westgat* Bowl. Tel. Mill .
DL. WEST LOCATION. All *n en* fleer
and available et once. You can move
right in and get settled before Christ- CHEVROLET-1964 Suburban Carryall,
S-passenger, good tires, good solid
mas. Z bedrooms, hardwood floors,
body. Inquire at St. Mary's College,
full basement, automatic heat, garask tor Brother Louli Ptullan.
age. 165 per month a»'er down daymen! on conventional loan basli. ABTS
159 Walnut Sf.
AGENCY, INC.,
Tel, 8-4365.
1955 INTERNATIONAL

TWO ROOMS with bath, private entrance available Immediately. Working
person preferred. Tel. 9287.

91

turquoise in c o l o r with
matching Interior, 20,000
actual miles, owner's name
upon request, exceptionally
clean.
$1395

FOR SALE BY OWWBR - S-bedroom TRIUMPH MOTORCYCLE, 1165, 100 «C,
•¦callent condition. Til. SU3 *t|*r 4
homi In Bluff Skiing. Oil hot water
heat, full basemint. large backyard p.m.
with swing set, excellent for children.
TRIUMPH-ltHS, iSOCC mcellent rondlTtl. Fountain City 117-6642.
tlon. Tel. Cochran* 341-3143.
~~^
,
like
new
J-btdFOR SALE BY OWNER*
ISA MOTORCYCLES
room hom*. 1 mil* out ot Rusttftrd.
Naw and Uic-d
ROBB B ROS . Molortycl* Shea
next to Golfvlew Supper Clyb, front
17] E. 4th
yard loins golf course. Priced it only
$13,700 for quick ill*. Til. Ru-,htor«t
864-9344 tor appointment.
Trucks, Trect's Trailers 108

MALE TO SHARE upper 1-bedroom apt.
cooking facilities available. 1402 W. 6th

Apartments, Furnished

LAMKE TREE
FARM

A REAL DEAL

1% story home with living
room, kitchen with breakfast room, 1 bedroc.n and
full bath down. Upstairs one
large room which can easily be made into two more
bedrooms. Full basement,
oil burning furnace, garage,
nice yard . Only $300 down.
See it now!

CENTER 500W-deluxe 3-room *Pl., partially furnished, wllh private bath,
drapes and carpeting. Available Jan.
1. Adults. By appointment only. Tel,
6790.

TOTScXsy, DecemberI, HI WINONA PA1LT NEWS ll

-

FOR SALE OR RENT. 4-room house, STARTO-JIT will ita-t your ear In ***.
east Fifth St. Also for sal* or rent In
ondt *v*ry day. For more Inlormetlon Used Cars
109 Used Cars
100
Fountain City, 3 family house wllh runor dealership call Diamond K Enterprises, St. Charles 932-430*.
alna spring water, 1 lot*, on Nerth
PLYMOUTH-1M0
4-door.
May
ba
seen
CHEVROLET
1M1
Biscay***
}4*er.
Shor* Dr. Rent Icrmi. C. SHANK, S22
H 850 E. 4th after 5.
whitewalls, ¦"•.000 miles, very clean.
SNOW TIRE SALS
E. 3rd.
I»5.
Tal.
5174.
Buy the First it
Regular Pr|ce
p. A CLEANSR horns you will not find.
FORO-1961, va with overdrive. Mut*
All redecorated in good taste and
?Jet Ihe Second for
¦•II. Tel. 4810.
available. You can move In th* same
tt PrK*
this
day you decide to own It. Chale* weit
Alty Hz* — Any Ty**e
location. 2 bedrooms. Lot* of storage
FIRESTONS
1963 FORD 6 passenger Staareas. Call ui for complete Informa10) W. 3rd
Winona
1961 CJ3 JEEP
tion Wagon, shift, 6 cylinder
tion en It-li new listing. ABTS
AGENCY, INC.. 15? Walnut St. T*l. Motorcyelss, Bicycles
Universal
engine,
radio
and
heater,
107
t-4365.

IN ALTURA—2-b*drpam modern apt, lmmediate possession. Tel. Altura 6352.
W. H, Batzel.

STORAGE SPACE for rent, 28x48' . located in Goodview. 376 W. Belleview.
BARN, GRANARY and silo for sale, 1
mil* W. of RWgiway on 1-90 right of Baby Merchandise
LAW OFFICES occupied as luch sine*
59
way. Barn J4x74, on* of the better
1890 ar* now available In the Morgan
barns In Winona County. Pln« and fir NYLON MESH playyards, S17.9S; folding
Building al modest rental. See Stev*
construction. Granary 18x|4, 2x6 conMorgan at Morgan's Jewelry.
high chairs, (12.98. BORZYSKOWSKI
struction, very food. 11x30 cement
FURNITURE, 302 Mankato Ave. Open
stave silo with double hoops. Leon HenPRIME
DOWNTOWN LOCATION — Ra
evenings.
derson, Rt. 1, Houston, (Ridgeway).
tall and office space. Available now.

STEADY EMPLOYMENT Wilh hltur«( HOMELITE (HAIN SAWS — new and
used, free servicing and hay* • full
experienced production wood finisher;
lin* of part* If) stock. Alma Wotors,
experienced silk screener—all phases.
Alma. Wis. Tel. 6*5-3235.
Will hire as leadman or foreman II
qualified or will train to supervisory
BOU-MATIC MILKERS
level. Resume with reply. Box 388,
Bucket, pipeline cr milking Parlor.
Faribault, Minn.
s
Refrigeration
Ed'
*> Dairy Supplies
T*l. 5532
S55 E. 4th
CAREER SALES—permanent futur* tor
responsible executive or sales type Individual accustomed to active contact
JOHN DEERE DAY
wilh public. Initial salary plus Incentive compensation and pension plan.
IN WINONA
For permanent resident, 28-45, no travel, expenses paid at home office trainTHURSDAY HEP 0
ing school with 2-year training program
U L .\
locally. Position offers stable career
~. 7
8:00 I».M.
with substantial Income and managerial opportunity. In requesting InterIMPL. CO.
view, please Include brief personal
113 Washington St. Winona
history. All replies confidential. Bex
437, La Crosse, Wis.

JANITOR—part-time , 5 days a week, af
St. Paul's Episcopal Church. Tel, 3500
or 3143 after 5:30 p.rn.

CHRISTMAS TREES

' 99 Accessor!**, Tires. Pert* 104

FOR

YOUR CI TV

PROPERTY

(Winona 's Only Rial Eslat* BuveO
Tel. 6318 or 7093
P.O. Bon S«

Cf«!l us today and wo will
do our best to please you,

601 Main St .

Tol. 284!>

Accessor ies,Tires, Parti 104

Nelson Tire's
¦nil

»..^——... i

!
¦
¦ ¦»

Bargain Center
m ¦-¦¦¦i-l—————¦^*

¦ ¦¦»¦•**ammwm ***m

GREAT BUYS ON:
¦ft Passenger Tires
f t Truck Tires
-ft Tractor Tires
SHOP NOW AT
W. 5th & Kit. Track*
Old "Wagon Works " tfldg

WINON A UTO~
RAMBL.* /~\ DODGS

£ SALES it

Open Mon . It Frl, Eva.
3rd h Mankato Tel. fl-3649

YOUR CHOICE
- $299 1059 MERCURY 4 door
.sedan, V-fi , blue.
10,17 BUICK Special 4 door
sedan, black and white ,
V-#, automatic.
1937 BUICK 2 door hardtop,
Super, black,
1037 OLMMOMLB Dynamic sn 4 door sedan, green
In color,
1957 OLDSMOBILE Dynamic 88 4 door sedan , groy
and white.
MM CHEVROLET 2 door ,
6 cylinder , stick.

WALZ

R UICK-OLDSMOBILE
Open Mon. ii Frl. Night

MORKEN'S
SERVICE
Rushford , Minn.

"v

Y: Y > ' . - -

"

• ¦• ¦y;r.vr?,,!;:.v::;.'
:^

.

Northern Inv, Co, clork.
^

I,

_

•..

DEC. I-W*d. 10 am. 13 miles S.W.
nl Houston, Minn . Raymond Boldt «.
R . E, Irons, owners; Frlckson 4.
Schroedir. auctioneers ; Minn. Land
& Auction Serv., dark
DEC. I—Wed. II »,m. 4 mills W nf
Laneiboro on Irish Rldg* Rsedl. Jnhn
Qulnn, owneri Redalen t, Knudsen, auctioneers ; Thorp Salos Corp ,, clerk.

|

LIQU I DATION

p

X
if

Located at 76-78 East Second SI real , corner nf Second
and Lafayette Streets , In iWnona ,

.'

l

Starting at 13;30 P.M .
NEW MERCHAN DISE — Kitchen cupboards \vA
cabinets; Duncan Phyffa dining table; white poster ranopy bed; nlum, lawn chairs ; alum, chaise lounges;
alrollor ; buggy ; play pen ; hi-chalr; baby crlbi crib mattresses; bany car seats; stair gates ; bassinette; baby
bed bumpers; piny pen pads; Early American chair and
rocker , with cushions ; metal wardrobe; 2 unfinished record cabinets; car bed; new room divider slone planters;
occasional chairs; mid chairs ; stools, unpalntod and
metal; mattresses, .10 In. to 54 in. ; box siJi-infiii ; shower
stall; sliowor enclo-suro; butane furnace ; Urge-site pldstic swim pool ; now bink; bathtub ; shutters ; bldg. materUI H ; alum, windows; alum , combination drwrs; wall til e ,
Inside doors; sower pipe ; maaonite ; fiberboard; overhead Karate door; awnings ; electric motors; celling tile ,
medicine cabinet; stair rail ; dividing doors ; kerosene
boater; vcntiiifj; caps ; new small tables ; miac. items too
numerous to mention; wheel wrenches; hand cleaner.
USED ITEMS - 1959 Naah station wagon , AU I O,
transmiBaion ; 195 1 Studobaker V . ton pickup truck; usfld
washer ; 5 ft. motal lnlhc; National cash regie-tor; mlac.
small ltoms.
BOB nmNKM AN , Auctlonrer
RALPH T. HENGEL , Clerk

| Auction Sale

!:

|Saturday, December 4 I'
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By Roy Grant* 1

BUZ SAWYER

DICK TRACY

~

~~

~~

By Chester Gould

BEETLE BAILEY

By Mort Walker

V CMc Young

BLONDIE

TIGER

By Bud Blake

By Hanna-Barbera

THE R.INTSTONES

LI'L ABNER

•

STEVE CANYON

By Milton Canniff

SPECIAL

Jfe

By Alex Kotzky

APARTMENT 3-G

By Al Capp

CATERING
SERVICE
3B
This

Special Servicers available for ANY SIZE GROUP

r^iZL^E^
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By Dal Curtis

REX MORGAN, M.D.

on a(ROUND
vance reservation *rf 24 hours or moro.
w ROAST
't'1
'

FRIED CHICKEN,
Southern Stylo
BAKED VIRGINIA HAM,
with Raisin and Mustard Saejce

^§J^7

0

CLUB GROUPS

STSaS ^.

PLEASE NOTE

CHOW

"

By Ernie Bushmiller
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SLID
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MEIN

wi,h SoY Sauce and Noodles

If your Club Group. Organi-ation,Wedding
or Anniversary Parly or Class Reunion,
_at.ta_ .Hier , keep thi.
ate,-r. planning .
food schedule and phone number In •
handy location. We will ba glad to talk
over your neadt and serve you Catered
Food you can count on.

NANCY

Olf BEEF,

AU JUS

$

THE AB0VE D»NNERS INCLUDE:

Baked Potato — Cola Slaw Salad — Vegetable or Cherry Crisp
— Dinner Roll. We can prepare and deliver these dinners, but
wa cannot furnish etiina, etc., nor do the serving. In addition
wa are open to additional menu luggestions and are most anxious

PHONE 8-3691

"
plEWl

~~"""

MEwTi

fi CHAR BROILED STEAKS 8
ill

I

MARY WORTH

By Saunders end Ernst

I
i
j
I

'

Every Day After 5 p.m.

Wb Steak
Country Kitchen Strip
Beef Tenderloin
• U.S. Choice Hew York Strip

I-¦»««-.
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DOWNTOW N

I ATX STEAK DINNER INCLUDE S A L A D , FRENCH
FRIES , TOAST, COFFEE ii

j

$I.0D
$1,39
$2,00
$2.50
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founJUu^Jiikhsj tL
^

SS^^tll^^^ P^S-^
g«3s# Huff ot West Third
a>
Phone 8-3691
^^§^^
Sund
»V th™ Thursday - Open 'til 12 Midnight
MfillR<
e>
nuvnsle
FrUUy, and Saturdays - Open to 1 a.m

.

